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Happy Now Year, New Services and 2018 Messages
Jan 1, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Happy Now Year! This is a reprint from my Newsletter which went out
today. Keeping everyone in the loop with the unfoldments.
Welcome to the New Newsletter! This is a reflection of the renewed
website, and I welcome you to explore the gifts and energy of the new site
design and new Light-encodements. Creative Evolution is no more, all is
Ascension Path now. More shine, more services in the making. I’ll do a
website and services video tour in the near future.
This Newsletter (one of the pricier services I intend to keep), is leveling up
to include more inspiration, supportive services, and opportunities for us to
connect.
Gratitude for the Support on all levels
My recovery is progressing well. My ribs are healing, the spine, leg, foot
and arm are coming back into alignment. It will be easier when movement
is more comfortable. The body trauma was greatly assisted by immediate
high doses of Arnica and a product called T-Relief, which comes in both a
topical cream and an internal homeopathic liquid. Highly recommended!
My bruises disappeared in a few days, and the liquid version is truly
helpful for the trauma/shock effects on the nervous system. I have also
been learning a new healing method and will be sharing this soon.
We learn so much from near-death encounters. I have had several in this
lifestream. While this event was the most violent, it traversed many layers
of consciousness, both mystical and physical. It also answered personal
questions about the trajectory of service work, embodiment of the Logos,
and the division of realities. I intend to share these lessons later this
month.
Kindwhile, I AM deeply grateful for the outpouring of support from the Light
Tribe. Your generosity is manifesting a new car vehicle quickly, and I AM
inspired to raise my services to a whole new level. Donors, you have
been sent personal emails of thanks (to your paypal email). Check your
inbox filters if you haven’t seen them.

2018 Reality Shifts: Stay True to your Heart
So much New is required of us right now, a reflection of the approaching
New Light. Let us all do our best to demonstrate unity consciousness and
stay true to our highest intentions. Forgive and bless those who are
struggling, lashing out, or confused by the current energies. Even if it’s
yourself!
Wayshowers, we apply all the lessons of patience, Divine unconditional
love, forgiveness, and gratitude to each moment. These deep Seven
Sacred weeks are about self-examination and transformation, however
many experience deep self-judgment, and project that onto others.
Many are concerned about this polarization, however I see the Now
unfoldments shifting us to a new experience rather quickly. From what I
AM receiving about this year, polarity may dissolve completely for many of
us.
As always, imagine, visualize and feel the New Earth experience often.
Ascension Path class participants: Revisit the Journey to New Earth
meditation. Those New Earth visions are enhanced during our SUNday
Unity Meditations; it is remarkable to see the outcome of this weekly
practice in Unity Consciousness.
Some may need to express themselves, often in uncomplimentary ways,
as personal revelations present. Compassion, beloveds. Remember what
your awakening was like. As we achieve Divine Neutrality (so purposeful
as this all unfolds), these realities feel like watching a film. The
detachment and freedom from that vibration is palpable. We can choose
to engage or not; it makes no difference at this point. All is dissolving into
the new crystalline realities.
Even with the plans for new services, there is neutrality. We honor our
unique expression, and live the gifts to honor the Creator State of
Consciousness. All of us are One at the highest of levels; that is important
to remember as the realities shift.
Use this week’s Energy to your advantage
Utilize the collective energy of renewal, detoxification that accompanies
the New Year. It can fuel your own intuitive nudges for shifts and creations.

And take it easy – the energies will be amplifying greatly this month as
Solaris aligns with this dimensional-splitting, consciousness-shifting area.
The sense of urgency will be amplified within the collective; let us direct
that new light into Peacemaking and calling forth the New Earth
experience for all willing hearts.
A blessed and purifying Full Moon to you!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Culmination Points, New Moon and Eclipse Transformations
Jan 9, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
We are at the culmination point of our Seven Sacred weeks, which
completes with the New Moon Tuesday, January 16 at 6:19pm. This has
been a deeply transformative passage which collectively prepared us for
the energetic shifts of 2018. Note how the energy changes over the next
week. We are coming out of a period of deep introspection, personal
change, and global release. Now we witness the next steps of our
Ascension laid out before us. Feel these glorious reality-changing
frequencies, beloveds.
We endured a collective and personal transmutation of the cosmic
memory of old self, lower trajectories, belief systems, family genetic
imprints and soul monads. A massive clearing of the akashic for many,
even for those who felt they were complete, as the collective
subconscious records are released back to Source.
This occurs globally at a cellular level, as an effect of the incoming light
level. This is why so many have been ill, nauseous or having unusual
health challenges over the last seven weeks. The initial effect was intense,
and clearing is ongoing as the energies accelerate bifurcation. DNA is
overwriting old formats, and responding to the clearing by holding new
light codes which were previously blocked. These frequency-based
rewrites shake loose the old. Be diligent with detoxing and cleansing, and
guide the mental/physical/emotional levels as needed.
The heart center is expanding as etheric imprints dissipate from cellular
memory. Coping mechanisms must be surrendered for high-vibe activity,
in order to resonate with the crystalline pathways opening in this Now.
Blessings to everyone who is willing to be vulnerable and authentic, and
keep their heart open and neutral for others through this process.
All limitations are being removed for our benefit. We learn how to
operate in Unity Consciousness, flow with the highest trajectory of our
path, express our new true voice, and level-up our service work. Avoiding
or resisting the clarion call of the new cannot be avoided without causing
psychological and emotional distortion. If you receive the call, answer it
with an open heart in alignment with Unity Consciousness.

These upgrades have been continuous in our Ascension process,
however the cosmic events unfolding for 2018 require this collective
release. Removal of blocks to the rainbow bridge effect happened before
the December Solstice. You may have felt moments of complete freedom
since the New Year, followed by symptoms of clearing the next day. There
are strong templates coming in, consistently activating starseed DNA and
the templates within Gaia. The galactic hot-zone we have entered is
accelerating the New Earth experience. In service, we simultaneously
assist, surrender and let the light reveal the higher realities.
2018: Collapsing Time to Create the Miraculous
One of the strongest visions/downloads for 2018 is the activity emanating
from the Trinity Stargates. These massive interuniversal portals aligned
and activated with the Solar eclipse last August. The stargate alignment
allows Crystalline templates of superior purity and vibration to merge with
the SUN.
Solaris (the SUN) begins to pulse light codes, plasma, harmonics, and
frequencies which trigger DNA in an unprecedented way. Solaris is
flashing new geometries, emanating light codes and sacred fire letters,
beaming 5D rainbow plasma, and delivering the command for new
creation. In visions these waves of codes are rushing toward Gaia,
engulfing her in sacred next-level symbols, bathing us in the dimensionalshifting, living light of Source. The SUN appears chaotic yet elegant in this
realm. We are preparing for major energetic waves and events this year,
Beloveds.
We sense the freedom as we unify with resonant hearts. The High-Vibe
collective strengthens as Wayshowers to the New Earth, demonstrating
Unity Consciousness itself. It literally feels light; many Unity Meditators
reported strong lifting and levitating sensations during our last session on
SUNday. We are merging with the crystalline realm to create the bridges
and pathways to the next experience, and it feels sublime! The incoming
crystalline templates not only amplify the New Earth experience for
aligned hearts, they assist us in opening the Gateways for global
transformation. Embodiment and untouchability are near.
This year reveals empirical evidence of what has been created by all of us
in service. No one expects credit of course, that’s never been the point.
Our starseed reward is completion of mission, however we can feel

excitement beaming through the High-Vibe Tribe. Divine Love is delivering
on ancient promises.
The Lunar Eclipse and January Triggers
The Solar eclipse of last August and the upcoming total Lunar eclipse on
January 31 are linked. This window was highly transformative between
these two eclipses. It affected the way we experience time, our
multidimensional selves, and the bifurcation of realities. If the Solar eclipse
was powerful for you, this Lunar eclipse will be as well. Take a moment to
review what has transpired, how your trajectory has changed, and be
diligent about preparation.
This eclipse does not require the extensive Gatekeeping and Gridwork of
last August. It does require open-hearted anchoring of the next level of our
Ascension. The New Earth grids merged with the crystalline grid during
that event. Our current service focuses on unlocking as many node points
as possible, continuous amplification, and merging our HUman heart grid
as one stargate of Ascension. The New Earth grid went vertical last year,
merging the crystalline core of Gaia with the crystalline grid and Solaris.
Those Gateways will create access to the higher dimensional New Earth
experience.
Our focus remains on opening the crystalline Gateways to the New
Earth experience. I saw people rising through these Gateways during the
Cosmic trigger last month, preparing for a pure Ascension experience.
The way that we work with crystals, especially quartz, is changing. Codes
are activated within the crystal beds and Master crystals (many are from
off-planet) between these two eclipses. It stimulates memories within the
Starseeds, Gatekeepers and Gridworkers who have been working with
crystals. Meditate on this; it is related to future memory rather than past, a
side-effect of the embodiment experience. Your crystals will need to be
cleared and reset between the New Moon and Lunar eclipse. Give them
plenty of SUN exposure on the ground after the New Moon. They continue
to assist bridging the worlds, and will assist with stabilizing the
amplification.
With these new energies, our multidimensional Self penetrates levels of
awareness. We are able to access the evolution of our higher levels, and
co-create the new aligned in the Now.

Unified Focus: Here We Glow
Tuesday January 16: New Moon at 6:18pm PT. Seven sacred week
passage ends. Set high intentions for the new trajectory.
Wednesday January 17: Gatekeeper & Gridworker focus: The eclipse
portal begins, energies will build. Note the changes in your energy fields
and heart as this opens up.
Wednesday January 31: Total Lunar Eclipse. Maximum eclipse at
5:30amPT. It is a Blue Moon (second Full Moon in a month) and will
appear red, like a Blood Moon. This is a rare Blue Moon Total Eclipse.
Totality will last just over an hour, and is visible in North America.
The crystalline templates emanating from the SUN pulse and flash
holographic imprints of themselves to prepare and change Gaia’s energy
fields to become a Christed/Crystalline entity. You may see them in
visions; giant light-encoded discs or geometries. That activity is caught
and threaded through the New Earth grid system, activated ancient sites
seen and unseen, crystal beds, aquifers, kingdoms, elementals, and
activated heart centers.
It is shifting layers of the electromagentic fields to align with New Earth
magnetics, which is the vertigo and dizziness some of us experience. You
feel the shift in your personal magentics, as well as the shifts within Gaia.
It is a release, a lightening of density. Sensations of euphoria, bliss or
freedom become stronger for many.
We will continue to unify in Divine Co-creation on SUNdays with our
global Unity Meditations. Gratitude to all who participate each week in
this Divine Service.
This passage is unprecedented, Beloveds. We join as one in walking
through dimensional doorways this year. May we all be blessed and
supported as embodiment manifests the New Earth experience.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

New Moon Shift Point; Opening for the Eclipse and Beyond
Jan 15, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
Some reminders from last week’s article are below. Gatekeepers opened
Saturday for the New Moon, which takes us straight into the Eclipse zone,
just two weeks away. For many this is a culmination point of seven weeks
of clearing, shedding, and transforming on a very deep level. Now we
move into potent heart openings with the consciousness-shifting energies
of 2018.
Excerpts from Culmination Points, New Moon and Eclipse
Transformations
We are at the culmination point of our Seven Sacred weeks, which
completes with the New Moon Tuesday, January 16 at 6:19pm. This has
been a deeply transformative passage which collectively prepared us for
the energetic shifts of 2018. Note how the energy changes over the next
week. We are coming out of a period of deep introspection, personal
change, and global release. Now we witness the next steps of our
Ascension laid out before us. Feel these glorious reality-changing
frequencies, beloveds.
This occurs globally at a cellular level, as an effect of the incoming light
level. This is why so many have been ill, nauseous or having unusual
health challenges over the last seven weeks. The initial effect was intense,
and clearing is ongoing as the energies accelerate bifurcation. DNA is
overwriting old formats, and responding to the clearing by holding new
light codes which were previously blocked. These frequency-based
rewrites shake loose the old. Be diligent with detoxing and cleansing, and
guide the mental/physical/emotional levels as needed.
The heart center is expanding as etheric imprints dissipate from cellular
memory. Coping mechanisms must be surrendered for high-vibe activity,
in order to resonate with the crystalline pathways opening in this Now.
Blessings to everyone who is willing to be vulnerable and authentic, and
keep their heart open and neutral for others through this process.
All limitations are being removed for our benefit. We learn how to
operate in Unity Consciousness, flow with the highest trajectory of our

path, express our new true voice, and level-up our service work. Avoiding
or resisting the clarion call of the new cannot be avoided without causing
psychological and emotional distortion. If you receive the call, answer it
with an open heart in alignment with Unity Consciousness.
These upgrades have been continuous in our Ascension process,
however the cosmic events unfolding for 2018 require this collective
release. Removal of blocks to the rainbow bridge effect happened before
the December Solstice. You may have felt moments of complete freedom
since the New Year, followed by symptoms of clearing the next day. There
are strong templates coming in, consistently activating starseed DNA and
the templates within Gaia. The galactic hot-zone we have entered is
accelerating the New Earth experience. In service, we simultaneously
assist, surrender and let the light reveal the higher realities.
2018: Collapsing Time to Create the Miraculous
One of the strongest visions/downloads for 2018 is the activity emanating
from the Trinity Stargates. These massive interuniversal portals aligned
and activated with the Solar eclipse last August. The stargate alignment
allows Crystalline templates of superior purity and vibration to merge with
the SUN.
Solaris (the SUN) begins to pulse light codes, plasma, harmonics, and
frequencies which trigger DNA in an unprecedented way. Solaris is
flashing new geometries, emanating light codes and sacred fire letters,
beaming 5D rainbow plasma, and delivering the command for new
creation. In visions these waves of codes are rushing toward Gaia,
engulfing her in sacred next-level symbols, bathing us in the dimensionalshifting, living light of Source. The SUN appears chaotic yet elegant in this
realm. We are preparing for major energetic waves and events this year,
Beloveds.
This year reveals empirical evidence of what has been created by all of us
in service. No one expects credit of course, that’s never been the point.
Our starseed reward is completion of mission, however we can feel
excitement beaming through the High-Vibe Tribe. Divine Love is delivering
on ancient promises.

The Lunar Eclipse and January Triggers
The Solar eclipse of last August and the upcoming total Lunar eclipse on
January 31 are linked. This window was highly transformative between
these two eclipses. It affected the way we experience time, our
multidimensional selves, and the bifurcation of realities. If the Solar eclipse
was powerful for you, this Lunar eclipse will be as well. Take a moment to
review what has transpired, how your trajectory has changed, and be
diligent about preparation.
This eclipse does not require the extensive Gatekeeping and Gridwork of
last August. It does require open-hearted anchoring of the next level of our
Ascension. The New Earth grids merged with the crystalline grid during
that event. Our current service focuses on unlocking as many node points
as possible, continuous amplification, and merging our HUman heart grid
as one stargate of Ascension. The New Earth grid went vertical last year,
merging the crystalline core of Gaia with the crystalline grid and Solaris.
Those Gateways will create access to the higher dimensional New Earth
experience.
Unified Focus: Here We Glow
The crystalline templates emanating from the SUN pulse and flash
holographic imprints of themselves to prepare and change Gaia’s energy
fields to become a Christed/Crystalline entity. You may see them in
visions; giant light-encoded discs or geometries. That activity is caught
and threaded through the New Earth grid system, activated ancient sites
seen and unseen, crystal beds, aquifers, kingdoms, elementals, and
activated heart centers.
It is shifting layers of the electromagnetic fields to align with New Earth
magnetics, which is the vertigo and dizziness some of us experience. You
feel the shift in your personal magnetics, as well as the shifts within Gaia.
It is a release, a lightening of density. Sensations of euphoria, bliss or
freedom become stronger for many.
We will continue to unify in Divine Co-creation on SUNdays with our
global Unity Meditations. Gratitude to all who participate each week in
this Divine Service.

This passage is unprecedented, Beloveds. We join as one in walking
through dimensional doorways this year. May we all be blessed and
supported as embodiment manifests the New Earth experience.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The Eclipse Transformations: Timelines, the Logos, Change and the
Heart
Jan 26, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
We continue to receive this strong Light code bombardment flowing
through the cosmic stargate floodgates. The current influxes are harmonicbased, although they appear as vibrant light in our fields and visions.
These incoming frequencies are delivered via plasma pulses, which is the
flashing activity we see when we meditate or connect with the SUN. The
frequencies are activating crystalline templates in the New Earth Grid
system, and Gaia responds by releasing corresponding fire letters,
geometries and light codes.
Since entering this dimensional-shifting, consciousness-shifting hot zone,
the incoming and outflowing codes have steadily increased. Remember to
ground (Earthing) with bare feet and hands on Gaia to receive, balance
and integrate these emanations. If you can do this in the SUNlight, you
may experience the cosmic flow of incoming light and Gaia code release.
It feels quite transcendent and blissy, and stimulates the 5D DNA strands.
I feel high from these activations and frequencies most of my days. It is
stimulating to the energy fields and body meridians, however the
transcendent state overrides the temporary discomfort. It also affects the
way we experience time, which is addressed in this article.
The Trinity Stargate alignment began with last August’s Solar eclipse.
Transition to higher trajectory collective timelines occurred with the
Solstice. The Starseed mission of activating, aligning and attuning these
intergalactic, interuniversal gateways (stargates) completed in midDecember.
Gatekeepers may now view the alignment from the intergalactic
perspective, and track the activity of these influxes and frequencytriggering pulses. Last weekend I was shown the interdimensional phaselock of these cosmic stargates with our galaxy, SUN and Gaia. All is
aligned for ongoing, expansive energetic events this year.
2018 provides consistent flow through the Gateways. Gatekeepers and
Gridworkers may phase-lock with these plasma fields any time Our
unification opportunities are amplified (SUNday Unity meditations,

eclipses, Solstice, Equinox, etc.) however with the timeline fluctuations
and divisions, there are no Gateway dates as in years past. The consistent
influxes will be ever-increasing, so we attune to being in the moment as
these openings and anchorings present.
Some Gatekeepers and Gridworkers are becoming constant conduits of
the cosmic flow as part of their embodiment process. This flow experience
is complimented by the collapse of geomagnetic fields which held linear
time dynamics in place. We are familiar with the function of phase-locking
DNA with geomagnetic fields because that is how we unlock Gateways
and clear Gaia.
A natural progression in our Ascension is to become a conduit of the
plasma frequency pulses and flashing activity. The codes within the DNA,
Higher Self, Gaia and New Earth Gateway phase-lock to migrate the
consciousness to a new platform. This opens the crystalline Gateways to
the New Earth for others to follow. It is an act of pure service, already
happening, and requires regular alignment with zero point in meditation.
We are seeding the collective HUman heart grids with this flashing
experience every SUNday during the Unity Meditations. It becomes
stronger for the conduits, and we see this experience presenting for
others, even those who don’t participate. In brief, you see and feel the
plasma light flickering in your fields. Feel it, let it do its work. It is a natural
progression of Wayshowership to become aligned with this plasmapulsing/flashing activity.
Fluid Time Dynamics: Change over Habit
One of our strongest lessons this year, which is already presenting with
the incoming and outflowing codes, is our ability to experience time in a
fluid non-linear state. We enter a period where change overrides habit. It
tends to irritate those who want reliable same-ness, as well as those who
cannot tolerate busy-ness as usual. Activated DNA is attuning us a new
experience of time, and it serves the Ascension process to apply this
lesson of fluid time right now.
We have had phases of this, and last year there were stronger windows of
this pliable-time experience as collective timelines dropped and shifted. In
this Now, it becomes increasingly difficult to manage linear time. Some
may consider *no planning* as the solution to this anomaly. There have

been phases when no plans felt reasonable, a day or a week here and
there, however the guidance in this Now is to dive into the experience in
order to Master it.
As Wayshowers, we may demonstrate how to navigate the waters of
fluctuating time dynamics. We have experienced the creation windows in
January already; there have been days, even hours, when all is GO for
creating and manifesting. Other days are for preparation, meditation,
integrating, activating, and less linear activities. It teaches us to be
sensitive to the new energies, stay in the moment, maintain cosmic
perspective and Mastery-level patience.
The Now time can feel trance-like. Again, this is DNA attempting to
migrate us to a new reality. It requires a balance of surrender and focus;
allowing the new to penetrate our psyche, and dealing with any resistant
thoughts or emotions which arise.
This is a year to gather, to express our experience of Ascension, and play
with our co-creative power. Fears that you won’t be available, or in the
right mood, or capable of interaction, must be dismissed. Those are old
paradigm expectations, and we must demonstrate trust in the 5D flow.
Often when we are guided to connect something much larger is at work.
Trust your heart and learn to receive, serve and create in this new light
from moment to moment. It is training us for the New Earth experience.
Neutralization of Timelines, Personal and Collective
Another side-effect of increased change over habit has to do with
timelines. You may have noticed the wavering state of the collective as the
energies force us to choose timelines. The wavering of higher highs and
lower lows is the personal and collective timeline fluctuation. If you cannot
or do not choose your experience, this fluctuation gets intense. Habit
wants a familiar experience, change demands a choice.
The frequencies coming in support change, they are changing the
magnetic fields of Gaia and your own consciousness to provide multiple
dimensional experiences. If you are having a roller coaster experience of
daily ups and downs in this new light, this is your Mastery lesson
presenting. If you have not committed to creating a new reality, you
wobble between old and new. This is a passage of higher vibrational

choices, even if that choice is as basic as exploring the big, positive
unknown of Ascension. You may consciously choose your next step, your
higher timeline, align your heart, actions, words and moment-by-moment
choices with it, and end the wild fluctuation. Change over habit.
Once you choose conscious creation, the fluctuation evens out, clarity and
peace return (good for all concerned) and clearing occurs in the DNA to
resonate with timeline choice. Remember the Primary High-Vibe Christed
timeline experience has been available since last September. It is a very
different experience which requires a consistent phase-lock in the
magnetics of the heart center. For some, the fluctuating stress of these
new energies is simply mis-alignment with the higher trajectory of the
Higher Self. Remember to reflect the heart’s choice in thought, word, and
action. Vibrational mis-match grows wider with these plasma influxes, it is
best to deal with your personal change vs habit challenges right now.
Changes in the Heart: The Eclipse Window
It’s funny to speak of the heart right now. My physical heart is still crushed
up against my ribs from the impacts during the car crash. I feel my
physical heart consistently as it settles back into place. The sensations are
so similar to our heart activations, that it feels familiar and almost normal.
However I also understand that cardiovascular and heart issues are a
concern as the energies amplify. They always have been. So we take
care. My personal trajectories are still sorting out; that is the nature of endpoints and near-death experiences.
My etheric heart, the true essence of Source-as-Self, has also shifted
during this eclipse-to-eclipse window. My heart is not diminished by other’s
behavior, or even my own. I AM in a steady, Divinely neutral state, aligned
with a consistent presence of LoveLight, even in challenges. My ability to
forgive, and express gratitude are not diminished by the external, or
internal world. There is an instantaneous perception of truth, love,
goodness. These qualities are obvious, brighter, revealed. Lesser
creations and distortions are also obvious, however they have no charge,
no influence on my heart.
For me, this eclipse window has been transitional, because I have cocreated it with my Higher levels as such. This is the initial lesson and focus
of our first Gateway; to call forth the New Earth experience as a palpable
reality for all concerned.

For many Wayshowers, this year is about demonstrating the impossible.
The Universe has our backs, the influxes will be undeniable, and change
over habit will get intense for the collective.
Losing Identity
Another are receiving amplification in this Now year is the concept of
identity. The glue-like magnetics which held the structures for our old
identity, our way of being in form, break apart in a dimensional shift.
Bandwidths of frequency which hold dimensional realities in place are
dissolving, revealing other options. The dynamics which held the old
identity as a truth, and the illusion of separation, are breaking apart with
the codes and light structures flowing through the Stargates.
It becomes difficult to define oneself. Your light signature will feel more
applicable than titles or names, and we seem to (finally) be evolving out of
the past-life or galactic titles. It is still necessary to use these tools for
communication, as we remain in full acceptance of being here during the
Ascension. Personally, my Light Signature is shifting. It felt Solar for many
years, a projector for the fractalized beingness. Now it is now becoming
more aligned with the Logos.
Embodiment of the Logos
The Logos is a template for pure Source consciousness in form, often
expressing as stars. Not all stars are a pure expression of the Logos.
Some stars are stepped-down in frequency to provide an experience of
evolution from separation to oneness. Solaris, our magnificent SUN, is
following this transition from sub-logos to Logos. This provides the
experience of Christed evolution, reflected in our current Ascension
process as embodiment of the Solar Cosmic Christ. We are becoming
more crystalline-based to support this. The higher vibrational version of
Gaia, the New Earth, is a platform for this type of spiritual evolution, which
is why the ascended Gaia is on a trajectory to become a spiritual SUN; a
Christed planetary platform which affects the galaxy on multiple
dimensional levels. The Solar Cosmic Christ, a stellar-based template for
the Logos, can be reflected in HUman form.
We have observed the changes in the SUN since the alignment of the
cosmic stargates last year. The light looks and feels different, and our
realities are reflecting this. Things look and feel different. The changes in

our bodies, minds, hearts and emotions are obvious to anyone engaging
with an Ascension process. This is not the same platform, the reality menu
is getting purified and divided into perceptional bandwidths.
We use the SUN as a prism to project our consciousness into these
planetary realities. As the SUN changes, so do our opportunities. The SUN
transitions to a purer expression of Logos, which allows Gaia to provide a
Christed/crystalline platform, and all willing consciousness may align with
that new platform via embodiment of the principles of Logos.
Solaris will transition to a higher expression of the Logos with the Solar
flash. Remember the projector analogy; changing the projector changes
what films can be shown. Leading up to that event are multiple pulses of
encoded plasma, which many are experiencing in vision and meditation
for the last few years. Since the Stargate alignment with the eclipse last
August, these plasma influxes have been steadily shifting the collective
realities to compliment the New Paradigm. The DNA cleansing
mechanisms increase, which is why so many are ill, emotional, sleepy,
vibrating … all of the ascension symptoms are increased on a collective
level.
Eclipse Passage Reminders
My time-flow needs to complete this article for Now, so here are a few
reminders for this eclipse passage:
•

•

•

•
•

We unify on SUNday in meditation and preparation of the
Gateways, for the highest outcomes of the Lunar eclipse
frequencies.
Total lunar eclipse on Wednesday, January 31 at 5:28AM Pacific
Time. Gatekeepers and Gridworkers will unify in ceremony and
Gate-activation during the eclipse. Tap in, meditate, pray, create
your own ceremony to express New Earth Now.
Be patient, kind, and compassionate with everyone. Everyone. No
matter what they appear to be in this reality. Apply this classic
lesson to align with the Ascended state: Treat them as you would
treat God.
Migrate your personal reality into alignment with your highest
choice, and implement moment by moment creation.
Express conscious creation of peace, and responsible creation
which amplifies Love. This can be done even if you are involved in

•

•

conscious protests and activism. Take your heart to the table, show
the way.
End judgment habits and exercise discernment, especially with
online activities. Deny the dramatic and judgmental click-bait; that
seems to increase whenever the energies intensify.
We feel the radiance of what is about to unfold. Cultivate a rich
inner life, get to know your Universe as it changes. The upgrades
are strong and consistent. What habits must be changed in this
now to create change?

Have a radiant eclipse week, Beloveds. Let us do the good work and cocreate the revelation of New Earth in this Now, and call forth the palpable,
beautiful experience of Ascension. Stability (not prevention) is a fine act of
service as Gaia releases these codes through Earthquake activity. Guide
these physical shifts to be balanced throughout the plates and grids. We
Love You, We Bless You, We Thank You.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Harmonics, Fluid Time and Unity Consciousness
Feb 1, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This eclipse week is a beautiful initiation into a new way of being in our
Ascension process. A major stargate activation occurred just prior to the
Eclipse. This is a new experience, and major component of the floodgate
activations of 2018. Remember the Logos intel from last week. Connect
with Solaris and Gaia to receive & amplify on behalf of all.
Harmonics, Fluid Time and Unity Consciousness
Last week’s lengthy article had much to share on the unfoldments of this
passage. I highly recommend visiting the complete text. Here are the
major topics:
– The current influxes are harmonic-based, although they appear as
vibrant light in our fields and visions. These incoming frequencies are
delivered via plasma pulses, which is the flashing activity we see when
we meditate or connect with the SUN.
– 2018 provides consistent flow through the Gateways. Unity in
service (SUNday Unity meditations, eclipses, Solstice, Equinox, etc.) are
amplified and needed, however with the timeline fluctuations and
divisions, there are no Gateway dates as in years past. Our service is
consistent.
– A natural progression in our Ascension is to become a conduit of
the plasma frequency pulses and flashing activity. The codes within
the DNA, Higher Self, Gaia and New Earth Gateway phase-lock to migrate
the consciousness to a new platform. This opens the crystalline Gateways
to the New Earth for others to follow.
– Fluid Time Dynamics: Change over Habit: One of our strongest
lessons this year is our ability to experience time in a fluid non-linear state.
We enter a period where change overrides habit. Activated DNA is
attuning us a new experience of time, and it serves the Ascension process
to apply this lesson of fluid time right now.

– This is a year to gather, to share our experience of Ascension, and
play with our co-creative power. I heard this clarion call and am cocreating both in-person and online events for the Light Tribe. See details
below.
– Neutralization of Timelines, Personal and Collective : Another sideeffect of increased change over habit has to do with timelines. The
wavering of higher highs and lower lows is the personal and collective
timeline fluctuation. Habit wants a familiar experience, change demands a
choice. Remember the Primary Christed timelines do not feel like
timelines. We are attempting to migrate as many willing hearts to this
experience as possible.
– Losing Identity: The glue-like magnetics which held the structures for
our old identity, our way of being in form, break apart in a dimensional
shift. Bandwidths of frequency which hold dimensional realities in place
are dissolving, revealing other options. The dynamics which held the old
identity as a truth, and the illusion of separation, are breaking apart with
the codes and light structures flowing through the Stargates.
– Embodiment of the Logos: This is a big topic, since it has to do
with our SUN, Earth changes and our personal Ascension process.
The Logos is a template for pure Source consciousness in form, often
expressing as stars. Not all stars are a pure expression of the Logos.
Some stars are stepped-down in frequency to provide an experience of
evolution from separation to oneness. Solaris, our magnificent SUN, is
following this transition from sub-logos to Logos. This provides the
experience of Christed evolution, reflected in our current Ascension
process as embodiment of the Solar Cosmic Christ. The ascended Gaia is
on a trajectory to become a spiritual SUN; a Christed planetary platform
which affects the galaxy on multiple dimensional levels. The Solar Cosmic
Christ, a stellar-based template for the Logos, can be reflected in HUman
form.
The Divine NOW
With these DNA upgrades and frequencies of radically pure Lovelight, our
experience of Divinity becomes consistent. There is nothing here but
Peace. Fear and distortion are fleeting. Love is Eternal.

Forgiveness and gratitude have always been strong keys to this
evolutionary step of embodiment. Now we begin to understand the Solar
Cosmic Christ on a much deeper level. Unity and Peace become our
norm, activating the templates of Ascension within Gaia.
We are in service to the collective out of Love. We re-integrate the wisdom
of Divine Mother, the strength and protection of Divine Father. We are that
unified, integrated parent of the Ascension now. In our Spiritual Maturity,
we show the way with gentle, open hearts.
May the highest Christed timeline experience be the predominant reality
for all willing hearts. So it is.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Higher Trajectories in this Now: Influxes of 2018
Feb 14, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
These Divine plasma pulses are delivering very unique light codes which
activate the ancient holographic templates of Ascension and unity
consciousness. In brief, this is a very amplified moment for higher
trajectories and embodiment.
We have unique potentials presenting for higher collective
trajectories over the next few weeks. These are triggered by light
waves, and this is happening right now. With the stargate phase-lock on
Saturday February 3 (thank you to those who assisted when I went up to
do this work), a flow of frequencies aimed at ancient activations began.
This set off the Solar activity and CME of this week, so Gatekeepers/
Gridworkers have been busy.
Ancient Codes: Why your activations are changing
Visualize the ancient templates and plasma frequencies as a lock and key.
The locks are imprinted deep within Gaia; the ancient codes embedded,
dormant, poised for the Ascension. Many of you who travel with Gatework/
Gridwork are the ones who planted these within Gaia, or at least are
connected to the Star Elders who did. The incoming frequencies, our
beloved plasma pulses of light, are the key which unlocks these ancient
codes. It is a vibrational match; We open the pathways to these ancient
templates, Gaia rises in vibration with all the Lightwork, the stargates
phase-lock for the delivery of light, and the incoming plasma activates the
codes.
The ancient templates are not ancient structures like sacred sites or
buried sites. These are *deeper than inner Earth level*, near the
crystalline core of Gaia, where they could not be touched or altered.
Because the Primary Christed Timelines of Ascension are available now,
these activated codes are beginning to turn on codes in crystalline DNA.
That is their purpose; Christed/Crystalline/Unity Consciousness is their
purpose.

This is why many of you are merging with aspects of your ancient self.
Because of the time collapse, ancient selves and future selves merge with
the Now self, completing a trinity circuit of unity consciousness.
This is a powerful experience for starseeds, wanderers and those
pursuing an Ascension path. You have the markers in your DNA for
Christ consciousness. The Christ Light came to every HUman heart on the
11-11-11. When you choose a heart-based existence, the DNA can ignite
with these activations.
Some of these ancient codes stimulate ancient memory, skills, or service
work in the Now. This is the *new skills* spoken of last Autumn. This is a
different sensation. The intensity goes beyond physical adjustments in the
body, although it does require extra sleep to integrate. I AM reminded of
last year’s intel that *Some of these light codes can only be integrated in
sleep state. So it is.
These code activations feel like a pure shift in consciousness, similar to
the Christ activation from 2016. And yet it is different, stronger, more
robust and multidimensional due to our Primary Christed timelines.
Even with the recent (very) physicalized end of old timelines (breaking
bones, illness, changes in the lifestream, etc.) and the beginning of new
trajectories for many, this shift is also happening for every awakened soul.
Change over habit is taking the reins. As the bifurcation becomes more
physical, so do the timeline shifts. Timelines may even be witnessed in the
physical, as shared on last week’s Beyond the Ordinary show.
Again, bifurcation is simply choice of experience which honors free will.
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers and Lightworkers in Service are doing our best
to make the higher experience available for all – Now. Think of it as
shedding old realities which no longer serve the collective choice after
awakening. We are all one. We are all infinite. Envision everyone choosing
a peaceful, harmonious existence on Gaia.
Gatekeeper – Gridworker Connection
We had a online Gatekeeper and Gridworker call last week, as I was
guided to connect with those in service for focus right now. We did this
because higher potentials are presenting for the collective, and our
unification is key to provide this new experience for all willing hearts.

We are looking at a trajectory to bring forth unity consciousness as a
palpable experience for all concerned, this year. Some of those key trigger
points are happening as we speak. The moment the call was announced,
the Solar gate opening presented and the ancient codes began activating.
Such is unity consciousness in the Now, set the intention to follow the
higher flow and it manifests.
Eclipse and Post-Eclipse
Eclipses are typically strong, however with the frequencies that Solaris
delivered just in the last week, it is demonstrating that the guidance for our
unification is accurate. Hearts up and open for the eclipse and higher
possibilities for all. Call them forth, this is a Divine co-creation.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers, this is our unified focus for higher
trajectories.
We have two phases of Ascension amplification in the first half of 2018.
There will be a period from just after this Solar eclipse (Thursday,
February 15 at 1:06pmPT) through the March equinox when the energies
will be focused specifically on physicalizing Unity/Christ/Crystalline
consciousness. This is the experience of much higher, purer
consciousness in the physical through the merging experience of
multidimensional aspects. This assists the anchoring of unity
consciousness on a global level; Embodiment in the Wayshowers first,
then global activation.
I can feel this happening in my own lifestream already, and it is blissful,
intense and trance-like at times, and yet … different from previous
activations (and I have experienced many strange activations.) Yes, it is
venturing into unknown territory, however concerns about whether we will
be able to function as usual are discarded as the experience unfolds.
Typically, we are overwhelmed by these spaces of experience, and it feels
like *this is it, we are going fully into this state forever.* And the next day,
we have balance and may function again. Like stretching a balloon so it
won’t burst. This influx has a different quality; the waves are consistent
and grow stronger.
Two Phases of Higher Trajectories

The first phase – happening right now – is focused on physicalizing Unity/
Christ/Crystalline consciousness. This activates the Ancient Self into full
awareness, unifying with the Future Self that returned in time to live this
Ascension, blending into the now. This is also why we have the
experience of losing identity. If you attempt to keep these aspects
separate with the mind (past self, future self, other selves, internal me,
external they, etc.) the frequency of unity consciousness cannot activate
the DNA to produce the experience of Universal Source-as-Self Oneness.
The second phase in April through July is aimed at a global experience of
unity consciousness. This is the higher trajectory that is on the table right
now. This is something we can all bring forth, not just those working on the
grids or with Gaia. It is a global request to Lightworkers; Move into the
New Earth experience in your own lifestream in order to set the whole of
HUmanity onto a higher trajectory.
Again these are potentials, and we are in a free will environment. Those
choosing and practicing embodiment, shall receive it. The frequency and
intensity of these cosmic rays and plasma pulses are not being stepped
down or filtered in any way, any longer.
This allows us a divine opportunity to step fully into our highest service
and choices, and demonstrate them moment by moment in thought, word,
and deed. The higher timeline already exists; this is an opportunity to raise
as many willing souls into the higher experience – in this Now year.
If you choose to participate in this higher timeline choice, please join us in
focusing on New Earth dynamics, regardless of what is seen in the
external or internal illusions. As always, we do this as an active service to
ensure that our brothers and sisters are given every opportunity to step
into a brand-new experience of the ascended Gaia and unity
consciousness.
Take the time to meditate every day, live as if you’re on the New Earth as
often as possible. Monitor your words – they create as strongly as your
thoughts and emotions. Speak love, compassion, solutions rather than
complaints, creativity, beauty, patience, gratitude, forgiveness. Resolve
your unresolved. Be creative about your daily ceremony, and especially for
the eclipse/New Moon. Honor Gaia as she will be affected by the
embodiment. Create momentum toward that new higher trajectory, in your
unique way.

Gatekeepers and Gridworkers
The activations are consistent and the Gateways are wide open for us to
interact with every moment. We do have windows when it is requested to
unify for stronger focus, when a higher potential is available. Thank you for
participating with all the strength and power of your Multidimensional Self
in heart.
Perhaps this is the most beautiful gift we can give the collective; stepping
fully into our embodiment of this new level of consciousness so it is
available for all.
SUNday Unity Meditations are open and available to all. We focus on the
Gates and Grids as well as HUmanity during these sessions. Join us in
our co-created field of pure consciousness. SUNday at 8:11am, 11:11am
and 5:11pm Pacific Time. Meditate in your own way for 33 minutes on
Peace, Divine Love and Ascension. Participate to feel, receive, and
become the light.
This is a co-creation. We also deeply appreciate your spreading the word
about the meditations, shifting your group meditations to anytime SUNday,
and creating social media to invite others to join. Here we glow as One!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

March Amplifications: Solar Flashes and the Ascended Lightbody
Feb 27, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
When we activate our Solar Heart Center, our connection to the Solar
presence becomes stronger. We witness the increasing pulses and
flashing activity coming from the SUN, which has been occurring over the
last year.
You may see this flashing activity when meditating with a Solar heart
focus. It is very vibrant, unmistakable, and you don’t have to be gazing at
the SUN in order to see it. It does come directly from the Solar Beingness,
when you intentionally connect with the SUN. Please do not confuse it
with flashing activity in your personal fields. This is Solar-connectionspecific, and the flickering flashes grow brighter, stronger and more
activating.
I AM grateful this kind of Solar activity does not appear on the linear charts
– yet. Your heart consciousness is the 5D charts! Remember the pulses/
flashing is information; FEEL the Love Light intelligence. It feels exquisite.
We entered the Sacred geometry which holds pure photonic resonance,
the consciousness shifting frequencies, during the August eclipse last
year. This is why Gatekeepers had visions of the SUN exploding in 2017,
and why we continually see the SUN flickering and flashing in a new way.
We are in the Galactic Hot Zone; the geometric container for
consciousness-shifting, dimensional-shifting light.
The prophecy of a Solar flash is not a moment to wait for, the precursor
events are already in progress.
The Galactics remind us often; Global consciousness–shifting Ascension
events are a multidimensional co-creation. As we collectively operate from
higher choices, Primary Christed timelines provide the bridge for
planetary-wide energetic and dimensional shifts.
It is beautiful to witness Lightworkers waking up from the waiting games
and realizing empowerment can only happen in the Now.

Into the Galactic Hot Zone: The Amplifications of March
Many of you have seen or feel what will occur in March and April. This is a
series of activations which will transform how we experience Embodiment
of our Christed Self. Solaris is aligning with a series of Cosmic Stargates
which will upgrade and transform the way our Lightbody interprets
information.
The SUN is changing how it interprets information; visibly seen in the
physical as the surreal dimmer-yet-more-intense look that SUNlight has
right now. Our Lightbodies are reflecting these changes. As above, so
below. Our inner light feels more intense, our heart centers flutter, our
Ascension columns flicker, and the physical feels mystical as it goes
through deep transformation. We are shifting at this moment, preparing us
for this next level of embodiment.
As the Hot Zone changes the Solar projector, the SUN crackles and
flashes; the very same expansion activity within our heart centers. This
has been increasingly palpable for many. Solar activity has long been
associated with cardiovascular risks, and we see the near-heart-attacks,
palpitations, and anxiety attacks in the collective.
Do you see how strongly your physical heart is connected to the SUN?
Your etheric connection to the Solar aspect is clear.
Purer frequencies = Purification.
Higher Light is always accompanied by clearing, releasing, and the
revelation of distortion. Understand that the consistent request of
HUmanity to reveal the truth, disclosure, and distortions is answered by
these frequencies. It is a symbiotic relationship; the frequencies are also
what is creating the the desire for revelation.
The revelation of deep secrecy requires intense light. The demand for
truth and disclosure is not something directed at a certain group. This is a
global event reflected in everyone’s personal journey. Purification is an
evolutionary step which continues to intensify and purge the co-created
veils.

The New Round of Activations: Gateways Open to New Experiences
The latest round of Ascension activations have felt unlike anything before
them. Descriptions fall short of the actual experience. It is challenging to
describe a multidimensional shift in beingness. I have heavily lightencoded this message if you choose to feel into what I AM experiencing.
This mystical, effervescent, expansive state of consciousness is overriding
and overwriting our lower expressions. The merge sequences of
Embodiment, when the Higher Self takes over the awareness, are
changing the Lightbody. It can feel like preparation for phasing out of the
lower realities completely.
These new activations are pushing us beyond the limits of previous
possibilities; the new trajectories are fully engaged. In our Spiritual
Maturity, we become comfortable with the unknown, the bizarre, the
boundary-dissolving experiences.
Etheric First, Physical Second
The photonic light registers on the lightbody at the etheric level, and with
your conscious direction, the form changes to reflect that light.
Much of the recent round of illness, change of trajectory, relocation, and
exhaustion are reflections of the intensity of these cellular adjustments.
Our Lightbodies are about to change in a dramatic way to an Ascended
Lightbody template.
This year will reveal higher possibilities for the expression of HUmanity
itself. As always, our intention is to demonstrate to HUmanity what is
possible with Ascension.
The bifurcation of experiences, which has been in progress since 2011,
also penetrates the physical realities this year. This honoring of choices is
nothing to worry about. You are infinite. We are all one. If this temporary
division brings anxiety or concern, the light is showing you what you need
to look at; receive the gift of personal revelation.
It is best to let go of any biblical or old paradigm belief systems about
physical versus nonphysical, making it or not making it, etc. It is not one

big judgmental division, it is an ongoing choice of experience. As it affects
our physical realities, much is revealed about the nature of reality itself.
Ascended Lightbody
We are already in a band of light frequencies which are changing the
Lightbody structure in a new way. Etheric first, Physical Second. The gap
between cause and effect is also becoming simultaneous in our realities.
These changes are happening very rapidly now.
Some are having intense and exhausting activations as these larger
cosmic energies come into range. Use the days, hours or moments when
you feel stabilized to clean, clear, simplify and make room for a brand-new
way of beingness. Most of us have been emptying our lives if anything
extraneous, making room for something new.
The frequencies will grow stronger beginning the week of March 11. They
will step up again just before the March Equinox, with an even stronger
event after the Equinox.
We are collectively utilizing this amplification in the Now as a way to open
the floodgates of positive Solar heart-shifting energies. In preparation, our
Lightbodies are shifting to a more refined level.
Our torus fields begin to spin at an increased rate with these plasma
pulses. Sometimes our fields may jump to a much faster rate for a
moment or so, expanding the fields without warning. For some this causes
a sudden phasing-out sensation. It can be startling as our activations
intensify. The mental, emotional and physical adjustments demand your
self-care.
This vibratory stimulation awakens crystalline DNA, the key to shifting
dimensional expressions. It allows for embodiment of the Crystalline/
Christed Self, which has an expanded Lightbody template, and allows you
to feel and experience Unity consciousness in the cellular structure (your
body.)
We become beacons, conduits of these pure pulses of light. Not just on
behalf of the whole collective, but because we are the whole collective.

While the goal is to begin a domino effect of global activations, it will
depend on how the collective consciousness can handle these
frequencies. As always, we are the ones deciding how collective realities
unfold. Remember that our Galactic teams handed over the keys to these
unfoldments in December last year.
There are still many beings who do not appreciate this level of HUman
empowerment, and the pushback is bothersome, however it is nothing to
worry about. The Higher collective trajectories have been activated. Many
are awakened, but they do not have the skill of mastering the realities in
this moment. As Wayshowers, we must put all of our focus on co-creating
positive, brilliant, beautiful realities for the collective.
The ancient codes and templates stored within Gaia will be open and
available to us this year. That in itself is revelation and empowerment. This
attunes our consciousness to access not what we were, but what our
future selves planted here for our Ascension.
Unity Consciousness is your Safe Haven
Insecurities and anxieties surface during times of change. Remember:
Change over habit. Take the time to meditate often, be at peace, visualize
the New Earth as often as possible. Speak positive words, they create as
strongly as your thoughts and emotions. Patience, gratitude, forgiveness.
Resolve your unresolved. Let go of any judgment about leadership figures;
current misinterpretations about who is good or bad are extremely
distorted. Everything is being done to assist positive outcomes for
HUmanity. Unity is your safe haven.
Experience and participate in New Earth Now.
Blessings for a beautiful, peaceful week of activation.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The March Event: Gateway of Divine Will
Mar 12, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Empaths, Sensitives and Gatekeepers have seen and felt this for
months: The Big Thing happening mid-March. Here we glow.
March 15-17 has been on our Gatekeeper radar since last December. This
presented as an alignment of Cosmic Stargates, interacting with Solaris
(the SUN) and enveloping Gaia in the consciousness-shifting, veildissolving frequencies. A complete infusion of high-frequency energies
unlike anything that has come before.
While this passage (March 15 – 22) is critical to those on the path of
Ascension, it is part of our Divine Service to anchor, amplify and distribute
these dramatically different light codes, harmonics, rays and New Earth
experiences and Primary Christed Timelines into the collective
consciousness.
The message is direct: This Gateway alignment will set off a series of
waves, dramatically increasing the flickering, flashing, dimensional-barrierdissolving, consciousness-expanding light. The intensity and uniqueness
of this influx presents in a completely new way, triggering consciousnessshifting energies on both cellular and lightbody levels. Anxiety is common
as Unity Consciousness is a collective feeling activity. Your body and
lightbody are experiencing a whole new range of DNA activations as these
frequencies activate 13th and 14th strand 5D levels, as well as 7D and 9D
144 strand and 244 strand patterning (multidimensional strands.)
Lightbody Changes: Upgrading for the New Light Level
Our recent Lightbody upgrades have enabled us to accommodate this
next level of Light. Heart centers, the three levels of crowns, and Solar
plexus have been active, since they support the next level of Ascension
Embodiment. Your Light signature is also purifying, Divinitizing to enable
the New Earth experience as the dominant reality. No more distorted
illusion at this level; the purified geometry of the new crystalline structure
may present in vision.

The bizarre and strong activations within the crystalline Lightbody over the
last few weeks were direct preparation for this influx. We can feel it in our
activations as the collective and personal trajectories shift. Some will be
transforming to Lightbody level this year, a decision made at OverSoul
level. That process is a deep remembering, activated by the release of
ancient codes through Gaia herself.
We continue to activate and distribute these ancient codes within Gaia.
The codes do not operate like a collective all-on or all-off switch.
Information is interpreted differently in every vessel’s DNA, directed by the
free will of each unique expression of consciousness. However, global
revelation of higher levels of consciousness is on track. We receive the
pure photonic light available in this area of space, which un-veils collective
and personal darkness – as well as Pure LoveLight.
Choose your focus wisely. Remember that focus on darkness keeps it
running in the collective consciousness. Time to create the New, or at
least your highest vision for HUmanity, rather than marinating in the
flotsam of the old paradigm.
Preparation: We are ready. Call it Forth.
Many of you received the message to be as calm, rested and focused as
possible for this month’s changes. I just returned from four days of restful
retreat by the Ocean, which had to be complete by the 12th. Allow yourself
to breathe and feel the Divine Will of this wave’s intent. It has a significant
effect on crystalline Beingness, accessed through the Heart.
Keep in heart that these frequencies amplify everything. They turn up the
volume on every thought, word, emotion and intention. This is when the
refinements in global clearing occur, as requested by the awakened
collective. Stay in a neutral and pure heart-space, remembering that Unity
Consciousness is your safe place. Divine Service is as Divine Service
does.
Fears, doubts and emotional instability are amplified, as are Pure Heart
Creations of New Earth. Choose wisely, the amplification will get quite
intense. You can shift anything in the Now moment. If you find your self
swayed into fearful thoughts or emotions, this is your self-empowerment
challenge. Step up into your Creator Beingness.

If you have a wide-open Divinitized heart, this amplification is going to be
a brilliant, blissful and expansive new experience. Embodiers, this is when
we shine. Expect the unexpected, as the global trajectories will shift on
behalf of all concerned. To my consciousness, this is a passage of
meditation, prayer, cleansing, highest trajectory choices, creativity, and
total surrender in the moment.
Staying Aligned with Highest Trajectories
Recent messages and team meetings are indicating the strength of this
influx. Even my dreams about this have been lucid and prophetic. We
continue to call this forth as a palpable, positive global shift in
consciousness for all concerned. At this juncture, we step into our Creator
State and move forward with the highest of highs. All focus goes to the
LoveLight of highest outcomes. If you are new to the Solar flash activity,
which is already in progress, visit the last article here.
Our Inner Work: Questions to Assist with Focus
•
•
•

•

•

What is Divine Love asking of you in this Now?
How is your unique expression of Source changing? Witness this,
feel this. Meditate on it.
Light-ground your experience (Write, Create) as we go through this
influx. It will assist with collective clarity and calm as this unusual
experience unfolds. Many are not able to identify what they are
feeling.
What are your Higher levels requesting you to do in this Now?
Notice the changes in trajectory, rather than repeating the familiar.
All is changing to accommodate the Primary Christed Timeline
experience.
Whatever provides heart-based clarity, joy, balance, calm, healthy
energetic and emotional support – do it Now.

It may be helpful to drop extraneous/unnecessary tasks for the rest of the
month. Let go of anxieties or worries about how Gaia or HUmans will
handle the light, and envision global positive change. Live it, Feel it, Be it.
All creations are amplified; use it for the good work.
This is an expedited delivery of Pure Creator LoveLight. Open your
invitation!

Forgiveness is a huge part of revelation; it truly reveals your heart
coherence. Grant clemency to all of the past, including yourself. We are
brand new each moment. Match that vibration. This is New, Pure Light to
work with; harmonize with it, co-create with it. Be in that space. Prepare
your internal and external temple, clean your home and consciousness.
The Christed State sheds material baggage; give away what is no longer
needed.
The Experience is the Experience
A large group participated in New Earth timeline work at the Conscious
Media Festival. We guided a New Earth Experience, utilizing pure CoCreation for three timeline outcomes, each progressively more expansive.
While this was a strong precursor to the upcoming influx, it also
demonstrated how these energies may be experienced by the collective.
Some wept with freedom as pure joy turned on their DNA. Some went
direct and unified with their Higher levels, Some had difficulty letting go of
doubt, or were shy about feeling themselves as Source. Timeline work
takes complete dedication; In the absence of doubt, we are all God.
Regardless of the level of consciousness, the final highest experience was
palpable, and sent waves of New HUman creation rippling out through the
field. It felt like sealing the deal; a Divine YES to the upcoming influx.
For the Beloved ones going all-in, this is a Divine initiation to a new level
of Self-Realization. Let us unify for maximum amplification. We are ready,
let us have our accelerated Ascension.
Light Tribe: This is a huge opportunity, let us Unify.
Here is our Higher level overview:
March 15-17: Cosmic Stargate alignment, opening the Solar and Gaia
Gateways. Beloveds with skills, please participate. It might feel a bit Epic.
March 17: New Moon 6:14am PT. Gates open. Calling in Highest
timelines for all concerned.
March 18 SUNday Unity Meditations

You know what happens in these sessions; start feeling what is possible
as this influx enters on the same day as our meditations. Call everyone
available to participate; Unity is our Safe Haven, and our strength.
March 18-20: Influx intensifies via the SUN (Solaris) BEFORE
EQUINOX. Solar flashing, flickering activity may be witnessed in the
etheric as well as the physical; stronger than previous flashing activity we
have seen. Do not hide from these light codes. Breathe. Stabilize. All is
well.
Tuesday, March 20 at 9:15am PT: Equinox – Wayshower Global
anchoring.
March 21 – April 7: Strong Transitional Embodiment phase for those
integrating the multidimensional 5D-7D-9D Lightbody through the physical.
Keep focused on highest trajectories for all concerned.
May all of creation be Blessed by our Unity
Gratitude to all who are overriding and overwriting the lower realities each
moment with your love, dedication and pure Service. We see you, we feel
you. We love you, we bless you, we thank you.
ENVISION, FEEL and MANIFEST the New Earth reality NOW. All can
change to our highest, brightest creation of freedom for all – and we may
launch it with this wave as ONE. This is a major timeline juncture; Let us
Create responsibly with this energy. Feel it, draw it, sing it, speak it, dance
it, create highest outcomes in this moment. All focus on highest creations;
override all lower realities in this Now.
May all of Creation be blessed, renewed and purified into Divine
Beingness by this Divine Light. Let us show HUmanity what is possible
with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Crossing the Crystalline Bridges: Part One
Mar 29, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Obviously it has been an intense few weeks as this next light level flows
in. This series of intel addresses the mulitidimensional levels of what is
unfolding for the Ascension in this now. I AM about to travel to Sedona for
High-Vibe gatherings, which feels well-timed as April provides unique
interaction with the crystalline bridges to the New Earth experience.
Kindwhile, this series of articles may provide clarity and support.
We are experiencing major releases of plasma light pulses. Ancient codes
are stepping forth for higher timelines. Unlock what you planted here for
Ascension, beloveds. The Crystalline Grid is adjusting the New Earth
Grids for stability; Intend flow, ease and grace.
Meditate to feel the bliss, expansion and soothe the clearing activity.
Focus on the heart as the energy field stimulation is very strong,
especially for embodiers of the Christed frequency. The whole-body
vibrations and surges will continue to amplify. Shake it til you make it!
Your lightbody is changing right now, don’t let the mind distract from this
sacred transformation. Deep Soul group activity also present; we are
migrating realities as a collective.
Note the activated heart torus expansion – like a big balloon of light. Spin
crystalline-diamond-Christed light through these fields, it truly supports
balance and integration. Extra water and oxygenation; we are purging the
uncomplimentary DNA patterns and imprints from the cells. Release,
weep, smile, we got this. It is safe to change.
This initial thrust of the Equinox wave lasts through April 7. Keep the
focus on Highest Primary timelines for all. Join the SUNday Unity
Meditations for collective amplification, balance and healing. Full Moon
unified Gatekeeping and Gridwork this Saturday, March 31 at 5:37AM PT.
Crossing the Crystalline Bridges: Part One
Geomagentic storms were strong during the initial blows of these Cosmic
Winds. Solar wind (plasma influxes) are consistent; a stream of higher

vibrational Source-light-encoded light. Alignments during this passage
assist the ever-increasing influx of these plasma delivery systems. This
phase is different, however. Energies always rise and grow stronger, that
is the shift itself. This new frequency is revealing higher trajectories for
many, which in turn levels up the collective Ascension.
As the planetary magnetics shift, it opens Gateways – ancient Gateways –
for activation of Gaia’s crystalline core to radiate 5D activations. It also
triggers awakened DNA and lightbodies to go into Ascension mode. This is
why the body, mind, and emotions are so stimulated right now. This is the
new light level consistently blooming, expanding us into the next creation
which is already in place. New Earth Now.
This Divine Will influx is significantly altering the magnetics and grids of
Gaia. Note the consistent solar wind and geomagnetic storms all
throughout the Equinox influx from March 15. This is strong energy,
powerful dimensional-shifting, consciousness-raising light. On the evening
of March 16th I experienced six hours of watching the lightwave come
nearer, activating extremely pure planetary and star toroidal fields in
nearby systems. There were also vast fields of sparkling 5D-rainbow
plasma flowing with this activity. More on that in the next article.
These pure phototonic deliveries are unlocking the magnetic stronghold
which held old systems in place. As above, so below, Beloveds. Old game
over, both externally and internally. This is why your lifestream is
demanding change on a personal level. This is why you cannot create with
the old energy, or why it feels uncomfortable to do so. Our higher
trajectory, Primary Christed timelines, are doing what was intended;
empowering the creators and active participants of this experience to raise
all willing hearts into Unity consciousness.
Deconstructing the Old Architecture, the Old Storyline.
Think Universal, act local. The collective demands change on all levels.
This is a reciprocal effect; the energies coming in create change, the
Divine return of a pure experience of Source. Ascension is a command
from Source; our entire Universe is shifting. The collective responds to the
triggering light by seeking truth.
This has been going on for decades; the revelation of that which was
hidden. The intensity increases; more light provides more exposure. As

distortions, time-loops, uncomplimentary timelines and holographic
inserts/imprints are removed, the collective consciousness catches up to
the true level of light; the Divine Truth. Revelation begins to accelerate, the
energies amplify, and our body-mind-spirit complex adjusts.
Part of the Gatekeeper credo is ensuring that everyone is provided with
the opportunity to explore their Ascension without boundaries or control
systems interfering with their path. This is what is occurring right now with
Ascension. Everything is being cleared so that the collective experience of
Ascension is wide open for exploration by all.
Anxieties and Insecurities
This current energy is aimed at global, palpable awakening and
transparency. Insecurities, lack of confidence, emotional deep purging
may get intense right now. Yes, it is part of the process and DNA/lightbody
upgrades. However you may have noticed that it feels different, almost too
intense in some moments. This is happening at the same time that many
of us are experiencing intense bliss. Global magnetic shifts also alter your
personal magnetics, however there is more going on.
As we move into unity consciousness, we can feel the collective field.
Much of the insecurity, egoic clearing, and confidence challenges are a
reflection of what is occurring behind the scenes. Those who believed that
money and control were the most important thing, have no heart platform
to stand on as the timelines shift. They feel they are losing everything by
losing their material belongings, social status, financial status, or belief
systems about how this was going to unfold. They are afraid of exposure
and judgment. These HUmans have a deep ties energetically to nearly
everyone on the planet. The core-shaking loss that they feel as the New
Light takes over the plan is palpable.
We have experienced loss, reevaluation of all that we are, and the release
of egoic-level attachments through our Ascension process. That same
process is available to those who have chosen lower timelines. However,
when it hits the powers-that-were in such a strong way, there are collective
reverberations of those emotions and constructs being released. Those
who are completely enamored and entangled with control-as-power,
manipulation-as-power, are suffering. We must remember this is a
collective release of what was created here, on overdrive.

There is much deep soul-searching as old structures collapse. However
here is the point of mentioning behind the scenes in this article: Because
we are all One, because the energy is doing the exact same thing to our
personal lives that it is doing to the old structures, and because those
systems had energetic ties to the entire collective, we feel it removing the
old foundational platforms based on control, ego, and survival. This effects
us on an individual case-by-case, person by person level. Clemency,
forgiveness, emotional and psychological breakdowns from those
transparency operations are palpable.
The energy does the same thing to our journeys as it does to larger
operating systems. The questioning, the doubts, the fears, the insecurity,
the lack of confidence … You see that this is all a reflection of what is
happening on a mass scale. When folks at the top feel wounded and
insecure, we feel it too. It teaches us empathy and compassion. In order to
fully become a Christed being, we demonstrate non-judgment and
forgiveness. False confidence or a false sense of power are falling away.
This allows us to re-examine everything in this new light. Constructing new
realities as we de-construct old ones is a mighty task for the lower Self.
Have patience, follow the flow of this new light and let it change you.
Addiction to the old reality is breaking apart. Mental, physical, emotional,
and spiritual distortion is surrendered so the palpable experience of a new
path may be attained.
Spiritual Maturity, Spiritual Disclosure
The challenges to our spiritual maturity, our hearts, our relationships,
releases the magnetics of the past. If you feel un-glued, that is exactly
what is happening in your fields (and Gaia’s). Yes, the filters for our
Ascension get finer and finer as we go through this process. That has
been consistent. However this year, when we’re dealing with larger
numbers in the awakened collective, the experience dissolves storylines
and beliefs about who we were, and how we were going to walk through
this.
This is a beautiful Mastery initiation to infinite possibility. We place our
hearts on the feather scale. What has been learned and did we apply it
properly? Is there anything that needs to shift to accommodate the higher
trajectory?

We keep refining what we are in order to merge with our Higher True Self.
Those of us feeling and creating this pull to the higher level, must respect
and honor it. The High-Vibe Tribe reaches out multidimensionally to create
highest outcomes for all.
Relationship with Source: Apply Multidimensional Awareness to
Everything
Our relationship with Source is tested. Relationship issues are a reflection
of the relationship with Self, which is a relationship with Source. The
Divine searches for its own reflection, amplifies the Sacred mirrors and
corrects distortion.
As this pure Source light returns, we deeply honor our relationship with
Source. We feel and honor our relationship with creation, everything as
God, as Self. Our relationship to Source is completing and aligning
relationships in form because the Higher Self relationship is purifying with
Source.
We are learning during this bifurcation process how realities are
separated, and how they arise into something else. We remember our
ancient creation, and how to create again in alignment with Source. We
are reaching for the highest truth, the highest expression. Anything which
limits the full expression of your highest trajectory is exposed.
Focus on multidimensional awareness and apply it to everything that is
presenting in your lifestream. All situations, interactions, emotions,
behaviors, words, projects, and creations. This is the emergence of our
consistent presence as one unified consciousness. Everything traverses
dimensions; apply this knowledge directly to what is presenting.
The new light level can be intense in some moments; both intense bliss
and intense realignment with the Christed/Crystalline/Unity timelines. Our
vibrancy is tested. Authenticity is tested. Spiritual maturity is tested.
Oversoul groups are raising as many as possible into the higher
experience with ease and grace. The brighter we glow, the easier it is for
others to see the light.
Primary Christed timelines are very high vibrational creations, and by
quantum effect they raise our experiences into zero point. Remember they

are a part of bridging the worlds; we use them to Ascend to 5D. As
always,the vibrational pass-key is the Christed/Crystalline HUman Heart.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Crossing the Crystalline Bridges: Part Two
Apr 6, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our Easter cathedra, which seems so distant in this Now state, anchored
the powerful Solar flare frequencies last weekend. Our first SUNday
meditation was incredibly strong. Between the Divine Light encodements
from SUNrise ceremony on the mountain and the surge of Source codes
through the field, I wept through the whole first meditation with gratitude
and activation.
The Sacred Marriage
Our Sacred marriage is presenting; the Divine Merge of Higher and Lower
Self as a consistent experience. This is Embodiment; becoming the
Christed Self. The current sensations of deep peace and Divine Presence
are very much a part of this merge. Honor this intense love, balance, and
desire to be at peace. Have faith, this purging-merging phase is quite
purposeful.
Lucid dreams continue to indicate both individual and collective triggers for
activating the crystalline bridges to New Earth. That is why this series is
named as such; Stargate interaction is revealing global activations of the
Divine alchemical marriage. Embodiment for the High-Vibe Tribe,
awareness of these balancing frequencies in the awakened, and
introspection for many unawakened. The shifting of Gaia’s magnetic grids
with the Equinox influx affects our personal magnetics, and the old
polarities break apart both internally and externally. Lean into the Solar
winds, it can feel almost romantic to feel Source in this clear way again.
Remember that the higher vibration holds more sway over the lower
realities. This is a passage to fully realize your Creator State of
Consciousness and deliver the New Light with all of its Divine gifts for
HUmanity.
As the energies transform and align us with the deep peace of Christ/
Crystalline/Unity states, we will emerge from this phase of introspection
with fully activated heart centers. It continues to feel more avatar-like, like
being here and not being here, which is our renewed awareness of the

holographic realities. As we Master the merge, we are capable as One
unified force of Source to shift realities very quickly.
Lightbody Evolution
Our lightbodies are shifting and expanding to accommodate our evolution.
Chakra systems purify and merge to support a new projection of Self.
These higher frequencies of Source codes, which feels like the purest
diamond-crystalline-Christ Light we can fathom, triggers our DNA to obey
the Higher Self, the higher trajectory of Ascension. With the recent influx,
the Source code is triggering the 5D New Earth as a palpable reality for all
willing hearts.
During the merge of embodiment, DNA remembers the future creation of
that Primary timeline in this Now. Future Self, Past Self, Now Self all unify;
this intensifies as Solaris activates powerful Zero Point triggers. This is
unfolding right now. The flashing in your Ascension column is the direct
reflection of the Solar flashing activity already in progress.
Our DNA is also responding to the activation of ancient codes within Gaia.
Gaia remembers you, Beloveds. She holds everything you have
experienced here, and everything planted here for safekeeping until your
Ascension. Notice how this phase of Lightbody expansion feels somewhat
familiar, like going home. Starseeds and adepts will remember more of
their previous Mastery journeys. The ancient peaceful, wise, creative, fluid
states of being.
The Nature of Timespace and Light is Changing
We adjust our lifestyles, plans, creations, even our location to
accommodate the higher trajectory. Yes, new skills are steeping forth.
However the focus of this Pure Source-encoded light, which is literally
God returning to us, is the embodiment of our Christed Self so we may
globally activate the crystalline bridges to New Earth. Honor your heart as
part of these Sacred Gateways.
The New Light is like moving into a new home. You created this brandnew home to be ideal; an ideal vibrational match to your higher
consciousness. Old things are not going to fit, or feel right in that space.
The denser emotions, habits, addictions, thought patterns, words,
activities, and creations of the past are not going to feel or look right in that

new space. The desire to purge belongings, clear spaces, change
everything in the physical is a representation of what’s going on internally
and energetically. Apply multidimensional consciousness to everything.
Expand out from the personal journey, and see the metaphoric reflections
of what is happening in the cosmos.
Take a moment to dream, to feel, to create that higher timeline experience
for yourself. What does your ideal internal space feel like? What aligns
with it, and what needs to be shed in this Now? The clearing becomes
more refined as the frequencies grow more pure. We are still realizing
instant manifestation of internal change. And the only way – just like
anything else – to get better at that instant manifestation is to practice.
Global Unifications: Participate to Assist and Receive
Beloveds, let us stay focused on the Divinity of this passage of global
adjustments. Participate in the SUNday Global Unity Meditations. Spread
the word, this is our High-Vibe Tribe co-creation and they grow stronger
each week. They are an excellent way to join your Brothers and siSTARs
in co-creating highest outcomes for all concerned, amplifying the 5D
Christed timelines, and enhancing your own experience of Ascension.
New Moon unification coming up on SUNday, April 15 at 6:59pm PT.
The Light grows so intense some moments, it feels like phasing out.
Sleep, nature, creativity and simplicity are blessings during this phase.
Remember your are not a victim of the light, you are a conduit of it.
Encourage the flow. Support the body, Gaia and the collective in handling
this ever-increasing flow.
May all of Creation be blessed, renewed and purified into Divine
Beingness by this Divine Light. Let us show HUmanity what is possible
with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Strong New Moon, Solar Activity and Gateways Ahead
Apr 13, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Gatekeeping has revealed strong activations of the deep, ancient sites
(pyramids, octahedrons, crystal beds and aquifers) during my travels in
the crystalline corridor. April 17-19 is on the Gatekeeper radar, and Solaris
has sprouted a new SUNspot which may deliver the activation codes we
are seeing in the Cosmic Stargates.
All of these continual amplifications – the Solar flashing activity, the
ancient grid activity, the crystalline grid activity – are supporting our
embodiment of Christ/Crystalline/Unity consciousness. The Sacred
Marriage of Higher and Lower Self with the Godhead, Pure Source
consciousness, is presenting strongly as the New/Next-Level Lightbody
activates. The consistent 5D/7D/9D anchoring happening through Gaia
and her Lightservers (those in service as pure conduits of the organic
Ascension) can be amplified by completely embracing Unity
consciousness in the Now.
Opening the crystalline pathways/bridges to the New Earth realm is top
priority for Gatekeepers at the moment. This will greatly enhance the 5D
experience as a palpable experience for the awakened, and supports
those Wayshowing the new Lightbody level. That activity is fascinating and
deeply activating; we are re-discovering our skill sets, as well as creating
new ones with our future Selves.
However, the parallel and supportive activity of Unity in every word,
thought, feeling and action is paramount to activating all willing hearts of
the HUman Heart grid. This Divine Service is working, keep refining and
adjusting to the Higher Self level as it presents. And it will present strongly
this week!
The Crystalline Bridge article series will resume next week. Let us show
HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Crossing the Crystalline Bridges: Part Three
Apr 19, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Lower reality structures dissolve as the higher realities of Christ/Unity/
Crystalline consciousness are embodied. Right here, right now, the
platforms of Old Earth realities are fading. The effect on the collective
consciousness is palpable; 5D/7D/9D anchoring within Gaia and the HighVibe Wayshowers creates global acceleration of Ascension. Time
dynamics dissipate to accommodate the finer, less linear version of
collective realities.
Pure photonic light is encoded for Divine order. It synchronizes cosmic
change, reorganizing our realities into Unity consciousness. It connects
the dots, causing unification.
We can sense the massive reorganization of OverSoul groups during this
passage. Ascension has been attained on so many levels, Beloveds. Not
just for Gaia herself, for multiple Oversoul groups.
The trickle-down effect within the fractals is quite strong; the bliss, the loss
of identity as we merge into a full embodiment of the multidimensional
state of Unity. Many are unclear about they were, who they are, or who
they are becoming. This is a very good thing, as it demonstrates this
merge into Unity Consciousness. Separation becomes a distant memory,
fading in the brilliance of the New Light.
The inability to define oneself right now is a reflection of the macrocosmic
reorganization; the rewrite at the Universal level. Harmony is commanded
and achieved in the higher realms, and our denser reality mirrors this on
the microcosmic level through more widespread experiences of Unity.
We expand to permanently merge with the future self. The Divine marriage
of past, present and future self creates the crystalline bridges to the New
Earth platform. We have heard *embodiment first* for many years. To be
in this experience in this Now moment, and surrendering to the
unknown, is key to opening these bridges on behalf of all.
This is further evidence of lower timelines collapsing into Zero Point; we
focus on what we are becoming rather than what we have been. It also

accelerates bifurcation, and for anyone experiencing the next-level new
lightbody, it can feel like we will be demonstrating what is possible by
phasing into the higher frequency. Energies to support that experience will
be entering mid-May. More on that soon.
The Bridge of Christ Consciousness
The templates for spirit-in-form change as higher vibrational realities
become available. Applicable templates which bridge the worlds, such as
the Solar Cosmic Christ, are embodied en masse as the New templates of
Self emerge. It is a very different sensation, a very different experience
than how the Christ has been defined in the past.
With the Primary Ascension Timeline shift last year, we are now creating
higher possibilities, and more expanded experiences for the collective.
Christ consciousness is a bridge between worlds, which is why it has the
savior connotation, and why Masters said we would do All this and more.
Just like a Primary Christed Ascension timeline, we utilize it as a Gateway
to a new experience, because it bridges dimensions and densities. I AM
the open door.
We create new foundations during this passage; New templates to
transition us to the new experience. As embodiers abandon the old
definitions of Self, we transcend the templates of the past. We rediscover
and embrace our Creator-in-carnate abilities, align with Divine Service to
all, and create higher trajectories for all concerned.
Non- Identity Crisis: Embrace the Unknown
Identity was tied to the egoic, mental and emotional structures. With the
full anchoring of Unity consciousness, right now, comes the clearing,
releasing and revelation of True Self. We won’t be defined by old light
standards, and for many starseeds this opens the internal gateways wide
for next-level creativity. High-Vibe creation paired with surrender to
evolution itself can be a powerful transitional phase. Breathe, meditate, be
with nature, and let the light change you.
When we surrender to the present transformation, Source reveals the New
Crystalline way of beingness. There is great freedom in this, and freedom
is an intention of the Galactic Stargates we are traversing.

The collective choice of the High-Vibe Tribe to embody Unity/Christ/
Crystalline consciousness and merge with our Higher Selves has created
tremendous acceleration. This dissolves beliefs and templates which are
not applicable to the new realities and higher timelines. This is why so
many are feeling the bliss states, the dissolvement of Self. At last we are
capable of truly surrendering to the unknown.
In Service to others, we practice letting go of the personal agenda to serve
the All. This passage is asking us to anchor 5D, 7D, and 9D. The effects
on our consciousness are palpable. We lose personal identity and
agendas. We remember our Creator State and manifest collective
experiences as one purified beingness. We venture into the unknown
experience of maintaining higher states of presence in the physical. Bliss,
Divine Love and Divine Unity become consistent, unshakeable.
Ancient Structures and Encodement Activation
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers have been focusing on activating the deep
ancient structures, deep below the surface of Gaia. These were put in
place, by us, to assist the embodiment and crystalline bridge phase of our
Ascension. The release of crystalline codes from Gaia, that unique energy
emanating from the planet in this Now, is amplified by the activated codes
in crystal beds, aquifers, and ancient underground structures. You may
notice the presence and sensation of this 5D/7D frequency, sometimes in
unexpected places. This is the New Earth grid system amplification,
emanating through the fields and new magnetic lines of the Ascended
realm of Gaia.
Fading Realities and Bifurcation
Bifurcation is a delicate subject to discuss. It tends to trigger judgements
and beliefs, which is why I choose not to dwell on it. It is what it is. As it
becomes more palpable to the collective, as the side-effects present
personal and global bizarre events, we are given the opportunity to be fully
conscious of our Ascension choices, timeline choices, and Divine Service
choices.
We are all one, division is a temporary free will experience, just like
separation was a temporary experience. Notice how the return of Unity
Consciousness dissolves thousands, millions of years of experience in
density into a distant memory. To my consciousness, this is the blessing of

Ascension; the freedom to move on to a whole new way of being, without
any judgment or residue of what occurred in the past. Gone. Complete.
Global side-effects of bifurcation can be challenging for some. Maintain
Divine Neutrality as the reflections become stronger in the collective.
Everything is being done to present the global collective with the
opportunity to align with love over fear. Some events are motivational,
some reflections of unity consciousness itself; what needs to be shifted on
a global scale.
These realities are fathoms deep. It is wise not to judge the ocean by the
waves on the surface, thinking that is all there is.
Stay pliable through the strangeness; note when you are triggered and do
the inner work. Surrender to photonic autonomy, open to the bliss of
Divine Love. The bliss of Divine Love grows, it overwhelms the lower Self
during this phase as well as collectively overwriting the lower realities.
Two-Year Anniversary of the Global Unity Meditations
This SUNday marks two years of weekly Unity Meditations! For two years
we have built this field of pure consciousness, connecting our
multidimensional selves in Divine Service to the Ascension of all willing
hearts.
We continue to amplify Gaia and the HUman Heart Grid with infusions of
peace, crystalline consciousness and Ascension. Participate in the
SUNday Global Unity Meditations at 8:11am, 11:11am & 5:11pm Pacific
Time. Spread the word, this is our High-Vibe Tribe co-creation and they
continue to expand. Join your Brothers and siSTARs in co-creating highest
outcomes for all concerned, amplifying the 5D Christed timelines, and
enhancing your own experience of Ascension.
The Light grows so intense some moments, it feels like phasing out.
Sleep, nature, creativity and simplicity are blessings during this phase.
Remember your are not a victim of the light, you are a conduit of it.
Encourage the flow. Support the body, Gaia and the collective in handling
this ever-increasing flow.

May all of Creation be blessed, renewed and purified into Divine
Beingness by this Divine Light. Let us show HUmanity what is possible
with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Primary Timelines: The Higher Trajectory of Now
May 3, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Transformation is presenting for May, both behind-the-scenes and in our
collective experience. It reflects the next-level skill sets revealed last year
at this time. The deep experiences with the formless realms, the Cosmic
Stargates, the remembering of ancient skills, the Galactic Council shifts …
all of these now reveal the fruition of our higher trajectory choices.
Amplification of personal and collective choices are the revelation
energies, the photonic autonomy. Embodiment experiences, also based
on choice, are revealing the path of Lightbody Ascension. This is a
decision at OverSoul level. The pure light of Crystalline Consciousness
flowing through the Gateways this month will make those choices clear.
Your free will choice to either fear it or align with it will present stronger
than ever.
This month reveals conscious and subconscious choices stronger than
before: an all-in check point on your Ascension process. The veils will get
very thin, especially during the influx of May 15-22, in order to reveal
behind-the-scenes activity. As always, this is not about them, this is about
all of us. Behind the illusion there are great acts of benevolent
transformation occurring. If you are involved in those Council meetings,
you understand the delicate balance at hand.
The same delicacy is reflected in our lifestreams; the crystalline frequency
demands decentralization of our own consciousness. We see this in the
loosening of egoic grip on personal identity, the willingness to unify on
behalf of all, and the doors opening to much higher levels of creation. As
old systems and realities dissolve, the New presents with wide-open
abandon. And the freedom of the New can be overwhelming. Wayshowers
are transitioning our services to handle the collective shock of that
Freedom. What a wonderful problem to confront this year!
Creations out of alignment become draining or uncomfortable, also a side
effect of what is going on behind the scenes (see Crossing the Crystalline
Bridges Part One.) The intensity affects all of us, and the influxes this
month are reflecting the higher trajectory of freedom. Pray for those in
Leadership roles, send them love and grace for benevolent action; the

pressure is immense. Every willing awakened being must reject the
waiting game programs, in this Now, and move forward with positive
creations of service and solutions. It is that easy to support disclosure.
Energetic support of the energy of abundance, freedom, new creations,
Divine HUman expression assist the Global operation. New creations
demand an element of co-creation to support unified transparency and
abundance.
Unity Consciousness was always present, it is our natural state. We tear
down the self-imposed (Higher Self-imposed) veils, the Light level
removes the Planetary and Galactic veils, and Unity/Christ/Crystalline
consciousness returns as our consistent reality.
Primary Timeline Amplification: The Higher Trajectory of Now
Primary timelines override lower expressions. Feel into that phrase,
meditate on it to see what is occurring: Primary timelines override lower
expressions. The quantum is devouring outdated realities. Anything near
its frequency gets lifted, absorbed into the higher trajectory. This
accelerates everything; our linear experience of time dynamics, revelation
of positive shifts behind the scenes, and our ability to embody our multidimensional Selves.
This overriding effect dissolves distortions which fed our addiction to
separation. Like any recovering addict, we take it moment by moment,
making higher choices to free ourselves from limiting conditions.
Forgiveness, gratitude, transparency of heart cannot be avoided.
You have to feel it to heal it.
These choice points for change over habit, for Ascension over
disempowerment and limitation, become less personal as the shift
progresses. Unity consciousness makes us very aware of our oneness,
and we find ourselves merging with our OverSoul groups (300,000 –
500,000 incarnates). We begin creating and making choices as one unit,
and re-merging with the Creator Source. Within these OverSoul groups
are the brighter fractals, the ones reflecting the higher operation of the
Primary Timelines, We are accomplishing the same task: raising up the
whole group.

We witness this at gatherings and events, which is why participation in
person, or online if you cannot travel, is so important this year. Many
OverSoul group representatives unify, which effects millions of incarnates,
and raises all of those fractals into the higher trajectory. If we continue to
show up and infuse the freedom vibration into the collective
consciousness, creating higher frequency timelines (more on the New
Earth Now experiences next week), the bifurcation will be minimal and
brief.
Gateways of May: Here We Glow
The energies this month have a destabilization quality to them. While we
do our best to stabilize Gaia and the HUman Heart Grid, we do not want to
repress or soften the blow of these cosmic winds and Solar flashes
(flashing is constant, tune into it.)
Gaia’s ancient underground structures have been activated, the crystals
and aquifers are consistently being attuned by Lightworkers worldwide.
Feel free to help. Those benevolent structures planted here by ancient us
are currently being networked with the New Earth and Crystalline Grids.
This is why the feeling of becoming less physical is so strong; the light
flowing out of Gaia herself, our beloved Living Library, is activating nextlevel light body.
Stability in Unity/Christ consciousness provides the platform for the 5D/7D/
9D experience. It stabilizes your DNA, brain and nervous system. This
state of crystalline consciousness is your safe haven as the energies
destabilize old systems. You may witness this in the mirror; the gaze of
your Higher Self is present. Perhaps you witness it in the mirror of
another’s eyes. The Presence is here. As One, we support the global
merging with the multidimensional Self, Multidimensional Gaia, and
becoming the crystalline bridges to the New Earth.
Sending all of us Divine Strength and Love to move forward on our
Highest, Brightest trajectories of Service to the All. Create the New, right
Now.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

New Earth Now: Experiencing the Creator State
May 16, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
All of us are being influenced by the Primary Timelines, which were
collectively activated last year. The veil-lifting effects exposes us to a new
level of Unity consciousness, which we engage with by our free-will
choice. Solar and Cosmic Gateways continue to bombard us with
activations and purer levels of light. The surreal sensation of departing
from one reality and engaging with another is quite palpable. Magnetic
shifts continue to destabilize the old realities, which reveals what must be
surrendered for the New Earth experience to override the collective reality.
While many experience the overlay of the Gaia 5D/7D/9D creation, the
crystalline Gateways to that reality are accessed through collective
empowerment. HUmans aligned with a pure expression of HU (God/
Source) expressing as Unconditional Love and Divine Service are creating
the crystalline bridges to New Earth.
We have received this for years; Activation of Christ consciousness within
opens the pathways to the new experience. Embodiment first. In this
powerful year of consciousness-shifting, dimensional-shifting dynamics,
we are overriding the waiting game programs which have plagued
Lightworkers for decades. In brief, if you feel like you’re in a loop, you can
choose to override those lower timeline loops by moving into Unity
consciousness and co-creative empowerment right now.
There is nothing here but love, there is nothing here but Now.
Everything else is distortion or illusion for our education and growth. When
we work with these evolutionary energies, rather than waiting for them to
change everything, we accelerate our personal and collective Ascension.
We choose to explore these new levels of love, creativity, and service
rather than separation, fear and survival.
There is a unique shift occurring this year; the flotsam of the last 5 years is
revealing what already occurred in 2012. We utilized the grace period,
awakening as many Souls as possible. Yes, this year has its challenges;
the magnetic shifts can make us feel like we are coming apart at the
seams. They also reveal tremendous bliss and freedom. Both experiences
are reflections of what is happening with Gaia (quakes, weather, storms,

etc.) and our Solar system (solar wind, flashing, magnetic shifts). We are
not victims of these energies, we become pure conduits of them.
Following the Flow: Wayshowers Choosing the Higher Service
Wayshowers are shifting services to accommodate the higher trajectory.
New service work depends on Soul group and OverSoul shifts in
trajectory. When we complete lessons, goals and levels of our Ascension,
the OverSoul is free to move on to other expressions and services. When
Primary Timelines were attained/accessed, everything shifted for the
collective. New opportunities present for OverSouls, which is why many
Wayshowers feel uncomfortable in old ways, habits or services.
A focus for my service right now is the Creator State of consciousness;
guiding Divine HUmans to override lower realities, and create new ones.
Alignment with Divine Will is key, and there are vast possibilities open to
us in this Now. I have learned much through interacting with the Higher
realms, the Cosmic Stargates, the torrodial fields which manage realities,
and the Solar and planetary Gateways. Holding fields of pure intent is a
Gatekeeper function, and creating within those fields accelerates personal
and collective journeys. We see this with the SUNday Unity Meditations,
where collective healing occurs through pure intentions of Peace, Love
and Ascension in a simultaneous Divine HUman heart-centered state.
The Creator State is a teachable practice, just like Ascension. The higher
trajectories for HUmanity can be brought into this Now, with ease and
grace. A few focused, dedicated Christed HUmans may bring forth the
higher reality for all. Many desire change, some are Soul-contracted to cocreate it. Lightworkers have a heart-start on this next step; the consistent
inner work and outer service prepared us for unification at this level.
New Earth Now: Experiencing Freedom of Unity Consciousness
The cosmic frequencies affecting our consciousness reveal co-creation as
true strength. This is multidimensional empowerment. The activity,
experimentation, feeling and energy of freedom within our own thoughts
and hearts accelerates change over habit. As our hearts grow clearer and
stronger, we direct this unique HUman attribute of Creator-in-Carnate
through unified service.

The New Earth Now experience ignites freedom within the heart, and our
Divine HUman skill sets. This has been done live with three different
groups so far; one in Austin, and two in Sedona. A fourth experience will
be co-created with Lauren Galey on May 19. Gatherings offer unique
opportunities for activation this year, and the multidimensional activity is
palpable. The New Earth Now experience is a guided co-creation which
shifts personal and global timelines. Each gathering is unique, and the
process has evolved quickly in last three months. It can be a true heartopener, and assist with clarity on the next level of service. Many have
wept in these experiences as freedom returns to their hearts. Divine
neutrality, and the ability to comprehend basic multidimensional concepts
provides a much stronger experience. For some, it reveals fears or doubts
which can be surrendered.
When we experience co-created freedom, operating as we do in the
higher realms, we bring the vibration of Crystalline/Christ/Unity
consciousness into the denser realities in order to transform them. Unity
consciousness requires detachment from my creation/your creation. We
apply our multidimensional awareness in the Now, and traverse the veils/
barriers of dimensional layers (just like Gatework.) This exercise also
teaches us how to feel the highest energy of an idea; the energy signature
of a creation.
Gateway Weekend: Unifying with a Cosmic Trigger
Our focus flows through May 22, and is an opportunity for next-level
Lightbody expansion (quite strong already) and collective timeline shifts.
Surrender the use of remaining lower timelines as a safety/coping
mechanism, they are destabilizing. Remember self-empowerment affects
collective empowerment in a much stronger way with these shifts. High
Vibe has the upper hand, use it wisely and consistently. Speak, feel and
do from the higher state of unconditional love. Feel and co-create the
highest outcomes of freedom on Saturday. Meditate with us on SUNday.
Blessings and gratitude for your participation and service to Source and
HUmanity. We Love You, We Bless You, We Thank You.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Solar Gateway Influx: Coherence Effects
May 24, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Deep gratitude to all who are holding focus during this Gateway by calling
in and forth these highly refined frequencies. Integration requires much
rest, calm, time in nature and meditation.
Remember the message *Some of these energies can only be integrated
in dream state.* The sleepiness is palpable, like a drug. Embodiers will
feel this more than others, as the HUman conduit function is affecting the
entire HUman heart grid. Our Lightbodies are changing to compliment the
activated crystalline structures within. This is unfolding rapidly with the
band of light we are traversing at the moment. Honor it with extra sleep,
rest, yoga/flowing movement and meditation.

!

We are moving into a more coherent state of Global Unity Consciousness
as the Primary Timelines raise the trajectory for all. Allow stillness with the
Higher Self. Let the Light change you.

Solar flaring continues, increases as *Sunspots appear out of nowhere,* a
side-effect of the Stargate opening last weekend. Notice how different the
flaring feels right now; these pure photonic plasma fields are laden with
consciousness-shifting, veil-dissolving codes which affect physical
realities. This is the flashing activity that many of us experience in the
subtler realms, physicalized as a hearts-up for all concerned.
We were alerted to this passage, which continues through the Full Moon
next Tuesday, in order to prepare for a much higher collective trajectory
shift in June. In our Divine Service, we continue to raise as many onto the
higher timelines as possible.
A video about the New Earth Now experience will be released this
weekend. Kindwhile, let us maintain our calm focus on this influx. SUNday
Unity Meditations will be focused on peace as always, and we will
distribute these new embodiment codes through the HUman Heart grid.
Blessings upon all of creation for this transformational experience!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Higher Trajectories Attained: Upgrades with the Unity Meditations
Jun 1, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe~
After an intense focus during the last half of May, our June higher
trajectory has been attained. Infinite gratitude for all Gatekeepers,
Gridworkers and beloved ones in Service who diligently ushered in these
higher frequencies on behalf of all.
I AM bathing in these new frequencies at the moment, so this is a brief
update. Our key shift points were May 17 evening when the Creator Gates
opened, May 19 as the Cosmic Trigger opened the stargate system to
flood us with Solar activations, massive fields of Source-encoded
crystalline plasma rushed in on May 26, and then the purifying Full Moon
which transitioned collective lower timelines.
Our intention was to ensure the higher trajectory of June Solstice,
and that is accomplished. We are now on track for the June migration of
realities, already in progress.
Most of you are already experiencing the beautifully intense
consciousness-shifting influxes which will be consistent all throughout
June. Our beloved SUN is also adjusting; this acceleration into crystalline
embodiment happens on a quantum level. As within, so without. Alignment
with pure Creator dynamics is key. This is affecting all realities; the
opening of the Creator Gates is changing the way in which global
HUmanity creates in the Now.
New Earth Now Experience: Free workshop replay
The intention of these New Earth Now events is multidimensional, I AM
sure most of you realize the impact of unifying the Light Tribe to Divine
Co-creation in the Now. Yes, it assists in the accelerated timeline shifts. It
also aligns more hearts with the higher realities, which speeds up the
migration of the collective. We assist everyone in catching up to what is
occurring. Shed the illusion of density, it’s already gone.
Gratitude for the beautiful feedback about the heart-cleansing and healing
effects of this experience. The more awakened ones who can align with
their Creator State in the Now, the easier it is for all. Embrace this Service,

follow along, pause the video when you need to, write down your creations
and grid them, tone out loud, speak out loud … be with us in the no-time
zone of Now.
If you are attending Part II on June 9, your prerequisite is to go through
the experience at least once. Note it is different, more expansive, every
time you engage.
New Earth Now Part II will be presented online June 9. Part II dives into
applying Creator State dynamics and timeline resonation to your service
work and personal lifestream. Unity consciousness has so much to offer
us, and our collective consciousness becomes more coherent, there is
Divine opportunity to accelerate freedom for all willing hearts.
Watch and participate with the New Earth Now Part One video HERE
SUNday Unity meditations will be strong this week.
We are sending out these new Creator Gate codes to upgrade the
collective to the Now. All willing hearts desiring this new level of Light and
Peace for all, join us. Details and guided meditation available HERE.
Infinite blessings to all of Creation!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Experiencing the Influx and Solstice Source Codes
Jun 8, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The higher trajectory attained at the beginning of June opened the Creator
Gates, within and without, for a more direct experience of Unity
Consciousness. These diamond-plasma flows will maintain their intensity
through the end of June, with our Cosmic Trigger point during the June
Solstice passage (peak on June 21 at 3:47 AM PDT). Our Gateway
window is June 18-24 for Global focus.
As our Creator State reaches new levels of embodiment, the Divine return
of the Christed/Crystalline/Krysthl state of consciousness, we experience
the quantum relationship with our bodies, kingdoms, elementals and Gaia
as reflections of the Galactic and Universal Ascension.
Cosmic and Solar Gateways continue to flood us with activations and Pure
Source-encoded light. This is the purpose of the higher trajectory; to return
our multidimensional awareness and etherically reconnect our Divine
DNA.
We use the term Pure Photonic Light because the quality of this light is of
a pure positive polarity. It balances negative polarities and distortions,
shifts the magnetics of our hearts, bodies, energy fields and beloved Gaia.
It leaves no stone unturned in its effects on de-polarizing and re-polarizing
all creations into alignment with the highest frequency of Divine Love
(Source.)
Shifting magnetics continue to release old realities and align us with the
New. This is physically represented by expansion in Gaia (quakes,
eruptions, floods, storms) and ourselves (clearing, releasing, vibrating,
shifts in awareness). Hearts aligned with love and starseeded DNA,
utilizing the Christed spark already activated in HUmanity, receive these
Source codes and align with the command of photonic order; Evolution
and Ascension in the Now.
Shifting magnetics, triggered by the positive charge of these
influxes, affect our DNA by:
•

Releasing dense emotional structures (emotions are magnetic),

•
•

Shifting thought patterns (electric charges shift to accommodate the
new magnetics)
Activating DNA by changing the polarization of the toroidal fields
around the DNA, which allows the light codes in to trigger etheric
reconnection of additional strands.

This positive light neutralizes; it balances old magnetics, adjusts Gaia’s
magnetic fields to compliment the New Earth grids, and opens our fields to
align with our Christed Ascension templates. It also amplifies our ability to
align with Divine Neutrality, and enter Zero Point with a balanced heart
center. Then we may align with Divine Will, free from the flotsam of egoic,
emotional or mental constructs of the past.
We work in cleansed, fertile soil where creations in alignment with Love
and service may manifest. Ascension has always been about preparation,
free will choice and consistent action in the moment to align with higher,
positive choices. In this Now, we have a Divine opportunity to fully activate
and experience multidimensional DNA. It flickers on and off according to
our personal energetics, however this higher trajectory and its influxes
allow for experiences of 5D, 7D and 9D to be held within the DNA fields.
This DNA and the New Light triggers the body to reflect the Divine
Template, the pure Creator-In-Carnate which is the Divine HUman
expression. As we migrate realities to the 5D/7D realms, it can be an
intensely beautiful and deep – sometimes exhausting – process. Sleep is
still a priority. These new level of DNA activations will not be integrated
without rest to allow the body to re-create in our higher image.
While many experience the overlay of the Gaia 5D/7D creation, the
crystalline Gateways to that reality are accessed by unified collective
agreement. HUmans aligned with a pure expression of HU (God)
expressing Unconditional Love and Divine Service to collective
empowerment are creating the crystalline bridges to the New Earth.
Many ask how to maintain the old schedule with the new light. Quite
simply, you cannot. The energy is literally driving us into a new existence
as a collective. Waves can be sudden, strong, overwhelming, and
expansive. This teaches us to be in the Now; flexible, very present,
patient, honoring high-vibe self-care, and flowing with the energies from
moment to moment.

Opportunity with the June Solstice Trigger
Now that we have attained the higher trajectory for the collective,
opportunities for a new experience present. Our baseline experience is at
a much higher level, dissolving the old platforms for looping, waiting, recreation of the past. Akashic levels dissipate so we may merge, purified
and free, with the Higher Self/Future Selves.
We are asked to level up to full light capacity. Higher trajectory is
embodiment, the consistent quantum experience. In this Now, we are
guided to assist our bodies and consciousness with the higher trajectory
shift already in progress.
To support this global detoxification and clearing, we diligently engage with
self-care, cleansing, and detoxification to receive the maximum light on
behalf of all. This is one of those Gateways for fasting, cleansing,
detoxing, creativity, movement, meditation, Gatekeeping and New Earth
Grid preparation, sacred ceremony and high-vibe activity in nature.
These higher trajectories change the collective storyline of HUmanity to
align with the ancient intention of the Ascension. Restoration of the higher
truth, the highest intention for this grand Universal rewrite.
This is why time dynamics, personal and global timelines are shifting
quickly this year. The triggering light, combined with all the efforts of
Lightworkers, Gridworkers and Gatekeepers, Starseeds and Wayshowers,
continues to create higher and higher opportunities for collective
Ascension. You can feel it, beloveds. Embrace the unknown, radical
expansion of consciousness happening through you.
This expanded level of Lightbody allows us to collectively become the
crystalline bridge to the New Earth, the Ascended reality. Our Solarcrystalline DNA vibrates (spins) much faster, allowing the cells to be lightencoded with sacred geometric patterns of perfection. We align with our
pure light signature, Divine Template, and Ascend the realities around us
to match our higher perception.
This is why exercises like New Earth Now can quickly shift our perception
away from the past or future, and bring the ascended reality into the Now.
Co-creative power is our birthright, and when we play with this skill as
open hearts in Service, Unity consciousness becomes readily available to

the entire population. It amplifies higher timelines, which accelerates the
process for all concerned. Ancient us and Future us, merged and
operating with clarity in this Now.
Detox, Prepare, Cleanse, Simplify, Co-Create with the Influx
The Higher light is here, these cosmic waves of diamond-crystalline pure
photonic-encoded plasma are flowing, cresting, building each moment.
Some moments are (much!) stronger, when the light feels palpable, quite
physical waves of expansion. This higher trajectory is already a strong
experience. The Solstice trigger will shift the High-Vibe tribe into a
consistent Christed state of expanded consciousness. We become pure
conduits operating with ease and grace, providing stability for the higher
timeline shifts.
In our Divine Service, we collectively focus on receiving maximum
expansion through the Solstice passage. Heed the messages from the
body itself to align with high-vibe support in the Now. Since this is a DNA
Gateway, we cleanse, detoxify, clear our energy fields, open our hearts,
meridians and bodies. We support the highest vibration of peace,
harmony, freedom, creativity and Ascension. Any adjustments or clearing
supports the global detox, especially as we move into higher states of
unification.
Remember this is an organic Ascension; getting offline and in nature
allows the Source codes to activate. Earthing (bare feet on the ground or
in water) as often as possible. It also helps ground the euphoric effects of
quantum expansion. Rest and simplify during this passage. Meditate in
Zero Point.
SUNday Unity Meditations: The Sensation of Home
We continue to amplify Gaia and the HUman Heart Grid with infusions of
peace, crystalline consciousness and Ascension. Participate in the
SUNday Global Unity Meditations. Spread the word, this is our High-Vibe
Tribe co-creation and they continue to expand. The vibration of Home, the
Christed Heart Center, can be very comforting right now. Join your
Brothers and siSTARs in co-creating highest outcomes for all concerned,
amplifying the Christed timelines, and enhancing your own experience of
Ascension.

May all of Creation be blessed, renewed and purified into Divine
Beingness by this Divine Light. Let us show HUmanity what is possible
with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Solar Gateway Influx: Coherence Effects
May 24, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Deep gratitude to all who are holding focus during this Gateway by calling
in and forth these highly refined frequencies. Integration requires much
rest, calm, time in nature and meditation.
Remember the message *Some of these energies can only be integrated
in dream state.* The sleepiness is palpable, like a drug. Embodiers will
feel this more than others, as the HUman conduit function is affecting the
entire HUman heart grid. Our Lightbodies are changing to compliment the
activated crystalline structures within. This is unfolding rapidly with the
band of light we are traversing at the moment. Honor it with extra sleep,
rest, yoga/flowing movement and meditation.
We are moving into a more coherent state of Global Unity Consciousness
as the Primary Timelines raise the trajectory for all. Allow stillness with the
Higher Self. Let the Light change you.

!
Solar flaring continues, increases as *Sunspots appear out of nowhere,* a
side-effect of the Stargate opening last weekend. Notice how different the
flaring feels right now; these pure photonic plasma fields are laden with

consciousness-shifting, veil-dissolving codes which affect physical
realities. This is the flashing activity that many of us experience in the
subtler realms, physicalized as a hearts-up for all concerned.
We were alerted to this passage, which continues through the Full Moon
next Tuesday, in order to prepare for a much higher collective trajectory
shift in June. In our Divine Service, we continue to raise as many onto the
higher timelines as possible.
A video about the New Earth Now experience will be released this
weekend. Kindwhile, let us maintain our calm focus on this influx. SUNday
Unity Meditations will be focused on peace as always, and we will
distribute these new embodiment codes through the HUman Heart grid.
Blessings upon all of creation for this transformational experience!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Higher Trajectories Attained: Upgrades with the Unity Meditations
Jun 1, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe~
After an intense focus during the last half of May, our June higher
trajectory has been attained. Infinite gratitude for all Gatekeepers,
Gridworkers and beloved ones in Service who diligently ushered in these
higher frequencies on behalf of all.
I AM bathing in these new frequencies at the moment, so this is a brief
update. Our key shift points were May 17 evening when the Creator Gates
opened, May 19 as the Cosmic Trigger opened the stargate system to
flood us with Solar activations, massive fields of Source-encoded
crystalline plasma rushed in on May 26, and then the purifying Full Moon
which transitioned collective lower timelines.
Our intention was to ensure the higher trajectory of June Solstice,
and that is accomplished. We are now on track for the June migration of
realities, already in progress.
Most of you are already experiencing the beautifully intense
consciousness-shifting influxes which will be consistent all throughout
June. Our beloved SUN is also adjusting; this acceleration into crystalline
embodiment happens on a quantum level. As within, so without. Alignment
with pure Creator dynamics is key. This is affecting all realities; the
opening of the Creator Gates is changing the way in which global
HUmanity creates in the Now.
New Earth Now Experience: Free workshop replay
The intention of these New Earth Now events is multidimensional, I AM
sure most of you realize the impact of unifying the Light Tribe to Divine
Co-creation in the Now. Yes, it assists in the accelerated timeline shifts. It
also aligns more hearts with the higher realities, which speeds up the
migration of the collective. We assist everyone in catching up to what is
occurring. Shed the illusion of density, it’s already gone.
Gratitude for the beautiful feedback about the heart-cleansing and healing
effects of this experience. The more awakened ones who can align with
their Creator State in the Now, the easier it is for all. Embrace this Service,

follow along, pause the video when you need to, write down your creations
and grid them, tone out loud, speak out loud … be with us in the no-time
zone of Now.
If you are attending Part II on June 9, your prerequisite is to go through
the experience at least once. Note it is different, more expansive, every
time you engage.
New Earth Now Part II will be presented online June 9. Part II dives into
applying Creator State dynamics and timeline resonation to your service
work and personal lifestream. Unity consciousness has so much to offer
us, and our collective consciousness becomes more coherent, there is
Divine opportunity to accelerate freedom for all willing hearts.
Watch and participate with the New Earth Now Part One video HERE
SUNday Unity meditations will be strong this week.
We are sending out these new Creator Gate codes to upgrade the
collective to the Now. All willing hearts desiring this new level of Light and
Peace for all, join us. Details and guided meditation available HERE.
Infinite blessings to all of Creation!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Experiencing the Influx and Solstice Source Codes
Jun 8, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The higher trajectory attained at the beginning of June opened the Creator
Gates, within and without, for a more direct experience of Unity
Consciousness. These diamond-plasma flows will maintain their intensity
through the end of June, with our Cosmic Trigger point during the June
Solstice passage (peak on June 21 at 3:47 AM PDT). Our Gateway
window is June 18-24 for Global focus.
As our Creator State reaches new levels of embodiment, the Divine return
of the Christed/Crystalline/Krysthl state of consciousness, we experience
the quantum relationship with our bodies, kingdoms, elementals and Gaia
as reflections of the Galactic and Universal Ascension.
Cosmic and Solar Gateways continue to flood us with activations and Pure
Source-encoded light. This is the purpose of the higher trajectory; to return
our multidimensional awareness and etherically reconnect our Divine
DNA.
We use the term Pure Photonic Light because the quality of this light is of
a pure positive polarity. It balances negative polarities and distortions,
shifts the magnetics of our hearts, bodies, energy fields and beloved Gaia.
It leaves no stone unturned in its effects on de-polarizing and re-polarizing
all creations into alignment with the highest frequency of Divine Love
(Source.)
Shifting magnetics continue to release old realities and align us with the
New. This is physically represented by expansion in Gaia (quakes,
eruptions, floods, storms) and ourselves (clearing, releasing, vibrating,
shifts in awareness). Hearts aligned with love and starseeded DNA,
utilizing the Christed spark already activated in HUmanity, receive these
Source codes and align with the command of photonic order; Evolution
and Ascension in the Now.
Shifting magnetics, triggered by the positive charge of these
influxes, affect our DNA by:
•

Releasing dense emotional structures (emotions are magnetic),

•
•

Shifting thought patterns (electric charges shift to accommodate the
new magnetics)
Activating DNA by changing the polarization of the toroidal fields
around the DNA, which allows the light codes in to trigger etheric
reconnection of additional strands.

This positive light neutralizes; it balances old magnetics, adjusts Gaia’s
magnetic fields to compliment the New Earth grids, and opens our fields to
align with our Christed Ascension templates. It also amplifies our ability to
align with Divine Neutrality, and enter Zero Point with a balanced heart
center. Then we may align with Divine Will, free from the flotsam of egoic,
emotional or mental constructs of the past.
We work in cleansed, fertile soil where creations in alignment with Love
and service may manifest. Ascension has always been about preparation,
free will choice and consistent action in the moment to align with higher,
positive choices. In this Now, we have a Divine opportunity to fully activate
and experience multidimensional DNA. It flickers on and off according to
our personal energetics, however this higher trajectory and its influxes
allow for experiences of 5D, 7D and 9D to be held within the DNA fields.
This DNA and the New Light triggers the body to reflect the Divine
Template, the pure Creator-In-Carnate which is the Divine HUman
expression. As we migrate realities to the 5D/7D realms, it can be an
intensely beautiful and deep – sometimes exhausting – process. Sleep is
still a priority. These new level of DNA activations will not be integrated
without rest to allow the body to re-create in our higher image.
While many experience the overlay of the Gaia 5D/7D creation, the
crystalline Gateways to that reality are accessed by unified collective
agreement. HUmans aligned with a pure expression of HU (God)
expressing Unconditional Love and Divine Service to collective
empowerment are creating the crystalline bridges to the New Earth.
Many ask how to maintain the old schedule with the new light. Quite
simply, you cannot. The energy is literally driving us into a new existence
as a collective. Waves can be sudden, strong, overwhelming, and
expansive. This teaches us to be in the Now; flexible, very present,
patient, honoring high-vibe self-care, and flowing with the energies from
moment to moment.

Opportunity with the June Solstice Trigger
Now that we have attained the higher trajectory for the collective,
opportunities for a new experience present. Our baseline experience is at
a much higher level, dissolving the old platforms for looping, waiting, recreation of the past. Akashic levels dissipate so we may merge, purified
and free, with the Higher Self/Future Selves.
We are asked to level up to full light capacity. Higher trajectory is
embodiment, the consistent quantum experience. In this Now, we are
guided to assist our bodies and consciousness with the higher trajectory
shift already in progress.
To support this global detoxification and clearing, we diligently engage with
self-care, cleansing, and detoxification to receive the maximum light on
behalf of all. This is one of those Gateways for fasting, cleansing,
detoxing, creativity, movement, meditation, Gatekeeping and New Earth
Grid preparation, sacred ceremony and high-vibe activity in nature.
These higher trajectories change the collective storyline of HUmanity to
align with the ancient intention of the Ascension. Restoration of the higher
truth, the highest intention for this grand Universal rewrite.
This is why time dynamics, personal and global timelines are shifting
quickly this year. The triggering light, combined with all the efforts of
Lightworkers, Gridworkers and Gatekeepers, Starseeds and Wayshowers,
continues to create higher and higher opportunities for collective
Ascension. You can feel it, beloveds. Embrace the unknown, radical
expansion of consciousness happening through you.
This expanded level of Lightbody allows us to collectively become the
crystalline bridge to the New Earth, the Ascended reality. Our Solarcrystalline DNA vibrates (spins) much faster, allowing the cells to be lightencoded with sacred geometric patterns of perfection. We align with our
pure light signature, Divine Template, and Ascend the realities around us
to match our higher perception.
This is why exercises like New Earth Now can quickly shift our perception
away from the past or future, and bring the ascended reality into the Now.
Co-creative power is our birthright, and when we play with this skill as
open hearts in Service, Unity consciousness becomes readily available to

the entire population. It amplifies higher timelines, which accelerates the
process for all concerned. Ancient us and Future us, merged and
operating with clarity in this Now.
Detox, Prepare, Cleanse, Simplify, Co-Create with the Influx
The Higher light is here, these cosmic waves of diamond-crystalline pure
photonic-encoded plasma are flowing, cresting, building each moment.
Some moments are (much!) stronger, when the light feels palpable, quite
physical waves of expansion. This higher trajectory is already a strong
experience. The Solstice trigger will shift the High-Vibe tribe into a
consistent Christed state of expanded consciousness. We become pure
conduits operating with ease and grace, providing stability for the higher
timeline shifts.
In our Divine Service, we collectively focus on receiving maximum
expansion through the Solstice passage. Heed the messages from the
body itself to align with high-vibe support in the Now. Since this is a DNA
Gateway, we cleanse, detoxify, clear our energy fields, open our hearts,
meridians and bodies. We support the highest vibration of peace,
harmony, freedom, creativity and Ascension. Any adjustments or clearing
supports the global detox, especially as we move into higher states of
unification.
Remember this is an organic Ascension; getting offline and in nature
allows the Source codes to activate. Earthing (bare feet on the ground or
in water) as often as possible. It also helps ground the euphoric effects of
quantum expansion. Rest and simplify during this passage. Meditate in
Zero Point.
SUNday Unity Meditations: The Sensation of Home
We continue to amplify Gaia and the HUman Heart Grid with infusions of
peace, crystalline consciousness and Ascension. Participate in the
SUNday Global Unity Meditations. Spread the word, this is our High-Vibe
Tribe co-creation and they continue to expand. The vibration of Home, the
Christed Heart Center, can be very comforting right now. Join your
Brothers and siSTARs in co-creating highest outcomes for all concerned,
amplifying the Christed timelines, and enhancing your own experience of
Ascension.

May all of Creation be blessed, renewed and purified into Divine
Beingness by this Divine Light. Let us show HUmanity what is possible
with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Quantum Effects of Ascension in Eclipse Season
Jul 2, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe,
Our higher trajectory delivers constant Source-encoded plasma for us to
receive and integrate. The Solstice Gateway provided strong DNA
reconnection, the effects of which continue to ripple through the collective.
As Gaia’s magnetics shift to the New Earth grids, our own magnetics are
adjusting. This is a function of the Ascension process; migrating realities to
new, purified systems where the Higher Self can express right through the
physical. It can make you feel like you are simultaneously coming apart
and unifying with your Higher levels at once. Both are occurring. The shifts
in realities and Gaia’s energy fields affect every living thing in this
planetary realm, including the elementals. It is a bizarre and beautiful year,
ever increasing in both!
Quantum Distribution of the Christed Templates
On the Tuesday prior to Solstice, a massive rainbow-crystalline Christed
being appeared to me over Mount Shasta during Gatework. Our Solstice
focus had been on activation of next-level LightBody DNA, in order to
support those who were *going Lightbody* this year. The radiation and
emanation of pure Source consciousness from this being was intense; one
of those *I AM forever changed* moments. Waves of Source codes
flooded the Gates and Grids. These beings appeared at many sacred
Gates just before Solstice.
While this is a classic symbol of Christed embodiment activation, it also
signaled the final activation of the Christed Templates within Mount
Shasta. The Archangelics and Galactic Masters have been guarding and
defending these templates for years. Now we are able to disseminate
them through the grids by quantum effect, as they are linked to the Solar
and Cosmic stargates. This activation was directly connected to the DNA
and Divine Lightbody template activations of Solstice, which is why many
were feeling deep integration effects as they surged the HUman Heart
grid.
Free will choice is honored for receiving these purer expressions of our
Divine templates, however we are hitting stronger quantum tipping points,

where OverSouls are activating Soul groups by proxy. The awakening
quickens, as does willingness to participate in the Ascension.
The Stargate flows are constant now, it doesn’t have to be a flare or solar
wind storm day to receive these codes. The stronger flare and solar wind
activity will continue during Gateway passages, because we are unified in
our action to open and receive. We have gone Quantum with the
Gateways themselves, and our Grid/Gatekeepers are part of that function
by conscious agreement. I AM noting shifts in my capabilities already, and
the need for self-care as my body adjusts. Play with these quantum-level
adjustments; our new skills are quite limitless when we get the lower mind
out of the way.
Source-encoded plasma is speaking directly to the core of our being.
Because we have free will choice, it can feel like a request or deep desire
for permanent change. Of course change is never a fixed state or
permanent, rather it is constant. However, OverSoul level decisions
become unavoidable for the awakened.
Change Over Habit during Eclipse Season: Guidance for those who
are struggling
This is a powerful healing time for emotional, egoic and mental constructs.
The new light level and pure Source codes of June are completely
restructuring our realities to accommodate Primary timelines. Eclipses
tend to be strong collective timestamps for our unification, and the second
of our July eclipses (July 27) provides the strongest cosmic trigger of this
eclipse passage.
Many are experiencing deep clearings of the emotional, mental and egoic
distortions right now. Old Self templates have etheric ties to the old
matrixes, so survival-type fears, or old emotional behaviors and
sensations may present. We are not given anything we cannot handle; it is
unfolding with as much ease and grace as possible. However, you may
notice the higher highs and lower lows in the collective, or within your own
journey.
Divine templates produce euphoric union with the Godhead. Those
experiences have been strong for many; the pure liquid light of Solarcrystalline plasma pouring into the heart center and Ascension column.
Bliss, joy, freedom. The higher highs are consistently available now; we

can breathe, realign in stillness and feel it at any moment. What a Divine
gift.
However, the Divine template and old Self template cannot coexist in the
same body vehicle for very long. Activated DNA tells the body to produce
the higher expression (remember the SUN-as-prism effect). Old habits or
coping mechanisms in the cellular memory attempt to default out of fear of
the unknown. The body and DNA receive mixed signals, which can cause
mental and emotional stress. Work with your body to direct all thoughts,
emotions and creations to the Divine state of beingness. The *fires
together, wires together* neural pathway dynamic works for the heart as
well as the brain. Our own bodies are a reflection of the higher and lower
dimensional expressions cohabitating at the moment; it won’t be possible
to hold onto both as the magnetics of Gaia shift to the New Earth realms.
The last two weeks are a good gauge for how this light level is effecting
you. Yes, the Lightbody and DNA recalibration makes us sleepy. Take a
look at the emotional and mental levels. How is it presenting for you?
Destabilization of fear-based realities requires internal decisions and
shifts. Embodiment of your Mastery level includes tests. Some strong,
some gentle. When lower level release presents, we pay attention to the
calls for stillness, clearing, weeping, meditation, gratitude, forgiveness,
unconditional love of Self and others, and new creations in alignment with
Source desires.
Time acceleration is an effect of gravitational changes as the planetary
magnetics release lower reality distortions. We are shifting to higher
vibrational torus fields, or Primary timelines. This can cause sensations of
urgency to change, or be in complete stillness, depending on your
Lightbody and DNA resonation in the moment. If you feel the need to
pause, rest, or reevaluate/realign your personal trajectory, honor it now.
Those sensations are direct messages from the Soul level that
recalibration is needed. Especially if it feels urgent to do so.
Many survival, sadness, depression issues are deeply entangled with
egoic structures that are getting broken apart by the new light level. Pure
positive photonic light does not tolerate distortions in the New Earth
realms. We have anchored 5D, 7D and (soon) 9D levels of Gaia
consciousness in order to break apart the false illusions of fear and
separation (literally vibrating it out of these realms.) It will not be easier to
deal with dissolvement of fears that are connected to the old illusion later

– do this now. Do it with joy. Celebrate that your Soul has presented this
for you to release! All can be converted to love. We are that powerful.
The purity of these frequencies is palpable. Honor it. Co-create with it. It is
the Divine Self returning, rewriting your essence into sacred geometries
and pure light expression. Let the light reveal you.
Migrating Realities: Opportunities for our Unification
Here are our linear Global opportunities to unify as One force of Source.
We serve as collective triggers for the revelation of New Earth. Let us
become the quantum metaphor of multidimensional Christed Self in the
highest interests of the pure organic Ascension. I AM including the August
events, since they build to a cosmic trigger event on August 29. Kindwhile,
we focus on the Now.
SUNday July 8, July 15, July 22, July 29, Aug 5, Aug 12, Aug 19, Aug
26 - Global Unity Meditations
Thursday, July 12
New Moon & Partial Solar Eclipse at 8pm PDT
Tuesday, July 24 – Monday July 30
Eclipse Gateway Passage, Cosmic Realignment
Friday, July 27
Full Moon & Lunar Eclipse at 1:21pm PDT
SUNday August 5 – Tuesday, August 14
Lion’s Gate and Eclipse Gateway Passage
Wednesday, August 8
Lion’s Gate
Saturday, August 11
New Moon & Partial Solar Eclipse at 2:46am PDT
SUNday, August 26
Full Moon at 4:58amPDT

Wednesday, August 29
Stargate Opening and Cosmic Trigger
Linear activities can be challenging; these dates are provided as
opportunities for us to unify. Sometimes listing them helps to ground them
(as well as remember what day it is.) As we go quantum in our
Gatekeeping and Gridwork, our traveling, visiting, honoring, and
amplifying New Earth becomes a beautiful, creative endeavor. It is
Summertime in the North, be sure to enjoy the outdoors with friends,
family and Light Tribe.
Rest well before the eclipses; they feel surreal to me already. New Earth
Now your days and activities. Change over habit suggests solutions rather
than complaints, freedom over survival. Apply multidimensional
perspective to everything; it frees the Soul to express the New and
transform these realms to expressions of Divine Love. Let us show
HUmanity what is possible with Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Living the Metaphor of Resurrection: Eclipse Season Shifts
Jul 11, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This article describes the factors involved in this current passage and what
many of us are beginning to experience as this realignment begins. There
are no sufficient words to describe the true return of the Christed state, or
the sensation of pure Source amplifying within the heart.
Follow the metaphor of Self-as-Cosmos; the realignment happening with
the SUN and Solar system is directly connected to our experiences of
resurrection in this Now. Let this guide us in our sacred work over the next
few weeks.
Living the Metaphor of Resurrection
As we consciously merge with the ultimate unity of Divine Oneness, we
self-realize the infinite within. Not as sacred study or dogmatic concept,
but true knowing and feeling the expression of Source in all of creation
and intricately being part of it all.
This is freedom from separation and distortion. It activates the harmonics
of the heart, which serves as a frequency generator for Source to purify
the realities around us.
Past information and experiences merge with future information and
expression, to create the new resurrected Self across time-space.
The experience of unity makes us aware of our multidimensional aspects,
Source, other expressions in the multiverse. Welcome the vastness of
Self, while aligning with the Oneness of Source. We are reaffirming the
Limitlessness of the Infinite, as the Infinite.
When we confront and encounter the loss of Self, dying to the old Self, we
feel the need for Source. It restores our compass to its proper position;
original unity with Source. Faith in the Infinite Creator. This is a cognizant
realization, a conscious choice of the Ascension process to experience
Source-as-Self within.
We transmute, transfigure, and resurrect into the risen, new self which
knows itself and all of creation as Source.

Apply Multidimensional awareness to Everything.
As the energies deconstruct and dismantle the illusion, we gain the higher
truth of Unity Consciousness. The Source codes return in this Now in
Divine timing to resurrect the True Self. Source resurrects itself through
us, this grand experiment of separation and reuninfication.
Since we must lose the illusion to gain the truth, we are simultaneously
deconstructing the old reality while resurrecting the New. This is the
deeper meaning of the bifurcation of realities. The bifurcation is felt within
our own lifestreams. Rather than here and there, we feel a split in our own
consciousness as the false overlays of the illusion are removed.
This goes beyond the walking between worlds sensation of the past,
because the higher level that is resurrecting with embodiment is a much
higher frequency than ever before (due to the Source codes and
repositioning into cosmic stargate light flows.) We are experiencing both,
in a profound way, in this Now.
Cosmic Factors supporting this phase – Key Influences
1. Collective Higher Trajectory
Much stronger energies and acceleration since beginning of June, another
jump with Solstice; all energies are consistently leveling up this year. They
do not step down any longer.
This higher trajectory is providing a beautiful and more intense flow of
Source-encoded plasma. The presence of Source-encoded plasma
produces a pure liquid crystalline light sensation, like liquid light flowing
through the heart and Ascension column. The experience of this infinite
Source light is consistent now for many, who in turn serve as conduits of
this for the collective.
2. Pure Photonic Light triggering magnetic shifts
Pure Photonic Light is of a pure positive polarity. This positive light
neutralizes;It balances negative polarities and distortions, shifts the
magnetics of our hearts, bodies, energy fields and beloved Gaia. This is a
strong global clearing mechanism which brings dismantling of distorted
reality structures, both within and without.

Shifting magnetics, triggered by the positive charge of these influxes,
affect us by:
• Releasing dense emotional and egoic structures. Brings up doubts,
confidence issues, worthiness, fears to be released.
• Shifting thought patterns to accomodate clearing. This can be confusing
becasue the mind cannot recreate what is being cleared. Change over
habit.
• Activating DNA by changing the polarization of the toroidal fields around
the DNA, which allows the light codes in to trigger etheric reconnection of
additional strands.
• Allowing for pure states of self-realization and resurrection
• Dissolving distortions and illusionary overlays. Binding these away from
the planet, back to Source, has been easier for Gatekeepers &
Gridworkers. You may do this in your own lifestream and with Gaia.
• New Earth crystalline bridges opening in Gaia and people, becoming
stargates for cosmic flows and revelation dynamics. Lifts the self-imposed
veils to reveal the 5D/7D/9D overlaid realities which already exist.
Pure Unity Consciousness is a very different existence, it feels dreamlike
or surreal and New Earth is seen/felt as a Divine perfected paradise.
Meditate in the stillness, open to receive her.
3. Eclipse Season: Ending one phase, beginning a brand new one
Eclipses tend to punctuate endings and beginnings, and during this phase
they serve as a massive stargate for dismantling and releasing distorted
realities while simultaneously experiencing resurrection on both planetary
and personal levels. It is a huge boost to our process, and demonstrates
the overwriting and overriding effects of the Primary Christed timelines.
This is a powerful step in our global Ascension process; migrating realities
to new, purified systems where the Higher Self as Source can express
right through the physical. It can make you feel like you are simultaneously
coming apart and unifying with your Higher levels at once. Both are
occurring. Endings and beginnings. Death and rebirth on a new level.
Pyramids and resurrection chambers of the past gave us the experience
of death, dying off of the old Self. By facing the fear of death, we can
experience true resurrection.
The Ascension frequencies trigger a collective experience of this, to
varying degrees over the linear years, which allow us to confront our

anxieties, fears and doubts about total transformation. We learn to trust
ourselves, Divine Love, and Source again.
4. Our SUN (Solaris) and the Solar System are moving into alignment
with cosmic stargates which contain transformative harmonics, codes and
frequencies.
From the Steering Committee point of view, it appears we will drop
into a significant bandwidth of these cosmic stargate flows around
the July 27 eclipse. It looks like a cosmic adjustment to align with the
higher dimensional platforms. I have mentioned this at many events this
year, and others confirmed seeing *the shift at the end of July.* In Service,
we open up for the most beautiful support of our Ascension possible.
This is why we have been anchoring 5D-9D. It is a restoration to a Divine
path of Gaia’s organic Christed timelines. This is why the High-Vibe Tribe
is having such strong experiences of merging with the Godhead since the
higher trajectory was attained. It places us in the path of much purer
cosmic flows. Open hearts will feel it; best to stay very present with this as
the eclipses unfold.
The July 26-28 Gateway has been on our radar since the beginning of the
year, like a massive wall of light that we move into. It is connected to last
year’s August Solar eclipse and the Gates opening at the end of this
August. Higher trajectories, more expanded and purified experiences for
the collective.
This may be a visible/palpable change in SUNlight (again), however
the emphasis is on consciousness itself. Changing our hearts and
Lightbodies to support a new level of existence. We are already
feeling the entry into this area, and some are seeing the flashing activity
pick up (not solar flares, this is dimensional.) Like a light ship flash,
sudden and through the heart, on a Solar level.
5. Embodiment is ON.
We have a whole new level of pure consciousness being anchored into
the HUman collective by embodiers. Embodiment has a quantum effect
which triggers mass Ascension experiences. We see more leveling up and
increased awakenings as embodiers bloom the infinite within.

Next-Level Lightbody: DNA fields Shifting Realities
When the fields of our DNA, which creates our coveted experience of
Divinity in form, begin to spin and radiate this diamond-plasma light, our
energy fields expand to match that vibration. Holding the higher frequency
is getting easier as our activated heart centers collectively lock into the
vibration of Unity consciousness itself. We suddenly find our hearts, fields
and DNA running on Love auto-pilot.
Whenever something outside of the box is experienced by even a small
amount of the collective, that experience becomes available for all.
Through the combination of our past Mastery experiences, and the future
trajectories which have been attained (Christed timelines), we may begin
to demonstrate those skills in the physical. We do this by aligning
completely with the highest realities co-created by past, present and future
Self.
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, Lightworkers, anyone who works with Gaia,
the SUN or the grid systems; this is another passage for our Galactic Task
List.
Planting, placing and connecting crystals (they want to be outside),
elemental and kingdom blessings, sacred ceremony, meditation with Gaia
… do this Now to support the positive realignments this month. Much has
been presenting with Mount Shasta, and I will be mostly offline after the
20th to do the good work and focus for highest outcomes. A recent water
fast truly assisted with leveling up to a new experience; honor this sacred
passage.
Unify with the Global Light Tribe
Thursday, July 12
New Moon & Partial Solar Eclipse at 8pm PDT
SUNday July 15, 22, 29
Global Unity Meditations.
Tuesday, July 24 – Monday July 30
Lunar Eclipse Gateway Passage, Cosmic Realignment

Friday, July 27
Full Moon & Lunar Eclipse at 1:21pm PDT
Honor the Changes Presenting
Understand that creations or projects won’t *land* or manifest as per usual
right now. Don’t be discouraged, it’s just the fluctuation in progress. Lightground the ideas, don’t be attached to plans as the energies shift quickly
moment to moment. This teaches us to be present, grateful, forgiving, and
Christed.
This phase doesn’t have to be a grandiose life shift, unless you have not
honored your guidance or intuition this year. This is about peace, within
and without. The internal request for change must be honored in order to
resurrect into the New. We support the changes in body consciousness
while experiencing the limitlessness of infinite possibility.
HUmans are untouchable when they activate their heart and Source
reconnections. Remember that Self-love with Source embodiment is end
game. We surrender lower identity for the Universal Identity; the Source of
all love, consciousness, life, creation. And it changes everything for the
better.
Blessings upon all of creation, and gratitude for our unified Service to the
Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Lyran Lightship: Blessing and Activation
Jul 20, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The Lyrans are Feline BEings from the Vega star system, where the
original experiments for creating a Divine HUman DNA template began.
They have been a consistent part of my journey, and were the first to show
me interdimensional stargates. Sometimes they are referred to as white
lion BEings, since they have white hair and have a very regal lion-like
appearance.
Two pairs of Lyrans presented while doing Gatework on Mount Shasta;
two female and two male. They offered a blessing and Divine HUman DNA
activation for this transformational passage. After I recorded this, I heard
choirs of them singing these tones and words when I went to bed – all
night long. My cells quivered with the harmonics, and I felt a deep sense
of peace, unity and unconditional love. They asked to begin with Lightship
tones; the sounds we hear when the ships and BEings are near. They
work closely with the Sirians, and I feel the language reflects that
influence. Light language is not translatable word-by word. In my
experience it is tones, sensations or geometry interpreted by the conduit
to convey messages, activations, or intentions. ET contacts speak
telepathically, and yet this language has flowed through us for decades. It
seems to be shifting, taking on a new level with the presence of Source
codes. These harmonics are a crystalline bridge of their own kind.
This message contains codes of balance for this powerful phase,
embodiment and DNA restoration. The Lyrans remind us to practice toning
and harmonics, in order to remember how to alter form with our pure intent
and voices. The skill of moving, building, creating reality through sound is
returning to us. Hopefully this transmission captures the harmony which
many of us have with this kind of contact. This sound journey is lightencoded to assist your Ascension process.
Download the mp3 at http://www.sandrawalter.com/wp-content/uploads/
2018/07/Lyran-Lightship.mp3
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

SUNday Unity Meditations: Amplifying the Organic Timelines
Jul 21, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The second eclipse, the most powerful of this season, occurs on
Friday.
Energies have been increasing in intensity as we approach the
realignment point. The Lyran Lightship sound journey has provided
comfort and activation for this passage; see the link below.
A few notable messages for clarity:
Eclipse Season: Ending one phase, beginning a brand new one
Eclipses tend to punctuate endings and beginnings, and during this phase
they serve as a massive stargate for dismantling and releasing distorted
realities while simultaneously experiencing resurrection on both planetary
and personal levels.
Our SUN (Solaris) and the Solar System are moving into alignment
with cosmic stargates which contain transformative harmonics, codes and
frequencies.
From the Steering Committee point of view, it appears we will drop
into a significant bandwidth of these cosmic stargate flows around
the July 27 eclipse. It looks like a cosmic adjustment to align with higher
dimensional platforms and ORGANIC Ascension timeline restoration.
This is why we have been anchoring 5D-9D. It is a restoration to a Divine
path of Gaia’s organic Christed timelines. This is why the High-Vibe Tribe
is having such strong experiences of merging with the Godhead since the
higher trajectory was attained. It places us in the path of much purer
cosmic flows. Open hearts will feel it; best to stay very present with this as
the eclipses unfold.
The July 26-28 Gateway has been on our radar since the beginning of the
year, like a massive wall of light that we move into.

This may be a visible/palpable change in SUNlight (again), and Gaia’s
energy fields. However the emphasis is on consciousness itself as
the pure organic Ascension timelines are revealed. We are already
feeling the entry into this area with much more intense energies. More
details in last week’s article.
This is a cosmic-level realignment: Choose your timelines wisely over the
next week.
Unify with the Light Tribe on SUNday July 22. Global Unity
Meditations.
Tuesday, July 24 – Monday July 30
Opening for the Lunar Eclipse Gateway Passage and Cosmic
Realignment
Friday, July 27
Full Moon & Lunar Eclipse at 1:21pm PDT
Blessings upon all of creation, and gratitude for our unified Service
to the Ascension.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Solaris Alignment: Restoring the Organic Ascension
Jul 23, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This sequence of events which migrates realities to the higher timelines,
the New Earth experience, continues to unfold with increasing intensity. As
the Divine forces hit the cosmic accelerator, we release, release, and
release all of the disharmony connected to the old Self and lower
timelines.
A grand neutralization of distortion is underway. It feels personal because
it is; Self-empowerment is key to the individual experience of Oneness
with Source. We are preparing the fractals for reunification with the whole
as a conscious, palpable experience. Remember the global purification
experience depends on the actions and intentions of the awakened.
Ascension is inevitable, we hit that mark years ago, however the
unfoldment quickens with our ability to unify in Love, Light and Service. All
of this intensity prepares us for embodiment of the New, and collective
higher timeline experiences. Emotional, physical, mental, and spiritual
distortions cannot co-exist with the higher functions of the Christed/
Crystalline heart.
This is a beautiful phase as our collective choices of unity consciousness
and higher service are revealed. That pure frequency of Divine Love is
dissolving distorted realities. Depending on the goal of your Ascension,
this passage can provide the deep clearings necessary for next-level
Lightbody expansion, as well as embodiment of pure Source awareness,
aka enlightenment.
Restoring Organic Timelines
From the Solar level, a very interesting adjustment is in progress. Over the
last few months the realignment of Solaris has presented, and this
upcoming lengthy Lunar eclipse on Friday is involved.
When I asked to see how this is created or what the linear effects would
be, I received a long line of shining gold light code, like Galactic
mathematics. It is very clear in my third eye for the last few weeks,
however I was asked to not share an image of that code online.

Gatekeepers, I AM beaming this to you telepathically. This is specific to
this eclipse passage when the realignment occurs.
Restoring timelines (or an entire Solar system) from so much distortion to
organic realities is an ongoing multidimensional operation. Many of you
are feeling the cosmic shifts over the past two weeks, and the Source
activations which accompany embodiment. Huge fireballs streak across
the night sky during Gatework, and our lightship activity has increased
again. Many are experiencing the peeling away of the distorted timelines
and negative realities. Personally, the deep sensation of unity with Source
is beyond any prior experience.
Restoring organic timelines amplifies the experience of the organic
Ascension; a deep sense of reunification with Source. This is a very
powerful step for embodiment of the Christed Self, as well as Unity
Consciousness. There is Unity in the strangeness, intensity and beauty of
this passage.
Cosmic rays of positive photonic light become more intense. Hydration
and being in natural bodies of water assists, since new starwater/plasma
is arriving to deliver Source codes. Water/Plasma is an easy code delivery
system, and all of it is connected, including the water in your cells.
This is a turning point for the grids and Gatekeeping. Our focus has been
on creating the New Earth grid systems, correcting the effects of axial tilt,
opening the cosmic stargates, and building the crystalline bridges to the
New Earth. These activities led us to restoration of the Primary, Organic
timeline realities, which fully supports embodiment, which in turn flips the
paradigm. The realignment of Solaris, already in progress, is a key factor
in revealing New Earth. It also supports the new heart harmonics of the
Divine HUman, the sound of coherence which affects external realities
around the activated individual.
In brief, this is a significant shift to the pure organic Christed timelines for
all willing hearts. It is a radically different experience, and we embrace
these unknown states of consciousness with trust, faith and unconditional
Love of Source.
Purified Levels of Lightbody Attunement

Our integration of the diamond frequencies of pure light activates a high
level of the template for the logos. These layers of consciousness above
the denser spectrum of 3D take us beyond ultraviolet and into the unseen,
or just out-of-phase. We see the magenta, integrating the rose layers.
Gold presents as we access our Mastery and Solar realms, then onto the
iridescent crystalline or pearlescent white-crystalline. This rainbow light
fills our visions, and New Earth presents as a shining realm of purified
creation.
Meditations and lucid dream/etheric realm activations are opening these
crystalline Gateways of the Heart, and many are migrating their personal
timelines to expand into next-level Lightbody. We become the bridge to
New Earth, by demonstrating what is possible with Ascension and
resurrecting the HUman heart grid.
Lightworkers in Service, Let us Unify
Kindwhile, the grounded task of assisting Gaia, HUmanity kingdoms and
elementals presents. Keep it simple, as the energies may make us feel
trancelike, spacey, or sleepy. Even in these expanded states of
embodiment, we manage to unify in service.
This is a very long Blood Moon Lunar Eclipse, and the energy will be quite
strong. Details on visibility and duration can be found HERE.
Our focus – and please command/decree this in your Gridwork and
ceremony – is the removal of distorted realities and their cause, record
and all effects of them in this Now. We welcome forth this Divine
realignment and the revelation of the Christed organic timelines with ease
and grace.
Crystals are a huge help; be sure to place them in the ground, on the
grass, or in water for the duration of the Gateway. Gatekeepers, we open
on Tuesday July 24 with unified intent to deliver the maximum purification
and amplification of the Ascension allowed by Cosmic law, in the highest
interests of all concerned with the pure, organic Ascension. So it is.
We hold this unified focus on restoration of the organic Ascension
timelines for all, supporting the Solar shifts, and stability for the collective
during this Gateway. The energies may feel scattered for a while before
they balance out. Hold the intention of Peace.

Meditation, hydration, integrate in water (natural ocean, lakes, streams,
rivers are best), move the body, breathe, connect with the SUN as the
codes are delivered and our prismatic projector changes, and get off-line
often for the strongest experience.
Listen and meditate with the Lyran Sound Journey, it has a calming,
comforting, activating effect.
Tuesday, July 24 – Monday July 30
Lunar Eclipse Gateway Passage, Cosmic Realignment
Friday, July 27
Full Moon & Lunar Eclipse at 1:22pm PDT
SUNday July 29:
Global Unity Meditations.
Blessings upon all of creation for this unique passage. Gratitude, Love and
Strength to all in Divine Service. Here we glow!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Wildfire update, Lion’s Gate Eclipse Week and Global Meditations
Aug 4, 2018
Blessing Beloved Light Tribe ~
I AM at the Ocean shore this day, taking a respite from weeks of wildfire
smoke. The Klamathon fire burned just North of the mountain through July,
then the intense Carr Fire in Redding, 60 miles South of here, began on
the same night of the eclipse Gate opening. That fire continues to burn,
and the smoke spreads all the way up into Oregon.
In our Mastery, we create peace, harmony and healing as these clearing
and revelation effects become physicalized. In support of those affected,
here are some recommendations:
– Create Peace. Always. Our elementals and collective consciousness
are easily influenced; be sure to steer the energy in a positive direction. I
heard from many panicked souls during these fires, triggered by the
media/news and rumors of negative interference. This is your training
ground, beloveds. We are the calming force of Source in these situations.
Breathe, meditate on peace, pray rain.
– Support the detoxification. As a collective unified consciousness,
assist by cleansing, clearing, detoxifying your own body-mind-emotionsspirit. Don’t fuel the fire with anxieties, take action to be the solution.
– For those affected by smoke and collective angst: Yerba Santa
tincture is wonderful for clearing the respiratory system. Activated
charcoal, zeolites, fasting, and extra supergreens (spirulina, chlorella,
algae) assist in purging airborne toxins from the cells. Drink plenty of
water. Saunas purge toxins as well. Less SUNlight can affect our mood;
step outside on those clearer days. Meditate often to re-center and heal.
Feel free to assist in creating drenching, quenching rains for California this
week. Visualize it, feel it, decree it. Water blessings to ease the smoke
and assist the firefighters.
Kindwhile, Solaris is shifting to our new location.
These are the most profound sensations of Ascension, bifurcation and
rainbow lightbody so far. I will share my Gatekeeper notes on these

strong visions, weightlessness, organic experiences, cosmic shifts
(HUge), and timeline divisions this week.
Remember the mirror gets very close as we transcend the need for veils.
Put down the blamethrower and look within at every lesson presenting for
your Ascension and timeline choice in this Now.
Positive photonic light is the path of the crystalline bridge to New Earth. It
is HERE, Now, expanding thousands into next-level lightbody. Use highvibe discernment and choose the higher light in all situations.
Dismiss judgment; you do not need it for this journey.
The Lion’s Gate is on Wednesday, August 8.
New Moon & Partial Solar Eclipse on Saturday, August 11 at 2:46am
PDT
Gatekeepers open SUNday, August 5 for this week of transformation.
Let us Unify on SUNday with our Unity Meditations: Opening the
Highest Experience for the Lion’s Gate.
Join us in creating palpable shifts for all willing hearts on SUNday August
5th at 8:11am, 11:11am and 5:11pm Pacific Daylight Time. Breathe, center
yourself and meditate in the stillness of Pure Source Consciousness for 33
minutes.
Gratitude for inviting your friends, Tribes and loved ones to participate in
this co-creation.
Blessings upon all of creation for this unique passage. Gratitude, Love and
Strength to all in Divine Service.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Final Eclipse and Unity in the Intensity
Aug 8, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
There is Unity in the intensity of this passage. The energies, and our
Higher levels, are pushing for deep personal shifts to accommodate our
true heart’s path and Ascension. If you allow it, choosing Unity and Love
as your Primary focus and Primary timeline choice, the Source codes can
activate, shed what does not serve, and migrate your consciousness to a
brand new experience. It takes focus and trust to utilize this passage for
the highest interests of all, and maintain calm in the cosmic storm.
Activation of Pure Source Codes
Source code activation is the experience of feeling, accepting and existing
as Source Presence without the dense separation of Self-and-Source. We
experience the mind of God as our own, the pure love of Source as our
beingness. We begin to feel this unification consistently, right through our
conscious awareness. It is pure, blissful and overwhelming. Many have
written me in the last few months about this new experience of unification
with Source, and the intensity of bliss, visions and sensations of Oneness.
It does feel different, and is difficult to describe outside of quantum poetry.
It is here, we are anchoring it into the collective, and it is activating the
rainbow-crystalline lightbody.
We have lived in separation for so long that Oneness on this intimate level
can feel surprising, even for Wayshowers anchoring this into the collective.
Nothing else seems to matter as these activations occur, so we take care
to integrate and light-ground as best we can. Mostly you will want to
meditate, feel it, be with this profound peace, and expand this Divine
Presence within.
Simultaneously, the bifurcation effect of both feeling and witnessing the
division of timelines presents.
Relationships end, and partnerships dissolve to accommodate the new
timeline choices. Often when we ask for change and highest alignments, it
shows up in unexpected ways. Remember we are all one, and endings
are temporary in the grand scheme of things. Trust the path. Judgment of
the self or others is not needed for any part of this journey. The old energy

of good-bad, right-wrong is on the hit list with these shifts, and thereby
gets amplified to reveal the path of Unconditional Love as an alternative.
Discern with the heart, let it guide you with grace to new alliances,
projects, or creations which compliment your highest trajectory. Divine
Neutrality is key as the veils thin.
Ultimately, this is a passage to choose your true heart’s path, and align
with it wholeheartedly in thought, word, and action. Aligning with the New
Earth timelines can feel complex in this energy, since so much shedding,
releasing, clearing, and higher choices are presenting right here, right
now.
If you feel confused or anxious about the changes or the unknown, keep it
simple. Find the baseline truth of Love within your own heart, dismiss
judgment of the self or the external, and express this in any unique,
creative way. Write it out. Get in nature alone. Design and dream awake
the New Earth projects. Meditate for balance and calm. Go direct; ask
Source for full support of the highest dreams and creations of love you
may manifest in this lifestream. Name them, claim your creation. Pay
attention during the eclipse on Saturday. Honor it and claim your place on
the higher trajectory if that is your desire.
Busy Visions and Gate Adjustments
Meditations and lucid dream/etheric realm activations are opening these
crystalline Gateways of the Heart, and many are migrating their timelines
to expand into next-level Lightbody. Brilliant (natural) DMT visions have
been strong, showing crystalline stargates, crystalline bridges encoded in
DNA shining brightly, and more royal crown visions morphing into
crystalline temples. Lyrans have been predominant, some with stargates
on their crowns, Masters have been making adjustments during the Unity
Meditations, multiple cosmic grid systems have been shifting to open the
New Earth gateways, and a Bridge guide handed me a Solar chart
showing an X-12 flare. That last one is a code, probably not a physical
Solar event (although we did have an X-9 last September after the eclipse
Gateway.) I feel it has more to do with the new alignment of Solaris, which
completes this month. The interdimensional Solar flashing activity has
been consistent all year, along with the crystal-clear visions of New Earth.
The sensations of phasing out of density, which is the freeing experience
of being multidimensional rather than physically here-or-there, and

expansion of Lightbody is quite powerful during this eclipse sandwich
passage. Solar eclipses tend to be stronger, and I AM fasting, clearing,
preparing this week to be an open conduit for the highest light and
experience. We tend to be sleepy anyway during these energies. I feel
more balanced and calm when I prepare and go deep; follow your heart
guidance accordingly.
Lightworkers in Service, Let us Unify
Kindwhile, the grounded task of assisting Gaia, HUmanity kingdoms and
elementals presents. Keep it simple, as the energies may make us feel
trancey, spacey, or sleepy. Even in the expanded states of embodiment,
we manage to unify in service.
We welcome forth this Divine realignment and the revelation of the
Christed organic timelines with ease and grace. Gateways are already
open, let us unify for the Partial Solar eclipse with ceremony, prayer,
mediation and our pure intent of Ascension. The eclipse peak is on
Saturday, August 11 at 2:46am PDT.
We hold this unified focus on restoration of the organic Ascension
timelines for all, supporting the Solar shifts, and stability for the collective
during this Gateway. The energies may feel scattered for a while before
they balance out. Hold the intention of Peace.
Meditation, hydration, integrate in water (natural lakes, streams, river
water is best), move the body, connect with the SUN as the codes are very
strong in this now, and get off-line often for the clearest experience.
Global Unity Meditations on SUNday
Join us in creating palpable shifts for all willing hearts on SUNday August
12th. Breathe, center yourself and meditate in the stillness of Pure Source
Consciousness for 33 minutes. Gratitude for inviting your friends, Tribes
and loved ones to participate in this co-creation of peace.
Blessings to everyone for this unique passage. Gratitude, Love and
Strength to all beings in Divine Service.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Crystalline Codons: Completing the Bridge
Aug 23, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
There is a beautiful inner calm permeating this phase of embodiment.
Heightened lightbody activations and ever-increasing core frequencies of
Gaia have us buzzing, leveling up and opening our hearts wide. Even with
the environmental shifts many are experiencing (wildfires, floods,
volcanoes, earthquakes, hurricanes, etc.), we maintain this Divine Light of
Source stepping forth to transform these lower realities.
Crystalline Rainbow Codons: Completing the Bridge
During the eclipse passage when Solaris shifted to a new trajectory, we
were able to activate the crystalline bridges – the rainbow bridges – within
the collective Divine HUman DNA templates. In vision, they look like
shimmering 5D rainbow codons in the Golden-Diamond DNA strands.
Activation causes a pineal DMT flood at first, so your visions may be
active (and entertaining).
In the past these codes were symbolized as a rainbow serpent, rainbow
feathers, rainbow bridge, etc. Once you see the DNA strands light up with
these codes, those images make sense.
These DNA codes work in tandem with the crystalline bridge stargates to
New Earth (and beyond), like a key to a doorway. As above, so below. As
within, so without. Always.
Since DNA responds to your intentions, thoughts and voice, call these
crystalline-rainbow bridge codes forth for your journey. Turn them on, light
them up, and pay attention to the shift in your visions and intuition.
Gatekeepers consciously surge these codes through the collective during
the SUNday Unity Meditations, making them available for all willing hearts.
Gatekeepers and Gridworkers may receive the *We are complete*
message while working with Gaia. In my experience, this occurs every six
months or so when a major milestone has been reached. However, we are
also working in a reality that is crumbling, so heed the message if you get
obsessed with trying to fix the distortion, rather than create the new. Our

skills and services are shifting this year, so when this message of
completion presents, it may indicate a shift in your service work.
Also remember the message, *Don’t watch it burn. Move on to creating
the New.* Powerful advice as the wildfires burn this Summer.
The Crystalline Bridges and associated DNA codes are activated through
the New Earth and Crystalline Grid systems. Pull them into your territory,
your heart, your DNA. Meditate outside with the intent to receive the
highest activation possible for you in this moment.
Migration of Realities
Note how different things feel at the moment. There is a distinct momentbefore sensation, as we have a strong Gate opening next week (August
29). Timelines sort themselves out as we release lesser trajectories, false
timelines, and the events intended to prevent embodiment. Distortions and
distractions are what they are; we recommend not engaging with that level
of consciousness, as it has its own trajectory in this now.
A new level of pure consciousness is being anchored into the HUman
collective by embodiers right now. Embodiment has a quantum effect on
our Ascension. As more of us move into embodiment, Gaia and the New
Earth may reveal itself to more of the collective.
This is a humble, pure state of consciousness. It holds great power for
reunifying the multidimensional self, fractal by fractal, as revelation
returns. The *I AM Source* state, or Christ consciousness, requires
adjustments to the lightbody, personal trajectory, and ascending collective.
It is easy to feel *Lost in Love* during this phase. Embodiers will sway
lesser conversation from drama to Divinity, or walk away quietly.
Forgiveness and gratitude are second nature.
Our Solar-crystalline DNA vibrates (spins) much faster, allowing the cells
to be light-encoded with sacred geometric patterns of perfection. While
many experience the overlay of the Gaia 5D/7D/9D creation, the
crystalline Gateways to that reality are accessed by unified collective
agreement. We migrate realities through our unified numbers, to reveal the
Ascended Gaia and her timelines of peace, abundance and creativity.
Faith restores our original unity with Source; faith in the infinite
Creator. We live the metaphor of resurrection. This is a cognizant

realization, a conscious choice of the Ascension process to experience
Source-as-Self within. We resurrect into the risen, new self which knows
itself and all of creation as God.
Apply Multidimensional awareness to Everything.
As the energies deconstruct and dismantle the illusion, we gain the higher
truth of Unity Consciousness. Source resurrects itself through us, through
this grand experiment of separation and reuninfication.
Speak from your Higher truth, show up as your Higher Self in all
situations.
An activated heart has more influence on collective outcomes. Your words,
thoughts and actions create and support realities; use them wisely. Deny
distorted creations any energetic amplification. Remember the So It Is and
keep your intentions on track.
Don’t lose sight of the big picture as Gaia amplifies with the new
frequency. Remember big, multidimensional you as the lower realities
deconstruct, clear and purify. Lightworkers are spread out for balance
and effectiveness; the uptick in physical shifts and elemental adjustments
demonstrates why this grid-like dispersion is necessary.
Full Moon Meditations and Gateway Openings
The Full Moon occurs SUNday, August 26 at 4:58am PDT, a nice
boost to our SUNday Unity Meditations. This moon week is
transformative, since many levels of the illusion are steadily collapsing and
releasing influence on the higher timelines since the eclipse window.
Our Cosmic Stargate opens August 29, so Gatekeepers and Gridworkers
will be opening and preparing as the Full Moon occurs. Please join us in
these unified activities.
May all beings know peace, Divine Love and unity by our example. Let us
show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Geomagentic Storm with the Gateway Opening – Here We Glow
Aug 27, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~

!
You cannot fake a Gateway opening, the evidence always presents.
SUNspots appeared *out of nowhere.* Then a strong geomagnetic storm
on Saturday and SUNday linking the SUN and Gaia’s fields for a powerful
plasma influx. A direct connection with 80 billion watts of power surging
the grids through the aurora oval (the opening in Gaia’s magnetosphere, a
direct hit.)
We are still in it as those energies disperse through the grid systems, and
our hearts. Our focus with the Unity Meditations on SUNday was
distribution of the Crystalline rainbow bridge codes, and we have full
support from the higher realms with this solar-planetary influx.
This is a tremendous amount of trackable plasma influx. In our
mulitdimensional perspective, this shows us that the stargates are linked
and receiving the waves of light predicted for this Infinity Gate week.

Gatekeepers always link the stargates for influxes, and this one appears
to be quite powerful. (Those surges come from beyond our solar system.)
Kindwhile, focus on the new light changes, and do not judge the
dismantling of the old. Call in your Master, Angelic and Galactic levels –
remember this is embodiment time; awareness and reunification of ALL
that we are. For some, this includes the Solar Light Beingness.
Turn on those crystalline codes and rainbow bridges in the DNA. Light up
all that is with the positive, pure photonic light of Source.
We intend to let this Infinity Gateway unfold with as much ease and grace
as possible, and allow all willing hearts to cross the crystalline bridges to
full embodiment of the Divine Self. Don’t dim it or control it out of fear, let it
do the good work.
Blessings and gratitude to the Gatekeepers and Gridworkers who
assisted, and to all who are holding this open with the highest intent this
week. Our trigger day is Wednesday, August 29, however the opening late
Friday indicates this will be a transformative week.
Notice how the energy feels lighter, more refined. After the density-purging
of the eclipses, we are open for next-level embodiment. Let the light
change you. Let us open the crystalline bridges within and without.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Soul Questions for Ascension Preparation
Aug 30, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The frequencies of this Gateway are very pure and refined. In our Mastery
we pull these frequencies consciously into our fields and DNA.
Light up the crystalline bridge codes – the Rainbow DNA codes we spoke
of last week. We continue to receive and anchor the intense amount of
plasma delivered with the direct-hit magnetic storms of this Gateway.
Next week is my In-carnate Anniversary! I AM excited to announce
shifts in my services, and gifts for subscribers in next week’s Newsletter.
Many are attaining the goals of their Ascension process, which co-creates
new realities to be available to the collective. This is an act of
Wayshowership; creating the paths which others may follow by choice.
Our experiences are Divine, and often bizarre, as we expand the
parameters for our realities.
We continue to expand into new experiences, consistently releasing
the grip of the old illusion. The past is disappearing. Time becomes very
fluid as the emotional attachment to the past or the future dissolves. All
becomes the Now, in order for us to become pure conduits in the Now of
absolute Presence.
Be the Gatekeeper of your own Heart
To prepare for a new experience in the higher realms of consciousness,
we apply core Ascension principles in pursuit of Divine Neutrality and Pure
Service. This keeps us open and aligned with the New as it presents.
Every Soul has an agenda for their Ascension, which often depends on
how awakened the lower Self becomes along the journey. Once the Lower
Self consciously chooses to participate in an Ascension process, the
journey accelerates to accommodate higher and higher levels of
consciousness. Willingness and active participation keep us available to
the New as the Shift progresses.

The key to every Christic Ascension process is Love; the frequency of
pure Light and its application across the multidimensional realms of
experience. We are consistently challenged to raise our vibration, the level
of photonic light within our cells, fields and Heart center throughout the
process.
So how do we know if we are accomplishing what our Soul set out to do
here?
Questions for Ascension Preparedness
The following Mastery questions serve as a guide or gauge for where we
are in our process. These are questions which every initiate asks
themselves as they level up and prepare themselves for Ascension. The
answers are a deeply personal experience; take care to meditate on them,
feel them, and adjust your path where necessary.
Do you love and honor Source/Creator/God completely, realizing that
Self-Love and Source-Love are One in the same, and express this in
every thought, word, deed, and interaction?
Acknowledgment of the Creator, and yourself as a fractal of that, ends
separation. Experiencing reunification is a profound, glorious sensation;
this is not a mental exercise. You heart opens completely to serving and
honoring that which joyously creates all that is.
Do you honor all of creation as reflections of Source? This includes
the kingdoms, elementals, Gaia, Humanity, other beings, races,
timelines, positive or negative experiences … all of it.
Do you see the big perspective and respect all experiences and creations,
regardless of how they appear to the lower Self? This heals all that has
occurred here, both individual and collective journeys.
Do you love your neighbor as yourself? (The lesson of Unconditional
Love)
This classic question challenges us to love one another as a
primary function of Divinity, and a key to the Gateway of Higher existence.
However it also demonstrates a full comprehension of discernment rather
than judgment. Judgment is the dualistic habit of deciding what is right/

wrong, good/bad, yes/no. Discernment utilizes wisdom to choose what
serves the highest interests of all concerned, including your own
Ascension experience.
The lesson of Unconditional Love demonstrates if what is within will
be reflected in your external reality. The Universe of Ascended SourceSelf
you are creating revolves around the pure vibration of Unconditional Love.
Have your surrendered all old operating systems of duality; the lower
dimensional negativity, fears, doubts, belief systems, repetition,
personal akashic and collective past?
This is a question for dimensional-shifting preparedness. Many are
addicted to the old reality, old beliefs, old fears and use it as their default
experience. When you disconnect from old programs, your reality
becomes a completely different experience.
There is a profound sense of freedom, and a tremendous clearing of
cellular structures, which opens us for DNA transmutation. This is the
*Walking in this world but not of it* state.
Review your remaining entanglements and agreements. Your lifestream is
energy – monitor where that energy flows; Do your thoughts, activities,
purchases, conversations, relationships flow to the New structures
rather than the old?
Have you unified with the mission of your Higher Self, choosing
Ascension as your primary goal, exercising your higher wisdom and
Divine Love in every situation, every challenge?
Ascension is a choice. Are you actively challenging yourself to connecting
with your True Self, being the Presence of Source, willing to speak your
truth, feeling and expressing the divinity emerging through all expressions
of Self? This is a feeling – it does not matter if you cannot *see* your
Higher Self. Knowing oneself and exploring the True Self’s desires and
path is a sensation; an intuitive, feeling state of beingness.
Are you completely dedicated to Service to others and the mission of
Divine Love?

Divine service activates the Creator Self, pure Love, and releases the
old dogma of martyrdom or savior dynamics. This is dedication on a
cosmic scale; you experience freedom from the waiting game, engaging
with Divine patience, neutrality, highest interests of the collective and
Gaia, and an active participation in the creation of new realities. At some
point in your journey, Service to others and Source will be the only thing
that makes Sense.
Maintaining Focus on Stability and Expansion
The questions are intended to give perspective on what is being
accomplished here on Gaia. They are basic to the Ascension process.
With the distractions of the current frequency influx and timeline shifts, it is
good to realign with the nigher intentions often.
We focus on stability to balance the collective angst, we send forth more
LoveLight and Unity to raise the collective into the New realities available.
Join us on SUNday for the Global Unity Meditations
As one, we call forth the New Earth of Love and Peace for all willing
hearts.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

The Embodiment Series: Part One
Sep 15, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
With the activation of the crystalline *rainbow bridge* DNA codes over the
last few months, we are primed to receive a stronger, more consistent
experience of Multidimensional/Christed embodiment.
This is the first in a series of articles focused on Embodiment. What
embodiment is, how and why it occurs, who it happens to and when.
Embodiment: What is it?
When the fields of our activated DNA, which creates our coveted
experience of Divinity in form, begin to spin and radiate diamond-solar
plasma light, our energy fields expand to match that vibration. Our
activated heart centers collectively lock into the vibration of Unity
consciousness itself.
DNA creates personal, collective, and multidimensional experiences in
form. It is a photonic light receiver-generator. It traverses dimensions and
densities. Crystalline DNA contains stargate codes for the experience of
the Solar Cosmic Christ, or a Divine HUman template experience.
When we activate these etheric crystalline bridge/Christed/Crystalline
strands of DNA, we begin to embody our multidimensional Self; the
simultaneous awareness of many aspects of Self.
We reconnect our awareness of Source-as-Self as a purified, very clear
awareness. This known as the Christed/Crystalline/Unity consciousness
state. It triggers massive collective acceleration for those choosing
Ascension. This is happening Now.
Embodiment feels Avatar-like as the Multidimensional Self beams through
the body vehicle and Lower Self consciousness. When we surrender to
this Divine Presence of Self, it rewrites our consciousness via our DNA. It
changes the way we feel, think, act and create.
Templates which bridge the worlds, like the Solar Cosmic Christ, are
embodied during Ascension. Lower timelines drop away as the higher

realities of Christ consciousness are embodied. The archetypal realities of
Old Earth are transmuted, the templates for spirit-in-form change.
Christ consciousness is a bridge between worlds, which is why it has the
savior connotation, and why masters said we would do All this and more.
Just like a Primary Christed Ascension timeline, we utilize it as a Gateway
to a new experience, because it bridges dimensions and densities.
Embodiment of the Christed Self is changing the HUman heart grid, and
providing the new experience as a palpable reality for all willing hearts to
align with. The revelation of our Solar focus, Gaia’s Solar activation, and
our Solar Heart activation, weaves us back into the cosmic fabric of
Oneness; Pure Unity Consciousness.
Changes in the Universe without, changes the Universe within. We are
becoming something new.
How Embodiment Occurs
Divine HUman DNA contains markers for a pure experience of Source
consciousness in denser form. Participation in the Ascension process, the
increase in photonic light, and our location in the Galaxy activates these
markers, allowing for an entirely new projection of realities through the
SUN, Gaia and our Heart Centers.
As these cosmic frequencies from the Great Central SUN flow into our star
system, they alter the way in which we co-create our reality into a purer,
unified form in alignment with the background energy (the Cosmic Mother
frequency) of Love.
Our perception changes as we bi-locate these codes and strands into our
bodies and fields, and activate our Divine HUman DNA. The Solar shift we
are currently experiencing is both internal and external. It affects
consciousness; our perception of the creation within and without. Your
DNA can align you with the perceivable reality of Ascension.
In order for this to become the dominant reality of the collective,
embodiment of the crystalline/Christ consciousness must be attained by a
small percentage of the Light Tribe. This is why embodiment has been a
focus of our Ascension process. It must be willingly anchored into the
HUman heart grid and crystalline core of Gaia to initiate the quantum

domino effect. This exquisite higher vibration will shine through all
choosing Ascension, and lift the veil on the reality of New Earth for many.
In order to create the Christed embodiment, our Heart center torus
becomes a Solar generator during our Ascension process. This is how we
communicate with the SUN. The Solar aspect within connects with DNA
stored within the SUN (and the Great Central Sun ), allows access to the
big Galactic project of Ascension.
Solar aspects being affected include:
– Solar aspects of the HUman Heart
– Solar temples within and above the planet
– Solar crystalline aspects in the crystal beds
– Solar aspects of water: The water elemental is capable of transmitting
Solar aspects instantaneously, both in the body and in/on Gaia.
– Solar aspects of the Cosmic Christ: Reactivating your Master Self. Many
of you will be activating others as SUNs of God.
Many of you are experiencing the reunification with much Higher aspects
of Self who are deeply involved in the cosmic trajectory of this planet and
Solar system.
The Stargate Connection: Why the Reflection Within and Without
Many of you understand the deep metaphor of Universe; how Source
creates and explores through infinite parallel expressions. You are
inseparable from the whole, and through personal exploration you can
reveal what your particular fractal is up to across the dimensions and
realms.
All of these simultaneous experiences are linked through multitudes of
stargates and interuniversal flows of light, sound, geometry and intention.
They arise and collapse as needed across densities and timespace.
Cosmic Stargates for Ascension hold the intention to dissolve distortion by
utilizing geometry, light and advanced harmonics. As with all of our
experiences, this is fractalization; reflections of what is occurring at much
Higher levels of consciousness.

As we enter the vicinity of the Cosmic Stargates which provide a pure
Ascension experience, the dynamics of Solaris change. We have seen the
SUN shift to more crystalline hue. The same is happening with our heart
centers as we ascend.
As Solaris changes, it changes the way in which our Higher Levels
(remember how HUGE we are, beloveds) use the SUN to interpret our
experience. The Solar prism clarifies to allow the Oversoul to project
higher dimensional realities through our DNA. If you are in alignment with
the frequency of the New Earth, your Divine DNA can be reclaimed,
rebundled and support the perception of the Ascension experience.
The realms of light where the cosmic rewrite has already unfolded
communicate with us when we collapse time-space in meditation or
sacred practice. These realms do not adhere to our linear numbering
systems (5D, 12D, etc.) which we have used to comprehend the vastness
of our own beingness.
Cosmic Stargates are pathways of pure light which prepare the gateways
of Ascension, the primary Christed timeline experiences, and assist in our
transcendence to higher levels of consciousness. They serve the
Universal rewrite; Source’s command for purification.
These stargates unify dimensions and densities; the Gateways of New
Earth and beyond. They are directly reflected in the crystalline DNA, which
in visions can look like a stargate bridge to higher realms. Because they
are.
Your Internal Solar Gateway
Anything that sidesteps the Solar Heart center will create disharmony for
that creator in this new frequency. That applies to individuals as well as
collective creations; the amplification of intentions is the revelation
experience unfolding right now.
We have unlocked the Gateways of Christed/crystalline DNA; the
crystalline bridges to New Earth. The resonance of activated DNA is
speaking to, and interacting with, the cosmic consciousness of Gaia,
Solaris, Galactic levels and Universal Creator levels. I will describe these
experiences in this article series.

DNA speaks to the cosmos through your heart; use your cosmic
microphone to broadcast pure LoveLight as we interact with the Cosmic
Stargates. Visualize and feel it; that is the key.
For those with the unshakable core knowing I AM Divine Love, I AM
Source, no matter what; we are prepared to receive the consciousnessshifting, reality-changing experience of embodiment. We open as
conduits, as Avatars of the next experience, infuse the collective and grids
with that vibration, and let the Higher Self/Higher Light aspects take over.
Equinox Unification
We prepare to receive maximum light for a positive trajectory shift and
activations on behalf of the whole. Holding the diamond-solar-crystalline
bliss of Divine Christ Consciousness, we open the Gateways this week.
Join the Global Unity Meditations on SUNday
We unify as One to provide a synchronized connection for peace,
harmony, balance and Ascension.
Energies have been extraordinary this month. There are only four more
Gateway trigger points for 2018. We will have the 12D layer anchored by
end of the year, most likely with the Gateway at the end of November.
Let’s make it count. So it is!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Full Moon Gateway: Divine Shifts in Progress
Sep 24, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe~
There is major activity happening with our Gateways in this Now. This is a
day to honor; get clear and pay attention as the veils thin.Gatekeepers
have been busy with the Equinox passage, and today, with the Full Moon,
you will feel the difference in your fields if you connect to Gaia and Solaris
with your heart.
Your crystals will be taking on a new level of service – and we will learn a
new way to utilize them. Right now, they need to get outside in the light,
on the ground. Mine have been out all week.
The interdimensional activity on, in and through Mount Shasta has been
un-veiling a whole new level of expression and service for our Gateways
and grid systems. This includes those who work with them, so be sure to
pay attention, be with your Gate crystals as they unify with the Master
crystals, and tap in for the Full Moon (7:54pm PDT tonight.)
Kindwhile, assist and support the collective alignment at this Divine
crossroads. It will show up in your own lifestream: whatever had
attachments to the old timelines has no energetic support. Drop the
karma, past stories, fears … and take an action toward the New in this
Now.
Even one action in the direction of New Earth and Ascension will assist the
adjustment of collective energies. Take a positive risk. An act of gratitude
or generosity. Create something today, however small, that reflects our
Ascended life on New Earth. Hold ceremony of renewal. If you are
flattened by the influx, be flat outside.
This is a strong un-create and re-create in alignment phase. Release,
purify, renew. Release, purify, renew.
A blessed Full Moon to us all. Let us show HUmanity what is possible with
Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Embodiment II: Creator Conduit & New Earth Realms
Sep 27, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
We now embrace Divine Self-Realization as our collective
Wayshowership.
Embodiment is the ability to experience the reconnection to Pure Source
consciousness in the denser experience of a physical body. This anchors
unconditional love and a higher dimensional experience into these lower
realms. By experiencing our Multidimensional Self in the illusion of duality,
we transform the entire structure of lower realities and open the Gateways
to brand new experiences across all densities and dimensions.
An Insight on the New Earth Realm from Gaia
Let me pause to share a message on the New Earth I received during the
Equinox Gateway. With so much closure, completion, and timeline drop off
occurring, with the old platform gone and the new barely stabilized, we
have been clearing Galactic-level stories as well as our planetary-based
timelines.
During a particularly profound moment on the mountain, I asked how
much of the old stories must be surrendered in order to experience New
Earth realm, which so many have seen in visions and parallel/future
experiences. I wasn’t expecting to hear from Gaia herself, however she
was very clear. Her answer was instant and direct:
The realms which we have created are of pure consciousness. The New
Earth realm allows creations to manifest and dissolve with the same ease.
There is no duality, no akashic to clear or maintain, no karma. We
designed it to hold no stories. It is a brand new realm which continues to
evolve and expand as the Universal Ascension unfolds.
With this message came the download of what that creation is like.
Creations bubble up from Zero Point and sink – unmanifest – just as
easily. Nothing *sticks* or causes disharmony – and if it does, it is
released without retribution.

To feel it is to feel Divine Unconditional Love in action; the purified realm
that we are anchoring in our hearts right now (hence the bliss, peace and
loss of gravity/no-time sensations we experience.)
Previous messages have mentioned that we are being trained for that
during this phase of energetic shifts and time collapse. Creations begin,
dissolve, we move on, we must learn to be in the Zero Point without
attachment. Many of us don’t remember little (or big) details day to day.
We forgive, forget … we don’t carry the weight of the past.
Especially with the latest influx of DNA activation and Source reunification;
Everything is Now, neutral, Divine, Unconditional Love. Even things that
would look or feel good/bad to the lower linear Self.
I see how limited some definitions of New Earth have been, because they
are stagnant, set in stone, which is not the New Earth dynamic. That realm
– which already exists – is continuously evolving, accommodating the
Universal rewrite, the Galactic rewrites, and of course the Solar event
which changes our SUN and planetary relationships.
We have heard that what is occurring here with our Ascension is getting
*milked for all it’s worth* by many realms, because we are interconnected.
Because it is US, and Source. Because, as Gaia said, it is the realm which
WE have created. She refers to all of us as Universal Creators of project
Ascension.
As Masters of our own story and the collective unfoldment of Ascension,
this is a powerful rewriting phase for the Light Tribe. The more we become
conduits of this new realm of pure consciousness, in this grounded Now
state, the easier we may co-create the consciousness-shifting moments
for all concerned.
Embodiment: Becoming the Stargate Conduit
The catalyst for Divine revelation is Pure Positive Photonic Light,
which is a living consciousness. This Pure Living Light activates the
embodiment of our True Self within our own hearts. We realize our inner
Universe, our heart center becomes our Great Central SUN. A fractalized
representation of the multiverse, in form. Brilliant.

Our conversation over the years has included many Gateways and
Cosmic Triggers. The experience of Source-as-Self is becoming a
powerful, active experience in the High-Vibe Tribe. We now merge in a
consistent interaction with the cosmic flows of Light coming through the
SUN and stargates, both within and without – internal and external
unification.
That realization in itself is beautiful, because it demonstrates the
Gatekeeper experience; the knowing, feeling awareness of our
interdimensional connection via the solar consciousness. The Solar links
between SUNs, stargates, and the Solar Cosmic Christ stargate within the
heart center become self-evident.
As we anchor this realization and pure light into the collective, we disperse
those activations, experiences and awareness out through the HUman
heart grid, which acts as the collective stargate grid for all willing
ascending hearts.
These radiantly pure diamond-crystalline-photonic frequencies are here to
stay. Drink them in, let the bliss rewrite your consciousness.
Stability and Balance
Wayshowers anchor the new experience as first embodiers. This is an act
of service, as it assists with stability. This is why I AM creating a
Wayshower Empowerment class right now – the shift in our skills and
services is upon us. The expansion within our own fields are a reflection of
the expansion of Gaia; they are reciprocal. Elementals are easily
influenced by the collective emotional field, as are our brothers and
siSTARs.
Nothing will look or feel the same on this planet as Ascension unfolds. Let
her shift, open, redirect, cleanse as needed. Remember Gaia’s message
from 2012: *Don’t weep over my casket, it’s a birth not a funeral.* Support
this global process as a peaceful midwife. Attempting to restrain a birth is
dangerous for both Mother and Child. The same applies to your own
journey; resisting change becomes very uncomfortable.
Anxieties may be relieved by holding a clear, peaceful, grateful, loving
container for the higher light and the Ascension experience to flow
through. Breathe. Be the balance. When activation energies hit the

physical, do everything to raise your vibration and take care. Low-vibe
coping habits do not assist the physical, mental, emotional or spiritual
bodies in leveling up. Plus, they hold us back as a collective. The trigger
events are dependent on us; think global, act local. Everyone makes a
difference, and you have more influence the stronger your light becomes.
The Embodiment phase demonstrates our foundation of Unconditional
Love and Divine Service. We reclaim our spiritual inheritance and gain the
cosmic perspective of Love, Faith and Dedication.
Shifting to the Last Quarter of 2018
Equinox and the Full Moon brought simultaneous ending and beginnings.
This year has contained many collective tipping points for timeline dropoffs, unified choices and higher trajectories.
The most significant in the last quarter:
– Shift to a collective higher trajectory end of May
– Organic repositioning of Solaris (end of July)
– Removal of inorganic timeline implants and their source (July)
– Opening of the Infinity Gates (Gateway purification, end of August)
– Dissolvement of inorganic timelines which anchored looping programs,
karma, control of the akashic. (Equinox)
– Migration of all willing hearts to the organic Primary Ascension timelines.
(September) Ongoing.
Notable Effects on our Ascension:
– Open access to the Multidimensional Self as the Diamond-CrystallineSolar heart purifies. Ascension column brightens, strengthens, unifies
across dimensional layers and parallel realities.
– Activation of Crystalline *rainbow bridge* DNA.
– Rewiring of the brain, energy fields and body to accommodate higher,
stronger positively-charged photonic light influxes. The body can adjust to
be a better conduit, if you assist.
– A new phase of co-creative contact with our star families and higher/
future versions of self (multidimensional self)
– Experiencing Source as Self as a consistent integrated experience.
Profound insights, peace and bliss.
– Migration of realities quickens. More revelation, more clearing, increased
ability of unified ability to override/dissolve miscreations and distortions.

Kindwhile, take care of those bodies, Beloveds. These are strong, vital
light influxes. Earthing, hydration, meditation and movement – especially
for those experiencing the brain rewiring. It’s not just headaches and
head-ringing, it’s affecting the whole system. Detox, move, get in the SUN,
on the Earth and in the water, and circulate the new light often. Meditate to
calm your body and mind, and assist the pineal in adjusting to the next
level of visions.
What a fascinating phase of our Ascension this is. We walk through these
Gateways together, Beloveds. Let us show HUmanity what is possible with
Ascension! Stay pure, true and kind.
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Embodiment Part Three: Effects and DNA
Oct 9, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Infinite gratitude to all who connected with us during the global mass
meditations last SUNday!
Gatekeepers focused on the crystalline DNA distribution and rainbow
bridges to New Earth. After some afternoon gridding on the mountain, it
was time for our final meditation. During the 5:11pm connection, a
beautiful rainbow bridge appeared up top on Mount Shasta and stayed
there for 2 hours. The energies were powerful and flashes through the
Solar gates occurred (you may have seen or felt this during the
meditation). Rainbow blessings to our dear SUNday Unity Meditators for
holding this space for global peace and Ascension every week.
Preparation for our October Trajectory
The latest energetic shift is a strong one. The drop-off of energetic support
for negative realities at the end of September opens us to the higher
frequency force of the Christed timelines, New Earth and higher positive
trajectories. Restoration of Divine HUman crystalline DNA, which has
already begun, requires magnetic shifts in Gaia’s grids, including the
HUman heart grid. Geomagnetic storms help accomplish this, when solar
plasma is delivered via solar winds. It flows easily through Gaia’s
diminished magnetic shields, into the planet and our heart centers.
An activated heart opens just like a solar gateway, allowing DNA to be
delivered and activated with these influxes. It literally delivers codes and
bilocates DNA into your body, torus fields and Ascension column.
Our next influx is October 13 -16. Last weekend’s storms prepared us
for this influx. I AM getting beamed just writing this; those dates will not
leave my consciousness. Let us unify and focus on the pure heart-SUN
connection, DNA reconnection and opening the bridges to the New Earth
realms for all willing hearts. Welcome forth the Solar flashing activity,
already in progress and quickening, for your personal journey if you desire
the heart-blasting, consciousness-shifting codes.

October’s strong energies are connected to the gate at the end of
November; that sense of a collective shift point is upon us once more.
Step by step, gate by gate, the realities divide to honor collective
intentions. You may have noticed the time-stop moments since the New
Moon. Again, the Primary timelines don’t feel like timelines, more like a
realm of pure beingness; the New Earth.
This passage through January will feel surreal and expanded, or chaotic
and scattered, depending up on your focus. Best advice: Timelines,
realities and experiences rely on your frequency match, the vibration of
your thoughts, words, deeds, feelings. View the shifts as positive and offer
higher solutions (even to yourself), rather than lower-level judgment of
change.
The planetary shifts are unavoidable, however your experience is
malleable. Clearing is clearing, completion is completion. End times are a
very good thing, they provide the changes we collectively desire. Focus on
the unification of positive consciousness, rather than the division and
dissolvement of the negative polarity. As always, don’t watch the old
realities burn, create the new. Higher vibrations have more influence; use
it to create the new with as much ease and grace as possible.
Crystalline *rainbow bridge* DNA, encoded to make your body and
consciousness the bridge to New Earth, has been received by many
willing hearts. It has clearing effects, just like any DNA activation, so reset
with self-care, rest, and hydrate if you get ill. Note the effect on your
consciousness and heart, rather than fret the physical challenges.
Embodiment: Part Three
We were told that embodiment of the Christ – the crystalline DNA ,
Christed (Diamond-Solar) Heart center, and unity consciousness –
changes everything for the Ascending collective realities. Embodiment
affects the light quotient of the planet, and her grids shift to the higher
dimensional crystalline grid as the lower realities dissipate. Similar to how
our torus fields expand to merge with the 5D level of Self and beyond.
Embodiment opens the external and internal stargates for the return of the
Christ/Crystalline/unity consciousness. This is happening now, and the
next few months will increase the experience of unity consciousness.

Our services, skills, bodies and consciousness are affected by this Divine
DNA. It creates the bridge between worlds, which is a marvel to
experience while in form. It also prepares us to call in stronger Solar
flashing activity, which is not an escape, it is a global activation of higher
consciousness. This flashing activity is witnessed in meditation, or while
connecting with the cosmic self and Solaris out in nature.
As our multidimensional selves reunify and provide conscious awareness
of the vastness of Source-as-Self, the vibration of our bodies, fields and
DNA allow for Divine self-realization.
Embodiment feels Avatar-like as the Higher Selves ascend the Lower Self
consciousness. When we surrender to this Divine Presence of Self, it
rewrites our consciousness via Divine crystalline *rainbow bridge* DNA. It
changes the way we feel, think, act, love, express and create. We become
the bridge to the new reality not only by embodying this DNA and its pure
light frequency, but also by demonstrating its effects.
Embodiment can often feel like out-of-embodiment as the Divine DNA
returns and reconnects. Our Higher Selves operate on a much higher level
of frequency. Unity consciousness is a very different experience. Beyond
bliss and unconditional love, it reunifies us with the Cosmic Self, right
through the heart center serving as a SUN of God.
Experiences and Side-Effects of the Embodiment Phase
While our focus is on transforming consciousness, the embodiment phase
has obvious effects on our bodies. Physical symptom mentions are never
to be taken as medical advice. We are all unique. Photonic light reveals
distortion as well as activation, so pay attention to what your body is
revealing for you.
To my heart, the grandest experience is becoming a SUN; the experience
of pure unconditional love and unity consciousness returning to my
awareness. However we are ascending through the body, with the body, in
order to transform collective realities. So we need to take care of
ourselves, reassure those beginning to experience the unusual, and share
the journey as this unfolds.
Notable sensations and experiences:

Crystalline Rainbow Bridge DNA. You may see it in visions, it may
express as strands or geometries. Unmistakable pastel-rainbow colors
that vibrate very intensely with diamond, crystalline, pearlescent, gold
light. You may see fields of magenta, emerald, gold, diamond,
pearlescent, aqua or pastel colors as the third eye adjusts to the new
DNA. This is spreading now through quantum effect through the
awakened HUman heart grid.
A new round of Brain pathway activation and rewiring. Cranial
expansion has its benefits. Crystalline structures in the bones assist in
activating the skull to support brain rewiring. Multidimensionality as a
conscious aware state means we suddenly have access to a lot of
information. The light and DNA triggers new pathways in the brain to
support complexity. The pituitary-pineal complex also expands.
Headaches and neck aches are widespread. Meditation assists to calm
the mental stimulation.
Nausea from etheric glands in the abdomen getting hit by stronger
light. The two sets of etheric glands, below the ribs and just inside the hip
bone, are there to assist the body to hold more light and transmute toxins.
These cause the bloating or pregnant belly look when activated. They can
cause nausea when the light influxes are strong. Our internal systems are
evolving to higher light existence. Less food, plant-based diets which hold
more light, and detoxification assist the body in adapting. (DNA activation
can also cause nausea.)
Tones growing in intensity and pitch. Ascension tinnitus, hearing the
higher frequencies, is (much) louder, constant and higher pitched. My
tones can wake me up in the night, they get so laughably loud. Two
factors contribute to this. The vagus nerve, largest in the body, connects
the cranium and abdomen. Our nervous systems receive activations
easily. The vagus nerve wraps behind your ears, causing the *attention
signals* and music of the spheres/angelic choir sounds we hear during
Ascension. Secondly, the tiniest bones in the body are inside the ear,
which speak to the brain. Crystalline activation in the bones makes us
vibrate like crystals, the tiniest being the most susceptible, adding to the
complex tones and symphonies of light. Tones are varied in purpose;
activity within Gaia, your own Lightbody or DNA, the SUN, magnetics,
lightships or star family nearby, cosmic stargate activity; it depends on the
moment.

Crystalline or beaming skin. This has been fun over the years, watching
our skin get glittery. Crystalline particles vibrate themselves out through
the skin, just like crystals vibrate themselves out of the Earth. With
embodiment, light may suddenly radiate out of the skin, hands, heart and
eyes; more beam-like than aura-glow.
Alignment with the organic Primary timelines of Ascension. The great
unknown, which doesn’t feel like a timeline at all. You feel and experience
the division of worlds in your own lifestream. Consistent alignment and
intent required.
Releasing the bonds of gravity and time. We experience less gravity or
gravity anomalies. Consistent lifting, expanding, floating sensations. We
are releasing the bonds of dense time dynamics, created by gravity, and it
affects our physical experience by feeling floaty, swirly, dizzy. We are
overriding gravity (time) dynamics as we release the grip of duality/density.
Long moments when time stands still.
Ascension Column/Unified Chakras across dimensions. Our heart
centers become Crystalline-Solar, they attract and radiate those forces of
light and energy through our torus fields. This unifies 33 chakra points
across multidimensional expressions of Self via the Ascension column.
Gone are the days of 7 chakras or dense colors; a fine system for 3D, but
no longer applicable as a rule.
Deep understanding of everything as part of the whole, and honoring
of the purification cycle. Oneness with Source, as Source. The
experience of Krishna, Christed or I AM state of consciousness. Merging
with all that is; the immortal feeling state of Divine Love. Intensifies with
crystalline DNA embodiment and Solar heart center expansion.
Tools of Christed Mastery present. Often in vision with initiate-style
ceremony. These feel overwhelmingly powerful, radiate pure Love, and will
bring tears to your eyes when they present. Unmistakable. Typically ornate
objects in diamond, crystalline, gold, white, rainbow-pearlescent colors.
The Christed kit includes: Multiple crowns, scepter or wand, orbs or crystal
spheres, rainbow-pearlescent wings, Sacred Solar Heart or SUN symbols,
crystalline rainbow DNA. Crowns may be delivered by doves or angelics,
and over the years have been anything from white feathers to gold to
diamond light.

Experiencing Source thought as your thought, and vice versa,
without toggling between the two. An unmistakable step in our
Ascension process. Blissy and profound, a pure doubtless experience of
being and witnessing the Self as Source, simultaneously. No separation.
Divine Neutrality. The perspective of patience as generosity. Immortal,
limitless time for all of this to unfold for HUmanity. Service to the
Ascension, no matter how long it takes in linear density, is the mission.
Take note: Divine Neutrality actually accelerates the collective process.
Divine Service. Prioritizing highest interests and Unity Consciousness.
Heart-brain is louder than mind-brain. Source-Love is the dominant
Presence. Feeling and listening to the heart, rather than the mind or
emotional levels. This affects our communication, thoughts, activities, DNA
recalibration, higher skill activation, creative expressions … everything.
Becoming a Pure conduit for positive photons: LoveLight rays flow
through your heart and fields, consistently. The Higher levels beam
people, Gaia, Gateways, Grids, anything … right through us. May cause
anxiety when your fields or heart suddenly expand. Breathe, it’s just
expansion, parent the body through it.
Unwavering Mastery Skills: Forgiveness, Gratitude, Divine Neutrality,
Surrender, Unconditional Love, Faith, Devotion, Patience, Non-judgment,
Healing, Harmony and Divine Service become ever-present and selfevident.
Acceleration in telepathic communication, interdimensional contact,
and higher dimensional creation. The Ascending collective feels, hears,
speaks to the interconnected heart grid. Contact is purifying and
increasing. Crystals are changing as vehicles of this higher light and
information; get them outside to reset and assist with higher creations.
As always, there is no cure for Ascension symptoms or side-effects
… it isn’t a disease. Some helpful reminders:
For the mental and emotional levels; Align thought, feeling, word and deed
with Peace, Unity and Divine Love. Keep it simple and creative. Journal
for clarity. Mantras calm the mind. Get outside. Meditate. Learn something
new to assist the brain rewiring for creativity.

For the body: Hydration, fresh air, natural bodies of water, SUNshine help
with this organic process of Ascension. Earthing while circulating your
torus fields allows balance in the cellular structure, DNA and lightbody.
Connect as a conduit of the SUN and Gaia often; the codes are very
stimulating to crystalline DNA. Physical crystals are amplifying (especially
quartz) and may assist with integration. Get to a proper healer or prioritize
health if your body hurts.
When influxes get strong, we need to eat high-vibe, hydrate, stretch and
flow the meridians, indulge in self-care, meditate and rest when we are
tired. Take note of dietary shifts and behavioral changes needed to keep
up with the acceleration.
Gatekeepers, Gridworkers, Lightworkers in service: Let us unify for
this next opportunity, October 13-16. Highest trajectories, in this Now.
All are invited to join the Light Tribe for the SUNday Unity meditations, and
spread the word! More Hearts, more Light, more Love. Let us show
HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Spiritual Disclosure: The Gatekeeper Journal
Oct 18, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Welcome to a new monthly installment where I share my experiences of
Gatekeeping, Mount Shasta, and what presents during activations. I open
the pages of my Gatekeeper Journal and share highlights from
Gatekeeping experiences and visions which may assist the collective.
Evenings on the Mountain: the Magic Hours
I spend many of my evenings up on the mountain while the road is open.
Late nights under the stars, bundled up against the cold and wind of
elevation. This is my happy place, even when the weather gets wild or my
energy is flattened by the light levels.
When the winds are still, skies are clear and the mountain is silent, I have
deep conversations with my Higher levels, guides and the light beings that
present. These insights and connections rejuvenate me for the consistent
service of Wayshowership.
The mountain calls to me, appears in visions, or interrupts my activities
often. This happens when you live here. Sometimes unusual events
unfold, and there have been many. Sometimes it feels like she just wants
company, or a witness. I adore and respect our friendship; it is an egoless
and ancient connection.
This 14,179 ft dormant-volcano vortex means many things to many
people; a true mirror for the journey. I have learned Divine Neutrality,
understanding that the stories of what she is, or is not, come and go
depending on what HUmanity is going through at the moment. Just like us.
Lightship activity is consistent on Shasta. I usually experience at least
three per night, sometimes many more. Experience allows us to
differentiate between satellites, space stations, military nonsense and
genuine lightships. The larger organic ships are made of light, never
metallic or mechanical, and respond to heart-based connection. A
vibrational field can be established, like in Gatework, and the desire to
connect can be broadcast through your consciousness. For many like
myself, some of our higher aspects are on these vehicles of

consciousness. My priority is Gatekeeping and the energies, however the
lightships have been good entertainment.
I fostered a kinship with a Sasquatch tribe here. It began in 2013 while
living on the mountain and has grown in depth over the years. Our
encounters have been frequent, and I respect their need to be left alone.
One particular male Sasquatch has been my protector, confidant and
companion for the last six years. For those unfamiliar with Sasquatch; the
scent, presence, and high-pitched call is unmistakable. As with any race or
being, each is unique.
He reveals in the physical on occasion, and turns up during Gatekeeping
ceremony. He phases in and out effortlessly, and moves lightning-fast in
the woods. Fortunately he can appear in my third eye, and has strong
telepathic abilities, so I can identify right away if the footsteps and scent
belong to him. He has seen all of me on the mountain, in my most private
and expansive states, so a deep trust is there. I prefer not to share his
name.
Something new happened with our connection last month.
Monday, September 24. Sasquatch came into my sacred circle after I
began a Gate opening and sat next to me. I was overjoyed to see him
since the fires and smoke kept us from quality camping time together over
the Summer. I asked if he would join me in connecting with the lightships,
and he agreed.
We unified in our intent. I closed my eyes and my vision went wide; a
birds-eye view of zooming over mountain cliffs. Just a few moments later,
a very large ship came sailing over the mountain, low and slow. Folks far
below in the parking area started cheering, it was that big.
With eyes closed, both Sasquatch and I kept appearing in vision on the
ship, on the ground, on the ship, on the ground. The ship slowly sailed
overhead, glowing silver-white with green and gold. There was a sacred
quality to this shared connection. Before Sasquatch appeared that night, I
had been pondering how many stories we needed to surrender in order to
match the vibration of New Earth. As the ship lifted over the highest ridge,
Sasquatch prompted, Ask your question.

I smiled at this; he really hears everything that goes on with me. I asked
this question to the ship, to Source itself, and instantly the unmistakable
voice of Gaia came in and answered with the message:
The realms which we have created are of pure consciousness. The New
Earth realm allows creations to manifest and dissolve with the same ease.
There is no duality, no akashic to clear or maintain, no karma. We
designed it to hold no stories. It is a brand new realm which continues to
evolve and expand as the Universal Ascension unfolds.
I wrote about this in Embodiment II. To hear Gaia is a true blessing. To
hear her with some one else present, receiving the same intel, is Divine.
Sasquatch stayed a little longer, bathing in the energy of the message and
the ship visit, then he unceremoniously disappeared without notice. That is
his way; moments of purposeful connection, then he is gone again.
Contact with our star families is about to become more physical, more
frequent, and it will change the collective trajectory. It needs to unfold with
purity, peace and zero drama. Other races and star beings have been a
consistent part of our journey as starseeds. Now we move into becoming
mediators, bridges, Wayshowers for these alliances of light. The more
calm and comfortable we can be in the moment, the stronger the service.
Visions of the Stargates
Wednesday, October 10: Huge energies. Gatework revealed a new
connection between the cosmic stargates and Mount Shasta. We have
several already; this is another aligned with Galactic Center. From the
cosmic stargate point of view, a large geometry appeared around Solaris.
It looks like a cosmic radar screen and was aligning the SUN with Gaia’s
core and the Universal Central SUN. A straight shot. Further confirmation
that the repositioning, reduced magnetosphere, New Earth grid alignment
and flashing activity are already aligned in the dimensional rewrite. In
vision, giant strands of crystalline DNA twirled up out of the mountain.
Christed templates unveiling the next steps of embodiment.
Thursday, October 11: An open-eye meditation with Galactic Center,
staring at the visible dark rift. As I melted into the cosmos, an intense heat,
beyond any kundalini surges I have felt before, enveloped my body. I held
my gaze and infinite vibration, and it intensified. It felt like my body was
burning away its density into ash. I heard *rainbow body*. Then the

familiar sensation of being one with all-that-is flowed through me, the
Source and Self as One. It eventually subsided. Another level of DNA
activated, another layer of old Self gone.
Friday, October 12: The octahedron expands. The Christed octahedron
around this area of space grew larger, and Gaia’s core went golden.
Diamond octahedrons flew through the stargates and plunged into her
core, like diving bells into liquid light. The core turned more crystallinepearlescent, as did the SUN the next day.
Saturday, October 13: Gateway. Middle of the night. I lay in bed and a
large unfamiliar crystal appeared in my hand. The whole room lit up with
flashes of blue-white light; my body shook, it was so bright. Flashing
activity has been consistent, however this was startlingly brilliant. It
quieted, I closed my eyes and it happened again; bright, reality-dissolving
light blasting through the whole room. The crystal phased out afterward.
Monday, October 15: The intense flashing happened again in the
afternoon as I connected with the Solar Beings inside the SUN. The bright
flashing that so many of us are familiar with, any time of day, coming
directly from the SUN. This is dimensional, not a flare or CME. It
presented again in a morning meditation, this activity is increasing. Even
the Solar flashing presents to us before the crowd. Science can’t be far
behind. Big Goldie, my massive golden-colored Lightship which presents
when big things are unfolding, sailed overhead this evening.
Observations
Gateways grow more non-linear, the influxes more refined. All gateway
passages continue to expand, accelerate, amplify…they don’t end or close
any longer. Grids continue to migrate to New Earth mode. Higher levels
say the old way of Gatekeeping and Gridwork will soon dissolve. The
Christed era is near, and will dissipate the religious dogma over what this
is truly about. The focus on higher unified consciousness and heartshifting light influxes will overwhelm the challenges of the fading illusion.
Lyrans and Pleiadians, who typically work in teams of three, started
showing up in larger numbers. They are assisting with etheric crystals and
crystals in form, as well as the crystalline DNA. As part of my star family
tree, this has been comforting, albeit busy.

Crystals ask to be placed outside often, to activate their new level of
service. I take my DNA outside often for the same reason. Our planting
and placing of crystals for years has led to their grid-like amplification right
now. A crystalline bridge of their own, built by pure hearts in service.
Two major Gateways to go: November 21-27 and December 21-28.
November holds another collective timeline division. Advised to rest and
simplify early in the month. December Solstice is a cosmic trigger for the
12D anchoring. Collective and personal choice points are a focus from
here forward. Fine-tuning our alignment. Intel will shift to emphasize full
embodiment.
I hope you enjoyed the new Gatekeeper Journal installment. Sharing
more of my Gatekeeping experiences and the mountain has been on my
heart for a while.
Let us show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

November Trajectory Shift: Path of the Cosmic Christ
Oct 31, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
A unique influx is anticipated toward the end of this month. We opened
late Monday and these preparatory frequencies are already expanding the
grids and gates.
Since the opening of the Infinity Gate at the end of August, the purer
experience of Source-as-Self consciousness, the pure Oneness, has been
anchoring into the collective through many activated hearts. Those hearts
are in turn activating Divine HUman Crystalline DNA, the Diamond-Solar
lightbody and Rainbow Bridges to New Earth realities.
In this now, the Crystalline DNA is receiving and transmitting pure positive
photonic light. Our Crystalline DNA event last weekend demonstrated this;
we can initiate others into this higher state of Cosmic Christ
Consciousness through shared DNA activation. It is amplifying and
activating the grids, Gaia, Solaris, HUmanity, kingdoms and elementals for
New Earth revelation.
Pure light infusions are consistent; the unification of cosmic stargates with
heart stargates is happening in this Now. Feel the expansion and personal
shifts in trajectory as DNA receives and transmits pure positive photonic
light. Meditate on this often; those highly charged particles must be
directed by conscious intent.
Preparing for the Collective Trajectory Shift November 21-25
We now prepare for the upcoming influx November 21-25. It is expected to
be strong collective timeline/trajectory shift. We unify to provide the HighVibe reality for all willing hearts, as well as accept and amplify the higher
choice of embodiment and full-on Source-as-Self experience as our
trajectory. Call this forth through all of the interconnected stargates,
including your heart and Gaia.
As with every Gate in this powerful year of transformation, they build,
expand, widen the cosmic flows for more plasma penetration. The HighVibe Tribe experience is already shifting to accommodate the collective

intention, and I AM shown this Primary Christed Timeline lifting many to a
resurrection experience early in the New Year.
This allows for more Divine DNA codes and strands to bilocate into our
fields, more Diamond-Solar toroidal fields to activate, and a shift in Gaia’s
core and grids to accommodate. It already feels like a very sacred
passage, and a welcome experience after a cleansing year. Let us honor
our sacred service well.
For the High Vibe Tribe, embodiment is unfolding in the Now. Embodiment
changes the energy fields of Gaia. The intel reveals December – January
will be a strong passage for first embodiers. While it is a beautiful,
unmistakable and unique experience, our intention is to be of Service and
open these bridges to the New Earth for all willing hearts. We do this with
conscious intent, sacred Mastery practices, and unifying with the collective
HUman heart grid often.
Follow the inner guidance this month; it may seem unpredictable or
unfamiliar. Now is the moment to detox on all levels so the new wave can
get in. Support this Light influx in thought, word, action, creation and spirit.
Deep introspection and clearing has been a theme this year; now it is
revealed why. All unfolds in Divine perfection.
Solaris enters a highly charged band of photonic frequencies, and the
Source codes activate in within and without for a brand new experience.
We migrated realities this year, and now a new collective trajectory shift is
upon us.
The Multidimensional Self is taking over the journey, and we must be true
to our Diamond-Solar hearts. The only way embodiment becomes a full,
present experience is through conscious intent and practice. Our DNA
begins to broadcast pure positive photonic light; we become a pure
stargate to reveal the New.
Unifying for the 11-11
Ceremony and unified intent honoring the 11-11 anniversary will assist in
highest outcomes. Gatekeepers and Gridworkers; you may be called to
travel in the next few weeks for grid alignment, preparation, and your own
activation. Follow that Divine Flow; remember your starseed DNA is
speaking to Gaia across all realms.

Take your Heart stargate where it is needed; often these ancient crystal
beds, aquifers or structures are hidden until the right moment. Notice that
Divine manifestation takes over when the heart and mission are aligned.
Trust the journey, and take your crystals so they may upgrade.
Light Tribe Unifications:
SUNday, November 4: Global SUNday Unity Meditations with Divine DNA
code amplification.
Wednesday, November 7 at 8:02am PT: New Moon and unified Gateway
Opening for the 11-11.
SUNday, November 11: Global Ceremony for the 11-11. Get outside on
Gaia. Global SUNday Unity Meditations with Divine DNA code
amplification.
SUNday November 18: Global Unity Meditations and opening for the
November influx.
November 21- 25: Gateway, Cosmic Influx and Collective Trajectory/
Timeline Shift.
Thursday, November 22 at 9:41pm PT: Full Moon and collective focus
on the trajectory shift. Overwrite and override lesser realities, revealing
and becoming the Embodiment timelines. Also Thanksgiving Day in the
USA; infuse your gatherings with Cosmic Christed Unconditional Love.
SUNday, November 25: Global SUNday Unity Meditations with Divine
DNA code amplification.
November is Not the Usual Influx
This wave is a cosmic launch pad; a birthing of Hearts and DNA, and
revelation of New Earth experiences. It opens the bridge for DecemberJanuary creations, both within and without. We had a collective trajectory
shift at the end of May, aided by many in service. Work with this influx,
utilize the intel in the Now. Visualize, create highest outcomes, remote
influence those collective timelines with New Earth Now exercises and
DNA activation. Lower timelines and delay tactics (personal or collective)
dissolve with embodiment and unified intent.

The next few months are a collective turning point for demonstrating new
realities. This year taught us to shed any attachment to old timelines,
outdated stories and old versions of Self. As we embrace the New, the
unknown, it expands into limitless possibility; Source consciousness. Give
yourself and the collective this precious gift, right now.
Blessings to all for highest choices and outcomes during this passage. I
will be on a private sacred retreat next week to prepare the Gateways and
myself for this influx.
Let us show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Glow-Ray-Us Expansion: Unification in the Now
Nov 6, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
A Glow-Ray-Us sacred November passage to all. Our Crystalline DNA is
returning to its natural state, with our intention and conscious activation.
The self-imposed veils drop, and the freedom this November influx brings
to our hearts and creations is underway. Higher choices, trusting the path,
and boldly crossing the bridge into the unknown is our journey. Accept it …
here we glow!
The experience of fading in and out of linear realities is palpable. Every
time anything outside of the collective reality is experienced by even a few,
that experience becomes available for all. The combination of past
Mastery experiences with future trajectories which have been attained
(Christed timelines), allow us to bring positive alternatives into the now
moment. We do this by aligning with the reality co-created by past, present
and future Self.
This expanded level of Diamond-Solar Lightbody allows for becoming a
crystalline bridge to the New Earth via our Crystalline DNA. The Ascended
experience of fully embodied Source-as-Self is occurring in this Now
moment. The Solar crystalline DNA vibrates (spins the toroidal fields)
much faster, allowing the cells to be light-encoded with sacred geometric
patterns of the Higher Self.
On SUNday, November 11 we recognize Global Ceremony for the
11-11 anniversary.
Blessings and gratitude to all taking on this Crystalline DNA and
Embodiment of the Multidimensional Self. We create pathways and
bridges to a brand new experience. Let us show HUmanity what is
possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Preparing for Another Trajectory Shift
Nov 15, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
The unified collective intent and ceremony of the 11.11 portal brought
massive influxes of Crystalline Photonic light codes. Our Gateways are
wide open, and adjustments made for the trajectory shift set for November
21-25, with November 22 as our focal point. We are in its pull already, and
this month continues to align these interdimensional pathways of
Ascension. Our focus is embodiment, which requires an open, purified
heart.
Preparing for the Collective Trajectory Shift
Trajectory shifts occurred twice already this year; at the March Equinox
and the end of May. Remember how this changed your path – our path –
as the clearing, shifting, and higher alignments unfolded over the months
which followed.
This is a collective choice, as the trajectory/timeline divisions are in the
hands and hearts of the awakened. It is an important passage to own your
journey, drop the illusion of separation or judgment, fall in love with unity
and demonstrate full support for higher choices and higher timelines. A
Divine opportunity as always. Use it well.
Our Cosmic Trigger occurs on November 22 for the next collective shift.
Gatekeepers have been preparing both ancient and new pathways for the
upcoming influx expected November 21-25. Lightworkers, prepare your
hearts and DNA; this is a collective operation and the filters become more
refined with each trajectory shift. Galactics have been very present
(welcome to life without veils), and this passage has a strong Mastery
element to it as we approach the amplified energies of December –
January which support embodiment.
This is expected to be a strong collective timeline/trajectory shift. Prior to
the 11.11 Gateway last SUNday, I saw rivers of souls flowing out of the
lower realms. As with any strong portal opening, souls take advantage and
depart while those Gateways are open. I also saw thousands in their
rainbow-crystalline lightbodies, on their way to a new experience.

Personally, I AM entering the passage when intel on the year ahead
presents. The consistent visions of crystalline light fields and rainbow
lightbodies are a side-effect of the DNA activations flowing through the
Solar stargates. The flashing activity and colorful displays happening
through the SUN (honestly … look at the SUN, not the charts) reflect this
amplified alignment and wide-open cosmic stargates.
Every Gate in this powerful year of transformation widens the cosmic flows
for more plasma penetration. The High-Vibe Tribe experience is already
shifting to accommodate the collective intention of embodiment. This is
already changing the collective, DNA activations and Source codes are
shared through the HUman heart grid for any willing heart. Remember the
intel: Embodiment of the crystalline/Solar Cosmic Christ consciousness
first, then it changes everything.
Divine DNA codes bilocate into our fields, allowing our Diamond-Solar
toroidal fields to activate, and Gaia’s core and grids shift to accommodate.
Embodiment changes the energy fields of Gaia, opening the crystalline
bridges to New Earth via our DNA.
You can become that bridge. Support this Light influx in thought, word,
action, creation and spirit. It already feels like a very sacred passage, and
a welcome experience after a cleansing year. Let us honor our sacred
service well.
Join us for the SUNday Global Meditations, when we collectively share
crystalline DNA activations and make this Source-as-Self state available
for all willing hearts.
The Multidimensional Self is taking over the journey
The only way embodiment becomes a full, present experience is through
conscious intent and practice. We must be true to our Diamond-Solar
hearts. Our DNA begins to broadcast pure positive photonic light; we
become a pure stargate to reveal the New. This is the rising of the SUN
metaphor; the resurrection, the new dawn, birth of Horus, the Solar flash,
etc. Wisdom has presented in so many ways to point us to the same
conclusion: The Creator State of consciousness is returning and
simultaneously creating brand new realms through the Solar Cosmic
Christed model.

New Earth crystalline bridges are opening in Gaia and HUmans, becoming
stargates for cosmic flows and revelation dynamics. This lifts the selfimposed veils to reveal the 5D/7D/9D overlaid realities. Multidimensional
consciousness is vastly different from the old reality; it is a lot of
information at once. Our brains and nervous systems can be guided to
integrate with more ease (it is not easy at first, use your best practices for
calm and focus.) Meditate on DNA activation often; these highly charged
particle flows must be directed by conscious intent.
The 12D layer is expected to be anchored by end of this year. This is why
the focus on embodiment has stepped up, and why the trajectory shift
occurs right before we enter that predicted passage. Gatekeepers are on
this, and we welcome all Grid and Lightworker support. Anchoring the 12D
layer affects global magnetics, however we balance this with the
stargates. Obviously we are not Gaia-centric anymore. More on this soon.
Crystals are assisting with this trajectory shift. Remember your higher
skills, place/plant them and light them up. As always, connect with the
interdimensional crystals and crystalline realms of consciousness; many of
the off-planet crystals are activated as stargates of their own. Just like
your multidimensional heart center.
We also have a Full Moon on November 22. Remember that the days prior
to the Full Moon are best for dismantling old programs and control
structures. If that is part of your mission, go for it.
UNITY: Here We Glow
SUNday November 18: Global Unity Meditations and opening for the
November influx. Meditations with Divine DNA code amplification.
November 21- 25: Gateway, Cosmic Influx and Collective Trajectory/
Timeline Shift.
Thursday, November 22: Cosmic Trigger and Full Moon at 9:41pm PT
Collective all-day focus on the trajectory shift. Overwrite and override
lesser realities, revealing and becoming the Embodiment timelines. Also
Thanksgiving Day in the USA; infuse your gatherings with Unconditional
Love. Try something new and positive to align with higher timelines; break
the looping mechanism of tradition programs.

SUNday, November 25: Global SUNday Unity Meditations with Divine
DNA code amplification.
November is Not the Usual Influx
This wave is a cosmic launch pad. Visualize and create highest outcomes.
Remote influence collective timelines with New Earth Now exercises and
DNA activation. Lower timelines and delay tactics (personal or collective)
dissolve with embodiment and unified intent. Embrace your Creator State
and override procrastination or looping programs. Break your addiction to
old self habits or fears; that is not a secure place to dwell.
This year taught us to shed any attachment to old timelines, outdated
stories and old versions of Self. As we embrace the New, the unknown, it
expands into limitless possibility; Source consciousness. Give yourself
and the collective this precious gift, right now.
Blessings to all for highest outcomes during this passage. Let us show
HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Gatekeeper Journal: November 2018
Nov 28, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our collective trajectory shift is settling in – or rather, settling up.
Sensations of the higher timeline and its accompanying opportunities and
synchronicities are palpable. After a some wild energetic fluctuations last
week, we enter the anticipated high-vibe support passage for the
acceleration of our embodiment.
Unfoldments from this shift will present; pay attention to the renewal
sensations and higher timelines available to all. This is fertile soil; plant
your positive, highest intentions well – and often.
Create the miraculous through Divine Neutrality. Get clear, intend, pray,
meditate and watch what presents as the New trajectory anchors in. This
is an initiation into the sacred passage of December – January. Be in your
Mastery of the Heart; Set your highest intent, then open as a conduit of
Divine Love and let Source show you the new Self. Intend and create.
The more we release and create the New, the faster and easier the old
fades out of our realities. Run with the positive energy of this trajectory
shift. Take note of what areas of your lifestream are presenting Divine
opportunities to change, rise, express, and create.
Primary Christed Timelines provide support for your heart-aligned choices
right here, right now. Encourage your fellow Lightworkers to release the
waiting game and jump to these higher timelines of co-creation in the Now.
The consistent rise of the Light quotient on Gaia allows for collective
trajectory shifts. Our collective unification is co-creating these shifts with
external cosmic factors, activating these accelerations of the Ascension
itself. It also accelerates disclosure, global system dismantling, and
energetic and elemental shifts within and upon Gaia. This is reflected on a
personal level (collapse of the old template of Self.)
Spiritual Disclosure: The Gatekeeper Journal
Gratitude for the encouragement to make this a regular installment. By
sharing our experiences, giving and receiving them in Divine Neutrality, we

encourage Unity consciousness. I select journal entries which feel like
they have codes for others: Confirmation, understanding, or expansion.
Saturday October 27: Hosted a DNA Master Class. The reaction to
reconnecting with Source via DNA was overwhelming, and the effect on
my own DNA is palpable. A timeline-influencer, similar to the New Earth
Now events earlier this year but much stronger. Revealed another level of
my service work as a conduit for multidimensional activations. Tapping into
how the Masters did what they did. Clearly DNA will be a focus next year.
Experimenting with new skills. Gatekeeping is evolving to another level.
SUNday November 11: The 11-11-11 Gateway. Very pure frequencies.
Global Unity Meditations are sublime. Feeling all of the Lightworker
ceremonies and intentions as one triumph of Light. I feel both exhausted
and exhaulted. Beings with an octahedron-shaped vibrant crystal on their
forehead are present during Gatework. Sasquatch watches from a
distance. Starting to anchor Winter Gate points since snow is on the way. I
have a different experience of the grids since the crystalline grid merged
last year. Ley line grids and older creations faded out of my reality, and
gridwork on the lower realm Gaia is completely absent. As the guidance
has stated so often, get on with creating the New.
News item about strange seismic waves and a mysterious rumble rippling
around the world on the 11-11. Article HERE
Monday November 12: Visions are active, running one long scene after
another. My pineal is changing again; most visions are in vivid crystallinediamond light, and often pearlescent. Bright SUNspot-type discs have
appeared in my open-eye vision for years, as if I have been staring at the
SUN. Sometimes they grow as wide as my vision, like a golden-white
SUN. Now when I come out of meditation, bright discs of blue, gold, silver
or white light will hang in my field of vision for a while. They are present
even when I blink, seen in the same spot with eyes open or closed. The
light is within, not external.
This is the passage when the next year’s unfoldments begin to present.
DNA ladders are predominant in vision, a strong Ascension symbol. Also
seeing rivers of rainbow light with crystalline HUmans flowing to New
Earth by the thousands.

Tuesday November 13: Lightships active on the Mountain tonight.
Feeling the impending timeline shift. It’s freezing at night again; a bit sad
that we lost our long Summer nights to the fires. Brilliant how these
changes and events push us into appreciating and unifying in the Now.
Guided to fine-tune and amplify the diamond-octahedron energy field
around myself, Shasta, Gaia, Solaris. Strong rainbow bridge flows on
Shasta. Dreams of levitating in lotus pose over a field of crystalline grass. I
have lucid dreams of levitating often, and sometimes wake up to the
sensation of my sheets sliding off my body as I float.
Wednesday November 14: Gold-crystalline being in a gold robe, 7 feet
tall, appears in my room while I AM writing in bed. Transparent,
shimmering. Stays for a long while, just watching, no messages or
impressions. Feels similar to the 4 foot gold sphere that appeared in my
space back in November 2012.
Seeing light shining through cracks in the realms again, as if the reality is
cracking open. Fields of starlight in deep blue, gold, ruby and emerald
flowing in as well. Orbs have been very active all week.
SUNday November 18: Opening of the Trajectory Shift Gateway. Hiked
up the closed road to Panther Meadows for ceremony. Nice to have the
meadow to myself, especially since I rarely go there. I feel zero connection
to the old stories of Panther, or the mountain legends for that matter.
Resonating with Gaia’s message about the clean-slate consciousness of
New Earth.
Vibrant rainbow-crystalline light shimmering during the Gate opening.
Nighttime is busy, which is typical after a day on the mountain. Bright lights
continue to wake me (like someone shining a very bright flashlight in your
face) and pinpoints of light appear in my room all night; not a lot of sleep.
Interesting Spaceweather report from that day: On November 18th a rare
wave hit the magnetic field. Solar wind hit Earth and produced a pure,
almost-musical sine wave. A very stable magnetic oscillation commenced
and persisted for several hours. The magnetic field was swinging back and
forth, with the regularity of a metronome. This was a rare incident indeed.
Article HERE.

Same day, from Spaceweather: A Sunspot from the next Solar cycle: Over
the weekend, a small sunspot materialized in the sun’s northern
hemisphere, then, hours later, vanished again. Such an occurrence is
hardly unusual during solar minimum when sunspots are naturally small
and short-lived. However, this ephemeral spot was noteworthy because its
magnetic field was reversed–marking it as a member of the next solar
cycle. Article HERE
Tuesday November 20: Hiked up the closed road to Ski Bowl (8,000 ft),
last day before Winter snows begin. Cloudship appears at SUNrise and
lingers by the mountain all day long. Time-stop sensations intensifying.
Magnetosphere is fluctuating and emotional clearing is widespread. Deep
clearings noted – physical, emotional and subconscious – in the Tribe.
Many surrendering old timelines and attachments to those stories. Veils
are thin, many faces popping in while meditating or before sleep.
Multidimensional Self is busy with the collective this day, releasing old
creations and prepping for the timeline shift.
Wednesday November 21: Feeling the timeline shift strongly. Staying
peaceful, aligned and in the heart zone, holding the gates open for the
higher trajectory. Weeping tears of gratitude often. 12:12 has presented
every day this month. Noting the much larger amount of Souls involved in
this collective shift, as compared to the shift in May. Quantum resonance
is working.
Thursday November 22: Thanksgiving in the USA & Full Moon. Focus
point for timeline shift. Gate crystals go outside to recode with the cosmic
influx. Solar Beings, the collective consciousness of the SUNs which have
given us the Solar activity since 2013, keep connecting with me. Their
presence in my field feels comforting, familiar. Guided to tap into the
Steering Committee level (the team responsible for guiding the Solar
system into the photonic hot spots) and assist with the gentle adjustments.
Hard to describe that activity; it just happens. Feeling immensely blessed
to spend the holiday evening with fellow Lightworkers.
Saturday November 24: After being tired and wired all day Friday, I sleep
for twelve hours. Wake up at 1 PM after a constant stream of lucid dream
experiences which felt wonderful. Timeline collapse dream themes: both
closure on the old and precognitive scenarios; watching future moments
play out and fade. Busy upstairs (Higher Selves), with much support for

the collective choice of acceleration. Open the drapes and see huge
cloudships around the mountain, which linger all day and night.
SUNday November 25: Global Unity Meditations intensely beautiful.
Overwhelming flow of higher light. This is true Unity Consciousness
emerging; the unconditional love overriding and overwriting everything
else. Quantum lifting and glow-ray-us sensation of collective
accomplishment.
Tuesday November 27: Awoke this morning surrounded by the familiar
magenta fields of light. This began in 2011; the swirling rose-magenta light
that appears with my eyes open or closed. I wrote about it a few years ago
in Vision Sketches. The center can spin like a Gate, slow and rhythmic. It
is comforting to me; it comes with a strong Mastery presence and feels
like home. Dreamy, fading out of density sensations all day. Feeling
transparent, more out of body than in. Lower reality running like a memory.
Sensing the embodiment focus for December-January will be strong.
Changes Abound: Some subtle, some vibrant.
Collective trajectory shifts will be more frequent, more consistent, in 2019.
Let this be your training ground as the High-Vibe Tribe begins to embody
more positive photonic light within the DNA.
Review what you felt last week, and how you feel Now. Learn these
sensations, know how your consciousness recognizes time-stops and
time-shifts, so you can work with them like a Master.
Embodiment requires a sacred space within the heart. The higher light
level stimulates creativity; that is where we are going. Be sure to pause for
self-care and balance often.
We hold the New Earth experience in this Now. Intend, expect, express
and create the miraculous levels of Love which each Soul deserves. Let
us show HUmanity what is possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

New Moon Choice Point: Migrating Realities
Dec 6, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
This morning I received some strong direction to PAUSE THE UPDATE on
what is unfolding in December, and remind everyone to take advantage of
the New Moon choice point.
As excited as I AM to share the intel, the present moment calls for
individual choice – and perhaps it should not be influenced by the coming
day’s events. The download will come in the Newsletter on Saturday. This
will allow everyone to make their own choice to surrender the old and
choose to move forward with Gaia’s Divine plan. Or not.
That said, we have a New Moon on Thursday night that is a strong marker
for our sacred December passage. This annual alignment with Galactic
Center is UNIQUE. We did not endure the deep changes, clearings and
timeline shifts of 2018 for nothing … this is a powerful point of personal
choice – right now.
Collective timeline choices shake loose that which must be revealed.
Everyone is being shown in their own journey what needs to occur in order
to experience embodiment and Ascension. Embodiment requires, and
amplifies, dismantling of old structures. It requires full engagement in the
New Self, the Higher Self, the Divine Self which is LOVE in-carnate.
Support this global rewrite by shifting personal timelines, releasing
what does not serve your highest expression – right now. Whatever
feels old, negative, repetitive without purpose, waiting game
programs, fears, doubts, emotional drains, all that was created in the
distortion which no longer amplifies the higher vibration of LOVE,
higher creations and peace, within and without … must. go. now.
Give yourself and the collective this gift.
Honor our collective process by honoring your own highest path and
expression. Get offline, get out on Gaia, have those deep conversations
with the stars, with the Self, with Source.

Infinite Love and gratitude to all of us. Let us show HUmanity what is
possible with Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

Core Shift in Gaia and Organic Timeline Restoration
Dec 10, 2018
Blessings Beloved Light Tribe ~
Our sacred transformational passage is upon us, when deep collective
and personal shifts may occur. The embodiment phase is bolstered by the
cosmic flows, and this year’s deep cleansing provides the Divine
revelation of the True Self for many. This download is long; it summarizes
timeline shifts, migrating realities, and a hearts-up for the birthing of a new
energy.
We are preparing to migrate all realities to the organic Ascension
timelines. It has been a slow migration, building the crystalline pathways
which bridge the gap between distorted inorganic timelines and the
Christed timelines of organic intent. The frequencies which trigger an
accelerated migration occur between the 12-12 and 12-27. It unlocks
magnetics within Gaia’s core, which shifts all energy flows to the
crystalline grid system, causing expansion.
The shifts created by this energy release may accelerate earth-changes,
which also accelerates unity. Let us recognize that deconstruction of the
old includes physical changes in these realms. That should not be a
surprise, nor an opportunity for sensationalism. The inorganic realities
must collapse, just as the time structures must collapse, in order to reveal
the new. It is an honor and a blessing to be here to experience both –
simultaneously. Starseeds, guide those who forget their hyperdimensional
existence.
As I mentioned in the last Gatekeeper’s journal, I have been seeing many
departing souls, similar to the visions before 2016 began. Let us focus on
the Now service of migrating realities with as much ease and grace as
possible.
The energies of 2018 were intended to mature our hearts, reveal the
organic Ascension experience and amplify emotional intelligence in the
Ascending collective. The Unity in Unity Consciousness will be
emphasized, by whatever means needed by the collective consciousness,
in 2019. Wayshowing becomes a pure expression of love, compassion,
integrity and embodiment as we go through this transformational passage.

Organic Timeline Restoration
For years the Divine Team upstairs have said that 3D technically no longer
exists. As with most of this intel, the supportive experiences and
documentation eventually come to light. I AM feeling this strongly as I
approach my 20th anniversary of delivering messages. Anniversaries are
popping up everywhere for me, another indication that timeline shifts are
upon us.
We have been running parallel collective realities for quite a while, with a
slow divide as the lower realities/timelines drop away (aka division of
worlds.) The inorganic timelines embedded in the lower realities were a
creation fueled by HUman agreement. Lightworkers and Gaia made the
choice during the harmonic convergence of 1987 to engage with the
Ascension timelines. Rather than reset in an all-at-once, game-over
scenario, we chose to walk through the 2012 Gateway as one, let the old
realities dissolve, and experience creating the new.
We get so much more out of the journey this way. We learn to create in
unity consciousness while old realities dismantle. We get the experience
of transformation through the physical. And we learn time dynamics,
honoring free will, and the true power of serving Source through the heart.
Brilliant.
Lightworkers engaged in collective ceremony and constant gridwork
through the 1-1-1, 2-2-2, 3-3-3 … for twelve years, ending in the finale of
the 12-12-12 when Gaia birthed the higher realm of New Earth. Gaia
broke away from the lower timeline reality back in 2011, a few months
before the 11-11-11 reignited the Christed Heart flame in all willing
vessels. An elegant orchestration of events. The Primary Christed
timelines, a creation of our future selves as a possibility of experiencing
Ascension for both the planet and physical BEings, began to override the
lower and inorganic realities.
The Primary timelines became a physical experience available to all with
the August 2017 Solar eclipse. This accelerated the drop-off of energetic
support for lower timelines, which have been running on collective
agreement. As we hit tipping points in collective awakening, the
agreement dissolves in the higher vibration, and those manipulative
realities can no longer operate. Old Earth can run for another 100 years if
needed; there are benevolent timelines in place to bridge Gaia’s

expressions. They can endure only a certain level of photonic light
quotient before they collapse. Collective choice will reveal how long those
are needed.
Positive photons create order, which can look like chaos as inorganic
realities crumble. Apply multidimensional awareness to everything; the
lower realities have been called an illusion for good reason. Lower
timelines dissolve as we traverse the photon belt, and that activity
accelerates as we collectively unify with the intent for peace, harmony, and
creating in the highest interests of all concerned. Gatekeepers,
Gridworkers, Lightworkers, Starseeds, Wayshowers begin to remember
their higher skills and step into service. We unify with our future selves/
Higher Selves during the embodiment phase and reunite with our
multidimensional aspects (happening now.) No one is robbed of their
Mastery experience; you can have this here and now, or experience it in
another system. The honoring of free will is a major lesson in these
realms. Mastery requires choice and action.
The Gateways we used to migrate realities to the organic timelines have
activated the New Earth Crystalline-based Grid system. It compliments the
radical magnetic shifts Gaia goes through to reveal New Earth, and
assists in bridging the worlds. This is why we used crystals, sound, new
geometries, and rejuvenated skill sets to create it. It is a crystalline,
hyperdimensional structure which flows freely between dimensions,
planets and star systems, rather than limiting or controlling realities.
Our current service is to bridge the gap between lower realities which are
running on empty, and the higher organic realities. We rewrite our
collective timelines to have a through-line; to mend the past intention of
Ascension with the positive future outcome already taking place.
The positive photonic light promotes collective clearing. We are erasing,
realigning huge sections of our past miscreations, distortions, old stories,
in order to create an organic flow from past Self to future Self, and merge
them in Zero Point.
This is why Lightworkers sense the past as long gone, dissolved,
illusionary, like a strange dream dissipating with the New SUNrise.
Because it is. Negative emotions cannot be recalled or re-experienced.
We release ourselves from the spell. It also makes the lower collective
experience feel dull; these realities are past their expiration date. So we

turn our focus to the New, in order to unlock the Gates and bridges to the
Primary Christed timeline experience.
Crystalline DNA is our body’s bridge between worlds. Christed hearts
beam our intention through the DNA creating a passcode to the organic
reality already in place. Running a higher vibration in the body turns on
more DNA strands, and allows us to experience the higher organic
realities. Starseeds have an advantage since we came in with unique
codes, however everyone is capable of activating what their body, mind
and heart can handle.
A Sacred Gift from Gaia
Gaia is about to give us a major boost from her crystalline core. You may
have seen/felt the unlocking of the Living Library during the SUNday Unity
Meditations, as the 12-12 Gateways opened. In order to realign the past
intent with the inevitable future outcome of Ascension, Gaia will make a
shift in her magnetic flow with a cosmic alignment between 12-12 and
12-27.
Cosmic rays are anticipated, however the adjustment is coming from Gaia
herself, in order to align more fully with the Primary timelines. The lower
timelines have no energetic support, so this event assists the organic
reality to become more predominant.
It will cause a reverberation across the dimensions as the organic timeline
restoration takes place. It won’t be over in a moment, it will initiate a phase
of accelerated migration. This is a core rebirthing to allow the through-line
of our past, present and future experience to self-correct.
Migrating denser realities to crystalline level during an Ascension cycle is
a brand new experience, so it is unpredictable how this will unfold. We
pray, intend and co-create a palpable and peaceful shift.
There may be several jolts felt to the New Earth Grids as time dynamics
are adjusted. You may feel sudden rushes of energy or an intense blissy
sensation as the organic experience returns. The planetary plate systems
are most vulnerable to this expansive light. Just as our physical bodies
adjust to hold more of our Higher Self in form, so must Gaia adjust.
Remember it is benevolent, since the outward appearance may seem
chaotic.

This is well-timed with our embodiment, which is accelerating this activity
by quantum effect. The connection to Gaia is strong; she is very present in
our hearts. Many will take on a new level of Christ consciousness to
stabilize this beautiful new light. We become part of the bridge between
worlds in this activity. Anticipate the Divine, this is a very sacred passage
for demonstrating Mastery.
Suggestions for this Sacred Passage
Three Day Water Fast. One of the simplest ways to uplevel DNA, gain
focus and raise your light quotient is a three day water fast. Just water.
Limit screen time (online activity) and distractions for maximum effect.
Follow your guidance; your body and path are unique.
Meditation and practices of highest intent. Bring all of your
Multidimensional Self to the table right now. Practice radiant, expansive,
Godhead-level meditation. Sound, toning and Light language are powerful
activators in this Now. Join us for the SUNday Unity Meditations, use that
collective support to create the New. We connect offline to practice the
organic experience of unity consciousness. The vibration of Love on
SUNdays is palpable and healing. That field is there every day to connect
with and amplify.
Move your body … and lightbodies. Get those toroidal fields spinning
diamond-solar light plasma. Yoga, exercise, dance, walk, whatever you
love. Get the energy moving so you release the old timeline
entanglements easily and encourage new DNA to reconnect. Play in the
nature gym and move the light through Gaia as well. Oxygenate for
maximum code-flow and clarity.
To know is to do. Apply Mastery skills of forgiveness, clemency,
gratitude, unconditional love, and Ascension in every thought, word, and
deed. Contact is stepping up, which requires a level of transparency which
may be out of your comfort zone. Be seen, felt and heard as the
Crystalline BEing you are. If you are feeling less-than-ready, perfect your
intent moment to moment. Everyone gets points for doing the good work.
Connect with Gaia. We haven’t even begun to reveal what return of the
the Divine Feminine truly means. Unity breeds unity; as active participants
in this co-creation of Ascension, we level up our Creator skills with the
unlocking of the Living Library. This isn’t just the revelation of who we

were, but of who we are becoming. Be a good midwife and assist in
migrating realities to the higher timelines. As Gaia has said; There are no
old stories in the New Earth realm. Reflect this in your lifestream and trust
your heart.
Anticipate brilliance. Miracles are a natural outcome of embodying pure
spirit; expressing as the LoveLight of Source. As we become conduits of
our pure Self, embodying the positive photonic plasma, our realities reflect
crystalline BEingness (and it makes your skin sparkle). The Creator State
is a very different way of BEing; encourage New in every moment.
Opportunities for Unification
We honor the collective experience of being on the bridge; crossing to the
unknown, not able to fully grasp what we are becoming. It feels sacred
and challenging. The organic reunification of the spirit-soul-form trinity is a
pleasure beyond description. The freedom to experience Source-as-Self
again is revelation; the highest level of HUman disclosure.
Organic Primary timelines operate in flow time. As they become readily
available, let your plans be pliable, stay alert to higher callings in the heart
space.
Embodiment takes focus. New light levels, paired with a core shift, can
unfold in many ways. Remember we become purified fractals of the whole
operation; what happens to Gaia, or the SUN, or the Galaxy, etc. also
happens to us, through us, as us. For those who take on the challenge of
leveling up, this opportunity feels Divine.
Many asked about invocations to use in ceremony. Here is a
Gatekeeper decree for the Now:
We call forth the pure organic Primary Christed timelines of Ascension
to override and overwrite all lower timelines and distortions,
and provide the pure and true organic experience for all willing hearts.
We call forth the positive Photonic Light and Source-encoded plasma
to infuse the cosmic stargates, Solaris, Gaia, kingdoms, elementals and
beloved Humanity,
across all timelines, parallel realities seen and unseen,

to puritize and Divinitize all creations to the highest level allowed by
Cosmic Law.
I open myself as a conduit of Source, the One pure and true Infinite
Creator,
to flow the Diamond-Solar Light of revelation, unconditional Love and
purification,
through all of these realms, in the highest interests of all concerned.
Higher realms of highest service to the organic Ascension,
unify with us for amplification and acceleration of the migration of realities
and open the crystalline bridges to experience the New Earth, Now.
Sacred Gateways of the pure and true organic Ascension within Gaia,
HUmanity, kingdoms and elementals, ancient structures and future New
Earth realities,
open and flow the Diamond-Solar plasma of Cosmic Christ consciousness
through all of these realms and grant peace, love and Ascension to all
willing hearts.
I ordain this under all graces and forces of pure Source consciousness. So
it is.
Unified Activities and Markers for this Passage
Wednesday, December 12: The 12-12 anniversary. Connect with Gaia,
focus on migrating realities to reveal the Christed timelines for all. A strong
day for first Embodiers and Gatekeepers. Get out on Gaia and assist with
opening for the influx/outflux.
SUNday December 16: Global Unity Meditations in the photon-bath of
Galactic Center. Meditate with thousands of Lightworkers for 33 minutes,
offline, in your style. Set a reminder and join in, the more hearts the better.
Gratitude to those who spread the word.
Monday – Wednesday December 17-19: Earth – SUN – Galactic
Center alignment. Not an exact alignment, thus the window of
opportunity provided. Strong cosmic energies.
Friday December 21: Solstice at 2:23 PM Pacific Time.

Saturday December 22: Full Moon at 9:50 AM Pacific Time.
SUNday December 23: Global Unity Meditations
The greatest Christmas presence we can give the collective is Peace,
Love and our Hearts as One force of Source.
SUNday December 30: Global Unity Meditations
Prepare for the Now Year in Unity with the Light Tribe.
Embodiment is an empowering activity.
No one should be waiting for a day, a moment, a flash, an announcement.
Old systems dismantle on a collective level as easily as your old self
dismantled during the Ascension process. Breathe. Patience = generosity.
Acceleration is anticipated, since time dynamics are connected to
magnetic flows, as well as gravity. This has a direct effect on DNA and can
be (even more) stimulating. Starseeds with coherent hearts and emotional
intelligence are encouraged to balance the collective fields during this
passage.
Remember our fields and choices affect outcomes; we assist (not hinder)
the expansion of Gaia. The heart can handle much more than the mind. It
can also create with clarity from the higher perspective of Love.
I send all of you Love and strength for a Divine and Sacred passage. This
is a phase of wonder and brilliance. May we honor it and use the energies
to co-create the highest experience for all concerned. Blessings for a truly
joyful holiday season. Let us show Humanity what is possible with
Ascension!
In Love, Light and Service,
Sandra

